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General Delivery

Opening words

Christina Thiele (Outgoing President) and Michel Goossens (Incoming President)

This first column for 1995 marks the transition between myself and Michel Goossens, TUG’s new president. I am delighted to share this column with him — and even more so to pass it on to him!

Passing the baton

While this first issue of 1995 should normally have been in your mailbox last March, thus before the spring election, the delay in getting it out to you has been such that it is more reasonable to acknowledge “real-time” events.

Having a real election for the position of TUG president was very important to me, since my own term was not the result of an election by TUG members but a make-do solution to an interim situation (although I had been elected as a board member in the first elections in 1991).

In 1991, the board decided that all board members should be elected by the membership, including the president. Malcolm Clark served as interim president for one-and-a-half years, to allow the election cycle to begin properly. However, no candidates stepped forward in the fall of 1992, and so the board was forced to find a president from amongst its own members; the result was that I took on the job of president. I have therefore viewed my role these past two-and-a-half years as being more of an administrator (“paper-generating bureaucrat” might be another term for it!), focusing on internal infrastructure more than on external leadership issues.

This latter role is what TUG now needs to focus on — indeed, one could argue that this role was needed already a year ago. Perhaps. But the climate a year ago was less calm, more agitated. Now, however, I believe Michel, as new president, has a much better context in which to be a strong leader for TUG, and by extension, to better represent TUG in the general TeX community.

Looking back

Since this is my last column, I would like to take the opportunity to look back over my past seven years on TUG’s board, beginning in 1988 at the Montreal annual meeting. I’ve seen the board move from being an appointed group to an elected body, from a group of keen implementors and developers with little administrative involvement to one where most development work is now done outside the board, even outside TUG, and administrative issues have seemed to consume the board’s time and energy. In fact, most of the faces from when I first joined the board are no longer there. But this should not surprise anyone unduly.

The TeX community of today is very different from that of 7 years ago, much less 16 years ago when TUG began. The program is mature, the users are world-wide and experienced, network access and network-based resources have increased to the point where almost everything is available electronically: help, information, sources, documentation — and fellow-users. Finding a useful role in the current electronic and economic climate is very difficult for all organizations in computer-related activities. To my mind, TUG is now swinging away from the administrative focus of recent years towards more of a collaborative and coordinating role in the community at large. This is not to say that the efforts made to provide a solid administrative infrastructure have been for naught — but they only need to be done once, and after that it’s more a matter of introducing refinements and improvements. The main focus can thus move elsewhere.

I’d like to think that this is where I’ve most usefully expended my energies for TUG — in the occasionally unimaginative and plodding business of documentation, guidelines and general information. Drafting guidelines for the proceedings, which TUG first began publishing in 1987, was one of my first ventures — mainly to provide some sort of reference point for myself as editor of the 1988 and 1989 proceedings, and of course, to also give authors some help in preparing their submissions. The guidelines have since become a regular component in the proceedings editor’s arsenal of files; and each editor has been steadily improving and revising the document over the years. Which is what good guidelines should have to undergo — growth and change — to address new situations. Similarly, the four years I spent working on TUG meetings led to drafting conference guidelines along with Peter Flynn, who had experience with the Cork 1990 meeting. Other guideline writing duties I’ve shared include those for presenters, vendors, joint memberships, and elections.

Last year saw the introduction of “info-sheets”, short one- or two-page documents which can be useful sources of information: tug-info.tex (general info about TUG) and usergrp6.tex (list of all user
groups) are two of the first ones.\footnote{The idea came from a one-page overview that I picked up at the 1994 annual meeting of the LSA (Linguistic Society of America) in Boston.} They are presented later in this issue, for everyone’s information. The source files can be found on CTAN in \texttt{archive/usergrps/tug} and are updated as necessary. In the works are info-sheets on \TeX{} implementations for various platforms.

\textit{TUG} was the biggest project, though, that I undertook: and even then, only with the substantial and informed contributions from regular columnists such as Peter Flynn, Peter Schmitt, Jeremy Gibbons and Robert Becker, was it possible to keep up a rhythm of four issues per year for three years. That publication is now also evolving, under the new editorship of Peter Flynn.

Indeed, most all of what I’ve worked on in \textit{TUG} has been something that others have had just as big a role in, or have taken further along the road. With the right combination of people, who can make any job seem do-able, any problem solvable, and any pleasure share-able, there’s really nothing like collaborative work to make you feel useful, particularly as volunteer work doesn’t bring much else!

Most of what I’ve learned about what they call ‘people skills’ and all that—it’s been learned by working within \textit{TUG} and the \TeX{} community. Perhaps not always well learned, but certainly it’s been the best exposure to all kinds of issues, situations, and people one could wish for. Not at all what I expected to learn when I sent in my first membership form in 1986, that’s for sure, or when I attended my first meeting in 1987!

\textbf{TUGboat is back!}

One major infrastructure concern is of course \textit{TUGboat} production. This issue you are reading is therefore also significant in that it marks the second of what will be a “five-step program”\footnote{Five issues—five steps: 15,4; 16,1 to 16,4.} to getting \textit{TUG} back into normal contact with its own membership, and by extension, serving notice to the entire \TeX{} community that we are alive and well and working like mad to regain our members’ respect and renewed membership. It has come as no surprise that our 1995 membership figures are down from last year; a big factor has been the non-appearance of our flagship publication. A major concern has therefore necessitated a major change in production.

With this in mind, as well as the growing difficulties being experienced by the \textit{TUGboat} editor to devote as much time and energy towards \textit{TUGboat} as in the past, a change in the production environment had to be made. As president, I was able to initiate discussions on the feasibility of a team approach, and in conjunction with Barbara (\textit{TUGboat} editor), Mimi Burbank (chair of the Publications Committee), and Michel Goossens (incoming president), we were able to quickly find a new production route to follow.

The utter dependence upon one person, Barbara Beeton, to not only edit but also deal with \TeX{}nical production had to change.\footnote{And that \TeX{}nical aspect has done nothing but become more complex with each new article—proving that \textit{TUGboat} authors are amongst the most devilishly creative group anyone should ever have to deal with! I would hasten to reiterate a point that Barbara has repeatedly made in the past: that this is \textit{not} the aim of \textit{TUGboat}—to be for the \TeX{}nically devilish! There is a desperate need for solid entry-level articles that will help all users better understand and apply \TeX{} for all purposes—not just the generation of fantastic new code and fonts!} \textit{TUGboat} 15.4 was the first result of the new production approach: a team of people working under Barbara’s sharp eye, each one bringing a great deal of experience in different aspects of \TeX{} as it now is used and understood by the community. This issue (16,1) is the first one which joins the team approach with a new production site (SCRI), and will, we believe, allow for much greater scope and flexibility in the future.

\textbf{SCRI support critical}

The team approach has been greatly aided by the generosity of the people at Florida State University’s Supercomputer Computations Research Institute (SCRI), who have allowed us to share half of a new 4GB disc in order to undertake \textit{TUGboat} production. Mimi Burbank deserves the credit for having made this possible; and we are deeply grateful to SCI for the additional technical and logistical support which they have provided. The disc now makes it possible for team members to access all \textit{TUGboat} production files, lend speedy assistance and advice on problems which inevitably arise, and generally provide a solid support group for \textit{TUGboat}’s long-standing editor. For more details, see Barbara’s column elsewhere in this issue.

\textit{TUG}’s new president, Michel Goosens, vowed at the recent annual meeting to see that, between now and the end of the year, members will see \textit{TUGboat} issues appearing in very short order, to get us back to the normal schedule. You have received 15,4 (the last 1994 issue). This is 16,1. You will receive 16,2 (guest-edited by Malcolm Clark) and 16,3 (the \textit{TUG}’95 Proceedings, edited by Robin Fairbairns) before the end of the calendar year; the December
issue, 16.4, will be out in early 1996. The work is already well in hand; elsewhere in this issue you will find information on what’s coming in 16.2 and 16.3. We are convinced this is the best solution for the current and long-term survival of both TUGboat and TUG: without the one, the health and viability of the other is also drawn into question—not only by current and former TUG members, but by the \TeX\ community at large.

And with this longish message, I now pass the President’s Column over to Michel Goossens, TUG’s incoming president.

---

Moving forward

Christina Thiele, TUG’s outgoing president, has explained clearly what has happened in the last year or two, stating the facts and putting them in an objective perspective. As noted previously, the problems with TUGboat have, amongst other things, contributed to a drop of about 20% in the membership of TUG with respect to the 1994 figures. As I announced in my inaugural speech, I am making it my first task as new president to get TUGboat back on schedule. In the production team that we have set up, a real spirit of cooperation has developed, with each of the team members contributing in an area where she or he feels most comfortable or has particular expertise. I am confident that this approach can be made to last, and that TUGboat will now arrive on time and at regular intervals on our readers’ desks.

New horizons

But is it not enough to just “carry on”, saying that it’ll soon be “business as usual”. The world of electronic publishing does not stand still; on the contrary, it is caught in a whirlwind. If \TeX\ wants to survive, it will have to adapt to this new and changing environment. Hypertext, HTML and SGML, PDF (Portable Document Format), publishing on the Net, document re-use, CD-ROM, dialing the global village, surfing the Internet, using multiple master, GX or Truetype fonts—all of these are only some of the buzz-words that we encounter on walls, in magazines, on our computer screens, and in the books we open. And what about Windows 95, NT, or other Unixes, can we just ignore them? No, we have to deal with them, adapt to the real world, profit from these developments, borrow the good ideas, use cross-fertilization to take what we need in order to make our tool of excellence—\TeX— even better, and adapt it more ideally to the text processing needs of the year 2000. Recent developments such as Ω, \textit{e-\TeX, NTS, B\TeX\X, TDS, hyper\TeX, ASTeR} have shown that \TeX\ is alive and well, and that many enthusiastic developers in various parts of the world are actively working on extensions in functionality to better integrate \TeX\ into the window environments that are becoming commodity items in our daily life. TUG has to set up efficient communication channels, and the means to make coordinating all these activities possible. In particular, TUGboat will carry articles addressing these important issues so that everybody can be kept truly informed.

All together now

Many—I should say most—\TeX\ users in the world are not members of TUG or of any other local or national \TeX\ Users Group. Yet they all can profit from \TeX\’s fantastic typesetting abilities. They are working in far-away places, on small personal computers. We should not forget those writing their thesis in Russian, research report in Chinese, perhaps a love letter in Armenian, or a poem in Swahili. TUG \textit{per se} is not the prime aim of the game, it is not organizations that make history, it is people. Knuth gave \TeX to the world, and asked TUG to look after it, to make sure that \TeX \ and METAFONT can be used to the benefit of the whole of mankind as the only truly generally and freely available text-processing system in the world. Therefore we should all continue to work together, in trust and good faith. TUG depends on you, TUG needs your active support, and all those hundreds of thousands of \TeX users depend on all of us. Let us not disappoint them!

◇ Christina Thiele
15 Wiltshire Circle
Nepean, Ontario
K2J 4K9, Canada
cthiele@ccs.carleton.ca

◇ Michel Goossens
CERN, CN Division
CH-1211 Geneva 23
Switzerland
goossens@cern.ch
Editorial Comments
Barbara Beeton

Apology to our readers

It will not have escaped your notice that this issue is late, very late. I won’t bore you with the details, only point out that there have been some changes in circumstances that have made it impossible to spend the amount of time necessary to keep TUGboat on schedule by myself. However, help has been found, and a new production location that, unlike the AMS computer facilities, is accessible to other authorized members of the new production team. This facility, at the Supercomputer Computations Research Institute (SCRI) of Florida State University in Tallahassee, is due to the efforts of Mimi Burbank, and we are deeply appreciative of her help and that of the SCRI support staff.

An all-out effort has been undertaken to return TUGboat to schedule by the end of the year. This has already been described by the “old” and “new” presidents in their “Opening words”. I’ll introduce the new production team below.

Old faces, new faces

As with any volunteer-based endeavour, people who have given of their time and energy in one set of circumstances may find that they are unable to continue when circumstances change. This has happened once again on the TUGboat Editorial Board. Jackie Damrau, the first recipient of the Donald E. Knuth Scholarship, has been Associate Editor of the LATEX column since 1986. Jackie has been a champion of the LATEX user; her goal has been to find better ways of explaining “how to”, as opposed to laying bare the gory details that are of interest mainly to a developer. Both are necessary, but we should not forget that this is a users group. We wish Jackie all the best in her future endeavours.

The new faces belong to the production team that has been drawn together for the task of putting TUGboat back on schedule. Mimi Burbank, mentioned above as our “angel”, will assume the function of Production Manager. Christina Thiele, in addition to production duties, has agreed to take on the job of Associate Editor for Philology and Linguistics. Robin Fairbairns, Michel Goossens and Sebastian Rahtz complete the team. All these individuals have considerable experience in editing and producing TUG proceedings and/or other TEX user group publications as well as other TEX and computer-related talents too numerous to mention. They have come in and “hit the ground running” with an abundance of energy and good will. I remain the Editor-in-Chief, responsible for major decisions, overall guidance, and the person to complain to if something goes wrong. I’m confident that this team can deliver the goods.

MetaPost goes public

MetaPost, the extended METAFONT program by John Hobby that creates PostScript output for diagrams and similar non-alphabetic shapes, has been placed in the public domain by AT&T. MetaPost has facilities for including TEX output and manipulating the resulting picture.

The distribution can be retrieved by anonymous ftp from netlib.att.com/netlib/... The user’s manual and auxiliary documentation are in .../att/cs/cstr as 162.ps.Z and 164.ps.Z respectively. The source distribution is .../research/metapost.tar.Z. This is also mirrored at CTAN in tex-archive/graphics/metapost.

The distribution requires the Unix Web2C version of TEX and Tom Rokicki’s dvips, which contains special support for using downloaded TEX fonts in included figures. A DOS version of MetaPost is promised.

Barbara Beeton
American Mathematical Society
P. O. Box 6248
Providence, RI 02940 USA
bnb@math.ams.org
Software & Tools

Making MakeTeXPK safer for UNIX installations
Michal Jaegermann

Abstract
Leaving directories open for anybody in the world to write to, in order to ensure that MakeTeXPK will work, is often a security concern. This note describes how to avoid that on UNIX systems without losing functionality.

If you run TeX on UNIX, or any other UNIX-like system, and you are using a very convenient and popular setup with automatic bitmap generation, then you'll undoubtedly notice that this requires directories with ‘write’ permissions to everybody. In theory, this is not much different than having your /tmp directory open that way. In practice, though, especially when your programs are compiled with the kpathsea library and you have multiple unprotected font directories, this may cause substantial security and administrative headaches. An option to create automatically all bitmaps in one directory used only for that purpose, and to move them later by hand after careful examination to final locations, is not very practical if you serve multiple printers with different characteristics and is always unattractive to busy system administrators.

A first, but rather feeble line of defense, if your variant of UNIX supports it, is to set the ‘sticky’ bit on the directories in question like this: chmod at pk+. That way files can be removed or overwritten only by their owner(s). Unfortunately this does not prevent a “denial of service” attack. For example, a perpetrator may fill up directories with garbage such as empty files with expected names thus preventing later generation of required bitmaps. The above is just a prank, without lasting long-term consequences, but repeated often enough it may turn into a major nuisance. There are other, more insidious possible threats, which do occur in practice, especially when an attacker comes over a network using compromised legitimate accounts.

If you ever even thought of running MakeTeXPK “suid” (that means, in a mode which gives a program all privileges of its owner) you should drop the idea immediately, especially if MakeTeXPK is owned by root. MakeTeXPK is a shell script and for many reasons running shell scripts in “suid” mode is one of the biggest security holes you can think of. Modern UNIX kernels usually simply disable “suid” scripts, but even if they are permitted on your system, avoid using them. Problems with “world writable” directories pale in comparison.

Fortunately, there are safer approaches. As long as you have a compiler and an editor, MakeTeXPK and relatives (MakeTeXTFM, MakeTeXMF, ...) may be executed indirectly by a small compiled “wrapper” program and this latter program can be safely made “suid”.

The notes below describe the steps leading to such a modification. Due to assorted variations in TeX distributions and installations it is highly unlikely that they will work for you literally as given—unless you happen to run a very similar system. To make details easier to follow they will be shown for one particular distribution (tex, version 0.2, for Linux). This is only an example but it should give an idea how to proceed in other cases. Modifications should be rather straightforward. There are also possible variations in UNIX behaviour. See, for example, the Solaris note below.

It goes without saying that you need root access for all (okay, most) of these steps.

• Create new user account, say tex, on your system and include it in some innocuous group, e.g., tex.
The only purpose of this “user” will be to own common TeX files. You may already have some suitable group, such as nogroup or nobody, so instead you may include your new user there.

• Give the tex account /bin/false for a login shell and disable password by putting * in the corresponding field. Home directory is not terribly important. Nobody will ever be logging into this account.

The completed entry in the password file will look something like this:

tex:*:117:65535:Owner of TeX files:
/usr/local/tex:/bin/false
• Do touch /usr/spool/mail/tex to create an empty file. This action closes a loophole in some mail delivery programs. You may find the file already in place, made by some system administration utility. Change owner and group of this file to those of root (chown root:root /usr/spool/mail/tex) and also remove all read and write permissions on it (chmod 000 /usr/spool/mail/tex).

• Make sure that MakeTeXPK, and similar scripts you want to execute the same way, are not in
your \$PATH, or at least not earlier than the intended location of your “wrapper” program(s). Original scripts will not be called directly, however, the “wrapper” program will “inherit” their names thus presenting the same interface to users and other programs.

Any convenient location will do for scripts, but if your system conforms to the TeX Directory Structure, then a subdirectory of \$TEXMFROOT will be a logical place. For the particular \textTeX{} distribution, version 0.2, it is enough to delete links in a directory \texttt{/usr/local/bin}. Real scripts \texttt{MakeTeXPK}, \texttt{MakeTeXMF}, and \texttt{MakeTeXTFM} reside in \texttt{/usr/local/tex/scripts-0.2/bin/} and may be left there.

- Edit all scripts in question to supply absolute paths to all executables. Don’t forget to perform this task in other scripts which may be called by our \texttt{Make\*TEX\ldots} script (\texttt{append\_db} in the \textTeX{} distribution). Change the mode used when creating new files to 444 and to 755 for directories.

A proper way to do this is to start a script with a series of shell variable definitions similar to

\begin{verbatim}
MF="/usr/local/bin/mf"
\end{verbatim}

and replace all later occurrences of \texttt{mf} in the script by \$MF. That way, if you later move your \texttt{METAFONT} executables to some other place, script editing will be limited to one place; similarly for other programs. Absolute locations are required since, for security reasons, we will limit \$PATH only to "/bin:/usr/bin". This means that in theory you may leave things like \texttt{test}, \texttt{echo} or \texttt{rm} alone. In the latter case, for “dangerous” commands like \texttt{rm -f}, it is still a good idea to replace them with definitions similar to \texttt{RM="/bin/rm -f"} to get better control of what you are really executing.

As a side effect this keeps user-aliased or re-designed versions of these commands from putting out unexpected and unwanted text or hanging because of a need for \texttt{tty} input as in the case of the common and usually desirable alias of \texttt{rm} to \texttt{rm -i}. The unplanned appearance of extraneous text on \texttt{stdout} is one of the most common reasons for the \texttt{MakeTeXPK} to fail on its first pass.

Depending on your level of mistrust, you may use a similar approach to \texttt{echo} and \texttt{test} as well, but in the sample files, I have chosen to be more relaxed. Moreover, they may be “built-ins” in your shell.

- Edit sample source given in the appendix to adjust it to your system and compile.

A table of compilation somewhere in your \$PATH. The directory \texttt{/usr/local/bin} is usually a good place. Go there and name your program \texttt{MakeTeXPK}. Change its ownership and group to that of user \texttt{tex} by typing \texttt{chmod 755 MakeTeXPK}. (Depending on your variant of UNIX you may have to use a dot instead of a colon to separate the user and the group name, or you may have to do that in two steps, using also another command, \texttt{chgrp}, to accomplish the above. Use the group to which you assigned your \texttt{tex} user. This is only an example). The program needs “execute” and “set uid” privileges (\texttt{chmod 4755 MakeTeXPK}). Also for your other \texttt{Make\*TEX\ldots} scripts, provide corresponding “call points” with their names via file links (\texttt{ln MakeTeXPK MakeTeXTFM; ln MakeTeXPK MakeTeXMF}).

\texttt{Solaris note:} Passing ownership privileges to a subprocess, as illustrated above, works for Linux and other assorted UNIX systems. Still, I am informed by Ulrik Vieth (vieth@thphy.uni-duesseldorf.de), that on Solaris systems this happens only when the wrapper is “suid” and owned by user. Therefore a

\begin{verbatim}
setuid(geteuid());
\end{verbatim}

line from a sample source will not work as intended (either the call will fail or the subprocess will not be owned by the \texttt{tex} account). One should instead set explicitly \texttt{TEXGROUP} and \texttt{TEXUSER} of a type \texttt{uid\_t} and include a replacement code like this

\begin{verbatim}
setgid(TEXGROUP);
setuid(TEXUSER);
\end{verbatim}

in the given order — to achieve the same effect. This may apply as well to other UNIX variants. \textit{Caveat emptor!}

- Change ownership of all your font files to \texttt{tex}. Actually you may make \texttt{tex} an owner of whole directory trees in \TeX{} system files. Assuming that all you want to assign that way is in a tree rooted in \texttt{texmf}, you may accomplish that by doing \texttt{chown -R tex:tex texmf}. If your \texttt{chown} does not understand the -R (recursive) flag, then something similar to the following should do:

\begin{verbatim}
find texmf -print | xargs -n1 chown tex:tex
\end{verbatim}

See also \texttt{chown} remarks in the previous item.

- Remove “write” permissions for anybody but owner on all directories in question. A command like the following one should accomplish that task (be careful, you do not want to change non-directories):

\begin{verbatim}
find texmf -type d -print | xargs -n1 chmod 755
\end{verbatim}
You are done. Now, whenever MakeTeXPK is called directly from a command line or by some other program like dvips, your “wrapper” program will be executed instead. It will call, in turn, a “real” script but one already with the id of the owner of your font directories.

Concluding remarks
The presented solution is not entirely without problems. Due to “out of sync” ownership and permissions, kpathsea library functions may fail, depending on the exact moment this happened, when trying to write the missfont.log file in cases when font-making was not successful. This can likely be hard to resolve without modifying the library itself. If you do encounter this problem then a simple workaround would be to create an empty missfont.log, owned by you, and to give it write permissions for everybody (touch missfont.log; chmod a+w missfont.log). When you are done simply change permissions back to the original state.

Another possible trouble spot will occur when you have “private” fonts because you are conducting some font-making experiments, for example, and you would like to have bitmaps created in places owned by you and not by tex (otherwise you will not be able to remove the results of failed tests). In this case make yourself a private, executable copy of the MakeTeXPK script, edit it accordingly and make sure that it can be found earlier than the system program with the same name. You will not be able to deposit anything in system directories, but this is most likely what you want anyway. Your script does not have to run “suid”, so repeating all of the above is not necessary.

Last but not least, there is another possible approach to the whole problem. There are only a few commands (mv, mkdir, chmod) which have to modify TeX “system” directories. Instead of running the whole MakeTeX in “suid” mode you may write special versions (texmv, texmkdir, texchmod) of these, which would operate “suid” tex, and use them as replacements in the MakeTeXPK script whenever needed. Whether this is a better idea depends entirely on your situation and security requirements.

Appendix – Sample wrapper program code
Sample C code for a wrapper program for teTeX, version 0.2, Linux distribution. Adapt with caution!

```c
#include <unistd.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define VERSION_S "0.2"
/
/* Executable wrapper for MakeTeX... */
/* programs. Calls its namesake from */
/* TOOLS directory. Provide links with */
/* different names to make it multipurpose */
/*
* Michal Jaegermann, Feb 11 1995
*/
/
/ *********************************************/

#define TOOLS "/usr/local/tex/scripts-" \
VERSION_S "/bin/

#define ASIZE 120
/
/* This is a list of names under which we are */
/* willing to execute. It must be NULL */
/* terminated. */
const char *accepted[] = {
"MakeTeXPK",
"MakeTeXTFM",
"MakeTeXMF",
NULL
};

int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
    char doer[ASIZE] = TOOLS;
    int idx = 0;
    /
    * This is a list of names under which we are
    * willing to execute. It must be NULL
    * terminated.
    */
    const char *accepted[] = {
        "MakeTeXPK",
        "MakeTeXTFM",
        "MakeTeXMF",
        NULL
    };
    /
    int main(int argc, char **argv)
    {
        char doer[ASIZE] = TOOLS;
        int idx = 0;
        /
        * If your compiler is broken and the
        * construction below does not work then
        * "tail = strchr(doer, '\\0');"; or
        * equivalent, will serve as well.
        */
        char *tail = doer + (sizeof(TOOLS) - 1);
        char *start;
        /
        * find our base name */
        start = (start = strchr(argv[0], '/')) ?
            (start + 1) : argv[0];
        /*
        * check if we are on the list */
        while (1) {
            if (NULL == accepted[idx])
                exit(1); /* not on the list */
```
if (0 == strcmp(accepted[idx], start))
    break; /* this is ours */
idx += 1;
}

/**
 * Set pretty bland, but hopefully secure
 * environment; we intend to run this
 * program 'suid'.
 */
setenv("PATH", "/bin:/usr/bin", 1);
setenv("IFS", " ", 1);

/*
 * You may want/need some other calls to
 * setenv(). For example, if your system
 * has an environment variable pointing to
 * shared libraries it should be set here.
 */

/*
 * Attach our name at the end of a
 * directory string. This assumes that
 * real scripts in TOOLS directory will
 * be called by their own names (but
 * indirectly)
 */
strcpy(tail, start);

/*
 * Get the privileges of the owner of this
 * program, then execute the script and
 * return its results
 */
setuid(geteuid());
return execv(doer, argv);
Hyphenation Exception Log

Barbara Beeton

This is the periodic update of the list of words that \TeX fails to hyphenate properly. The list last appeared in TUGboat 13, no. 4, starting on page 452. Everything listed there is repeated here. Owing to the length of the list, it has been subdivided into two parts: English words, and names and non-English words that occur in English texts.

This list is specific to the hyphenation patterns that appear in the original \texttt{hyphen.tex}, that is, the patterns for U.S. English. If such information for other patterns becomes available, consideration will be given to listing that too. (See below, “Hyphenation for languages other than English”.)

In the list below, the first column gives results from \TeX’s \texttt{showhyphens{...}}; entries in the second column are suitable for inclusion in a \texttt{hyphenation{...}} list.

In most instances, inflected forms are not shown for nouns and verbs; note that all forms must be specified in a \texttt{hyphenation{...}} list if they occur in your document.

Thanks to all who have submitted entries to the list. Since some suggestions demonstrated a lack of familiarity with the rules of the hyphenation algorithm, here is a short reminder of the relevant idiosyncrasies. Hyphens will not be inserted before the number of letters specified by \texttt{lefthyphenmin}, nor after the number of letters specified by \texttt{righthyphenmin}. For U.S. English, \texttt{lefthyphenmin=2} and \texttt{righthyphenmin=3}; thus no word shorter than five letters will be hyphenated. (For the details, see The \TeXbook, page 454. For a digression on other views of hyphenation rules, see below under “English hyphenation”.) This particular rule is violated in some of the words listed; however, if a word is hyphenated correctly by \TeX except for “missing” hyphens at the beginning or end, it has not been included here.

Some other permissible hyphens have been omitted for reasons of style or clarity. While this is at least partly a matter of personal taste, an author should think of the reader when deciding whether or not to permit just one more break-point in some obscure or confusing word. There really are times when a bit of rewriting is preferable.

One other warning: Some words can be more than one part of speech, depending on context, and have different hyphenations; for example, ‘analyses’ can be either a verb or a plural noun. If such a word appears in this list, hyphens are shown only for the portions of the word that would be hyphenated the same regardless of usage. These words are marked with a ‘*’; additional hyphenation points, if needed in your document, should be inserted with discretionary hyphens.

Words added since the last appearance of the list are preceded by ‘+’.

The reference used to check these hyphenations is Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, Unabridged.

English hyphenation

It has been pointed out to me that the hyphenation rules of British English are based on the etymology of the words being hyphenated as opposed to the “syllabic” principles used in the U.S. Furthermore, in the U.K., it is considered bad style to hyphenate a word after only two letters. In order to make \TeX
defer hyphenation until after three initial letters, set \texttt{lefthyphenmin}=3.

Of course, British hyphenation patterns should be used as well. A set of patterns for UK English has been created by Dominik Wujastyk and Graham Toal, using Frank Liang’s \texttt{PATGEN} and based on a file of 114925 British-hyphenated words generously made available to Dominik by Oxford University Press. (This list of words and the hyphenation break points in the words are copyright to the OUP and may not be redistributed.) The file of hyphenation patterns may be freely distributed; it is posted on CTAN in the file

\texttt{tex-archive/language/english/ukhyph.tex}

and can be retrieved by anonymous FTP.

Hyphenation for languages other than English

Patterns now exist for many languages other than English, including languages using accented alphabets. CTAN holds an extensive collection of patterns in subdirectories of

\texttt{tex-archive/language}

The List — English words

\begin{itemize}
\item academy(ies)
\item addable
\item ad-di-ble
\item adrenaline
\item aerospace
\item af-terthought
\item agronomist
\item am-phetamine
\item anal-ys(e)d
\item anal-y-ses
\item anomaly(ies)
\item an-tideriva-tive
\item anti-nomy(ies)
\item antin-u-clear
\item antin-u-cleon
\item an-tirev-o-lution-ary
\item apotheoses
\item apotheo-sis
\item ap-pendix
\item archipelago
\item archetyp-i-cal
\item arc-t-an-gent
\item assignable
\item as-sig-nor
\item as-sis-tantship
\item asymptOMATIC
\item asymptOTIC
\item asyn-chronous
\item atheroscle-ro-sis
\item at-mo-sphere
\item at-tributed
\item at-tributable
\item avoirdupois
\item au-ko
\item ban-oleon
\item bankrupt(cy)
\item ba-ronies
\item base-li-neskip
\item bathymetry
\item bathyscaphe
\item bea-nies
\item be-haviour
\item be-ries
\item bib-li-og-ra-phy-style
\item bid-if-fer-en-tial
\item biggest
\item bil-l-able
\item biomath-e-mat-ics
\item biomedicine
\item biometrics
\item bitmap
\item blan-der
\item blan-d-est
\item blin-der
\item blon-des
\item blueprint
\item bornolog-i-cal
\item bo-tulism
\item brus-quer
\item bus-ier
\item bus-i-est
\item buss-ing
\item but-ted
\item buz-zword
\item ca-caphony(ies)
\item cam-er-a-men
\item cartwheel
\item catar-rhs
\item catas-trophic
\item catas-troph-i-cally
\item cauliflower
\item cha-parral
\item char-treuse
\item cholesteric
\item cig-a-rete
\item cin-que-foil
\item cognac
\item cog-nacs
\item com-par-and
\item com-par-and
\item com-promoter
\item con-form-able
\item con-formist
\item con-for-mity
\item congres
\item con-tribute(s,d)
\item co-se-cant
\item cotan-gent
\item cour-ses
\item crankshaft
\item crocodile
\item crosshatch(ed)
\item dachshund
\item database
\end{itemize}
Configuring \TeX or \LaTeX for typesetting in several languages

Claudio Beccari

Abstract
Based on the frequent requests for help that I have received in the past months from users who want to configure \TeX or \LaTeX for typesetting in several languages, it seems that this sort of information is not adequately covered in the documentation available to most do-it-yourself users. This tutorial is intended to give basic information on this topic. The related subject of hyphenation patterns will be addressed in a future tutorial.

1 Introduction
\LaTeX users are excused for not knowing how to set up their favorite typesetting program for different languages; Lamport [5] doesn’t say a word on this subject; the new edition invites the reader to consult Goossens et al. [3] for what concerns multilanguage typesetting, and certainly the latter contains several hints — more than simple hints, since all of chapter 9 is dedicated to this problem.

\TeX users should be more familiar with this problem via the main reference, Knuth [4], which covers the topic of hyphenation patterns. Appendix H stresses that \TeX hyphenation capabilities are generated by the \texttt{\textbackslash pattern} and the \texttt{\textbackslash hyphenation} commands, the former being processable only by the initialization \TeX program \texttt{initex}.

J. Braams prepared a complete system of style files and macros for use with \LaTeX, called \texttt{babel}; officially, it works only with standard document styles, but in practice, it is also valid for other styles and includes adequate means for setting text into type in some twenty languages. The only part that is lacking from the \texttt{babel} system is the set of hyphenation patterns for each of those languages, but this was done on purpose, I suppose, because pattern preparation, although essential for multilanguage typesetting, has almost nothing to do with the style of multilanguage typesetting.

This tutorial will attempt to explain to do-it-yourself (\LaTeX) \TeX users how to configure their systems in order to set text into type in different languages at the same time. It is natural that this issue should be particularly interesting for non-English-speaking (\LaTeX) \TeX users, but I have received requests for help from the United States as well, so I presume that across the ocean there are also some people who may benefit from these simple notes.

Typesetting text in several languages implies the following problems: (a) correct hyphenation, (b) correct “labels” in titles and captions (“Chapter”, “Capitolo”, “Chapitre”, etc.), (c) special language-dependent typesetting rules (French vs. non-French spacing, quotation marks, etc.). Therefore the points to be covered include:

1. choosing the proper fonts and font encodings;
2. retrieving or creating hyphenation patterns;
3. initializing \TeX or \LaTeX, taking into account the program’s memory limitations;
4. retrieving or creating macros for switching languages;
5. language-dependent typesetting macros.

Here I will skip over the problem of typesetting with alphabets different from the extended Latin one; for Greek (modern and ancient) there is plenty of information (\TeX and \METAFONT files, the latter for generating the full set of characters and ligatures) in the CTAN directories
\begin{verbatim}
tex-archive/\languages/greek/levy
\end{verbatim}
\begin{verbatim}
tex-archive/\languages/greek/yannis
\end{verbatim}
The former contains the full set of 256-glyph fonts and \TeX macros for handling them, the latter contains also the 128-glyph fonts, \TeX macros and hyphenation patterns; both contain excellent documentation for using Greek fonts and for setting ancient and modern Greek.

The platforms (or boxes, as \TeXies seem to call their computers) on which people set their texts are of widely different types, with different operating systems and, in particular, with different file systems. I’ll address myself mainly to the DOS type of personal computer users, because apparently this category counts the highest number of do-it-yourself users; with minor modifications what I’ll say is applicable also to other environments, with the caution that with VMS one must have system manager privileges and with UNIX, superuser privileges. In any case I assume that the do-it-yourself reader who is going to use this information in practice is sufficiently familiar with his/her computer to be able to use the available utilities for exploring and managing the hard disk(s) and the file system, for creating command (or batch or script) files, and so on.

As for myself, I use a VMS mainframe, a UNIX workstation and a DOS personal computer; the latter is a 486 type and has 8 Mb of RAM, so that, even though I don’t use Windows, with a suitable
extended memory handler I can use a “big \TeX” implementation of \TeX based on the compilation of a C-source program; I recommend that any DOS user equip him/herself with a configuration of this sort. My \LaTeX is set up to deal with eight languages at a time: US-English, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, Romanian, and Latin (modern spelling). Except for US-English, I prepared all the hyphenation patterns for the remaining seven languages myself.

2 Fonts

Except for English (both US and UK), which does not use diacritics (actually it does when assimilated foreign words are used), and textual Latin (i.e. excluding prosodic Latin), almost all the languages that were examined by Sojka and Ševeček [6] use diacritics. (Both) \TeX has no problem in setting suitable diacritics over or under any letter, but (Odd) \TeX has real problems in hyphenating words that contain the control symbols or control words that are used for setting such diacritics. In fact, \TeX “words” are not the same as the words of a language. Loosely speaking, for \TeX a “word” is a sequence of characters of category code 11 (letter) or 12 (other), with a non-zero \texttt{icc ode}, set in the same font, that is preceded by a punctuation mark (parenthesis, quotation marks, etc.) or by space or glue, and ends with anything different from the above-mentioned characters. Any command that interrupts this sequence interrupts the word, unless it expands to one or more characters with the proper characteristics. For a precise definition of what \TeX thinks a word is, see Appendix H of The \TeXbook.

As examples, the French word \texttt{'e cole = école} is not a word at all for \TeX because the accent command \texttt{'} expands to \texttt{accent 19}, unless \ldots Even the English word \texttt{'it school = school} is not a word for \TeX, because there is no space or glue between the command \texttt{'it} and the word ‘school’; this is why (Odd) \TeX often reports overfull hboxes when you emphasize some text.

Unless \ldots yes, there is a way around this: extended fonts and a simple little macro, \texttt{hz}, for inserting glue where there should be no extra space:

\begin{verbatim}
def\hz{\nobreak\hskip0pt \relax}
\end{verbatim}

In fact, \texttt{hz} inserts an unbreakable glob of glue of zero width, stretch and shrink, but nevertheless it is glue, so that after this glob a real \TeX word may begin, a word that \TeX can hyphenate properly. Use this little macro and you’ll get rid of many hyphenation problems. For example, if you type

\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{hz electricity}
\end{verbatim}

you get \textit{electricity} properly hyphenated even though it is emphasized. If you want to typeset some French words within an English text, and you only have the standard cm fonts, besides inserting a lot of discretionary breaks \texttt{\textasciitilde} at every syllable (if you don’t have the French hyphenation patterns), you have the possibility of inserting \texttt{\textasciitilde{z}} in order to convince \TeX to deal with word fragments; for example, you can type

\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{e}hz lectricit\text{"e}
\end{verbatim}

and \TeX will try to hyphenate the fragment ‘lectricit’, probably finding some correct hyphen points even by using English patterns.

But the real solution lies in using the extended fonts. There are two flavors: the real dc fonts and the virtual em fonts. The former are complete sets of 256 glyphs that conform to the “double Cork” encoding, while the latter are virtual fonts that are made up with pieces taken from real 128-glyph cm fonts. Although em fonts lack some glyphs, compared with real dc fonts, they sometimes are more flexible than dc fonts since by editing the virtual property list file it is possible to modify them very easily. Moreover the \texttt{.pk} files for the dc fonts in the customary 300, 329, \ldots, 746 dots-per-inch sizes occupy approximately 7 Mb of disk space, which might not be available on the smaller platforms or which might be used in a different way.

If you already have the dc \texttt{.tfm} and pixel files on your computer disk, or if you are willing to copy them from a CTAN archive, skip the next section; otherwise, you might find it interesting to create the full set of em fonts yourself, as explained below.

2.1 Creating standard virtual em fonts

Examine your file system and find out if you already have \texttt{.tfm} files whose names start with \texttt{em} and if you have files with the same name but extension \texttt{.vf}; if you do, skip to the next section.

If you don’t, you might be in trouble, but before giving up examine your file system and find out if you have executable files (extension \texttt{.exe}) with the following names: \texttt{tftovp, vftovp, vptovf, pltotf, tftopl}. If you do, they probably came with your screen and/or printer driver, unless you are the type of hacker who copies everything in the hope that it might become useful at some future date.

This point is crucial; in fact, if you got these files with your drivers, you can be almost certain that your drivers handle virtual fonts. Check the driver documentation; if your drivers actually handle virtual fonts, keep reading this section; otherwise, go to the next subsection. There is no sense
in creating virtual fonts if your drivers can’t handle them.

If you check in *The \TeX Book*, Appendix F, you may realize that the roman, italic and typewriter fonts have different layouts; therefore, when you create virtual fonts you must give your programs this kind of information. Just to give an example let’s create the virtual font *emr10* starting from the standard real font *cmr10*:

1. Run `tftovp` by issuing the following command

   `tftovp -rm cmr10.tfm emr10.vpl`

   after having set things up so that the necessary `.tfm` files are in the default directory; the best thing to do is to issue the command in the directory where you have all the `.tfm` files.

   This action creates a virtual property list file, with extension `.vpl`, that contains all the information on the size of every character, the ligatures, the glyphs that are made by superposition of glyphs taken from several other real fonts. Of course, for other cases you might be obliged to use the command `tftovp` in its full glory with all the other options fully spelled out, but this simple example is sufficient for giving the idea of the whole procedure.\(^\text{1}\)

2. Now run `vptotf` in this way

   `vptotf emr10`

   obtaining the `.tfm` file \(\LaTeX\) needs for its font selection and the virtual font file (extension `.vpl`) that the driver needs for using the virtual font; move this latter file into the directory where the driver(s) expect to find virtual files.

3. The `.vpl` file is no longer needed, so it can be deleted.

   Of course you might automate this simple procedure by writing a command (or script) file that performs all these operations with a minimum of human intervention.

   If you have `.afm` files for PostScript fonts, you can do similar operations in order to use such outline fonts, but maybe leave that for when you have more experience.

2.2 Getting along with ordinary cm fonts

If you do not have the programs mentioned in the previous subsection and/or your drivers do not handle virtual fonts or do not handle fonts with more than 128 characters, or if you have decided that you do not want to use virtual fonts (for example for portability reasons), do not give up! It is still possible to redefine the accent macros so as to make them a little smarter, i.e. so that they introduce automatically an \texttt{\textasciitilde} command before and/or after the letter they operate upon, depending on the nature of the following character.

   You should be able to perform an anonymous `ftp` to my site:

   `ftp ftp.polito.it`

   `Username: anonymous`

   `Password: your e-mail address`

   `cd /pub/tex/polito/hyphens`

   where you can fetch the three files `polyglot.tex`, `polyglot.sty` and `polyglot.doc`. You can use the

\(^1\) Apparently nobody noticed or took care that none of the options available for the `tftovp` command handles the caps-and-small-caps fonts; for such fonts, some editing of the ASCII virtual property list file is necessary before going to the next step, but you’ll produce virtual caps-and-small-caps fonts when you have gained a little experience with virtual fonts. It’s a good idea to use your editor to explore the property list files: you get to understand a lot of things about \(\LaTeX\) that are not written in any book, or are presented in such a way that the reader can’t really understand them.

---

Table 1: Font layout for em fonts with character codes above 127. The empty positions should contain the lower- and uppercase versions of ‘eth’ and ‘thorn’, the ‘nj’ ligature, and a non-slanting version of the pound sterling sign; the dc fonts have these positions filled up.

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'0'</td>
<td>'1'</td>
<td>'2'</td>
<td>'3'</td>
<td>'4'</td>
<td>'5'</td>
<td>'6'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'7'</td>
<td>'8'</td>
<td>'9'</td>
<td>'A'</td>
<td>'B'</td>
<td>'C'</td>
<td>'D'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'E'</td>
<td>'F'</td>
<td>'G'</td>
<td>'H'</td>
<td>'I'</td>
<td>'J'</td>
<td>'K'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'L'</td>
<td>'M'</td>
<td>'N'</td>
<td>'O'</td>
<td>'P'</td>
<td>'Q'</td>
<td>'R'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'S'</td>
<td>'T'</td>
<td>'U'</td>
<td>'V'</td>
<td>'W'</td>
<td>'X'</td>
<td>'Y'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Z'</td>
<td>'0'</td>
<td>'1'</td>
<td>'2'</td>
<td>'3'</td>
<td>'4'</td>
<td>'5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'6'</td>
<td>'7'</td>
<td>'8'</td>
<td>'9'</td>
<td>'A'</td>
<td>'B'</td>
<td>'C'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'D'</td>
<td>'E'</td>
<td>'F'</td>
<td>'G'</td>
<td>'H'</td>
<td>'I'</td>
<td>'J'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'K'</td>
<td>'L'</td>
<td>'M'</td>
<td>'N'</td>
<td>'O'</td>
<td>'P'</td>
<td>'Q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'R'</td>
<td>'S'</td>
<td>'T'</td>
<td>'U'</td>
<td>'V'</td>
<td>'W'</td>
<td>'X'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Y'</td>
<td>'Z'</td>
<td>'A'</td>
<td>'B'</td>
<td>'C'</td>
<td>'D'</td>
<td>'E'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(\LaTeX\)
second one as a \LaTeX option, so that you can process the third one as a \LaTeX document and get all the information about the use and/or initialization of your (\LaTeX)\TeX programs with the "polyglot" macros.

In the same directory you will find the "poor man" hyphenation patterns for several languages; these are labeled "poor man" because they do not consider accented letters and leave the task of hyphenating to the "intelligent" accent macros. Such macros do their best, but of course they cannot perform as well as a (\LaTeX)\TeX system correctly set up with dc or em fonts for handling multiple languages. Nevertheless, I did use such a "poor man" implementation for a while, and I have typeset several documents in different languages with almost no human intervention while getting error-free justified text with hyphenated words, in particular in French and in Catalan.~\footnote{I mention these two languages (of the eight that my box can handle) because they were used to typeset formal and official documents undersigned by the Rectors/Directors of the Polytechnics with which we made agreements.}

3 Using em or dc fonts

3.1 Extended fonts and \TeX

If you use \TeX, and you want to use em or dc fonts, you should do the following:

1. copy the file plain.tex to another file, and call it emplain.tex;
2. edit emplain.tex so that it also preloads the roman, italic, etc., em or dc fonts corresponding to the roman, italic, etc., fonts already loaded; for example, add the lines:

\begin{verbatim}
\font\etenrm = dcr10
\font\etensl = dcs110
...
\end{verbatim}

or

\begin{verbatim}
\font\etenrm = emr10
\font\etensl = ems110
...
\end{verbatim}

3. modify the definitions for \rm, \sl, \it

\begin{verbatim}
\def\rm\{\fam\z@\etenrm\}
\def\sl\{\fam\z@\etensl\}
\def\it\{\fam\itfam\etenit\}
...
\end{verbatim}

3.2 Extended fonts and \LaTeX\\protect\textit{$\varepsilon$}

\LaTeX\\textit{$\varepsilon$} is already pre-set for use with dc fonts, although the default encoding scheme is the "old" 128-glyph one. Therefore, before setting any text with dc fonts it is necessary to declare the extended \TeX encoding by means of the declaration

\begin{verbatim}
\renewcommand{\encodingdefault}{T1}
\end{verbatim}

in the preamble of your document.

But the above operation is suitable only when you run \LaTeX\\textit{$\varepsilon$} as a regular program that has already been initialized. Its ability to handle hyphenation patterns in one or more languages derives from its initialization which must be executed according to the procedure described for your particular implementation of \TeX; in the following sections, an example is given, but your particular implementation might require some variations.

Regardless of the implementation, though, you need to set up or modify a file named hyphen.cfg which is intended for loading several hyphenation pattern files for the corresponding languages. As far as my experience is concerned, the \LaTeX\\textit{$\varepsilon$} base package obtainable from CTAN states that this task is reserved for \TeX\textit{experts} and a special documentation file is offered to such experts for the task. Unfortunately this file does not say much and several actions must be invented by the user. Two points are to be followed with special care:

1. The command \newlanguage is defined to be an \outer one so that it cannot be used within the main argument of the command

\begin{verbatim}
\InputIfFileExists{<A>}{<B>}{<C>}
\end{verbatim}

where \texttt{<A>} is the file name containing the patterns for a particular language, \texttt{<B>} the actions to be taken before inputting the pattern file, and \texttt{<C>} the actions to be taken if the pattern file does not exist or can’t be found along the default or the specified paths. Therefore, in order to load French patterns, for example, it is necessary to spell out the loading commands:

\begin{verbatim}
\newlanguage{l@french}
\InputIfFileExists{frhyph}{{%
\language{l@french}
\llcode\'\='\'
% etcetera
}
\errhelp{The configuration for hyphenation is incorrectly installed.}\
\errmessage{OOPS! I can't find any hyphenation patterns for French.}.% 
\space Think of getting some, or the latex2e
\end{verbatim}
setup will never succeed.}%
\@@end

(The actions to be taken for a nonexistent or unreachable French pattern file are copied [and slightly edited] from the sample \texttt{hyphen.cfg} file that is included in the base package.)

2. Before inputting any pattern file that contains special characters, it is necessary to map the accent macros and their arguments to the character codes of the corresponding special characters and to define their lowercase codes.

In fact, the ability of \LaTeX{} to deal with extended codes through sophisticated accent macros is applicable only during regular type-setting runs, not during the manipulation and digestion of hyphenation patterns. For the latter, simple and direct macros must be designed such as the following:

(a) For the special characters for which standard commands are available, such as \texttt{"\oe} for \oe{} and \texttt{"\ss} for \ss{}, it is sufficient to prepare declarations of the following form:

\begin{verbatim}
\def\ss{"\ff}\lccode"FF="\ff
\def\SS{"\df}\lccode"DF="\ff
\def\ae{"\ee}\lccode"EE="\ee
\def\AE{"\ce}\lccode"CE="\ee
\def\oe{"\ff}\lccode"FF="\ff
\def\OE{"\df}\lccode"DF="\ff
\def\o{"\ff}\lccode"FF="\ff
\def\O{"\df}\lccode"DF="\ff
\def\i{"\it}\lccode"IT="\it
\def\j{"\ja}\lccode"JA="\ja
\def\\aa{"\ae}\lccode"AE="\ae
\def\AA{"\AE}\lccode"AE="\AE
\def\l{"\aa}\lccode"AA="\aa
\def\L{"\AA}\lccode"AA="\AA
\end{verbatim}

(b) For the other characters — those that carry a diacritical mark — it is better to resort to intermediate macros, some of which map the accent macro and character to a single control word, and some for defining the meaning of such control words. The whole trick is accomplished as follows: first you define the control word mappings

\begin{verbatim}
\catcode"\^^a0=11 % letter \u{a}
\lccode"A0="\a
\def\@u@a{\csname @ac@a\endcsname}
\catcode"\^^80=11 % letter \u{A}
\lccode"80="\a\u{A}
\def\@u@A{\csname @ac@A\endcsname}
\end{verbatim}

and so on for the remaining special characters whose codes can be deduced from Table 1.

(c) Most important, steps 1 and 2 must be confined within a group together with the pattern file input command, so as to keep such declarations local to the sole group where patterns are being manipulated and digested.

3. After closing the group mentioned in the above item, it is wise to declare the default language, the default encoding (so that you do not need to declare it in every preamble of every document), and the relevant parameters for the leftmost and rightmost word fragments:

\begin{verbatim}
\language=0
\lefthyphenmin=2
\righthyphenmin=3
\def\encodingdefault{T1}
\end{verbatim}

This done, you are ready to run the initializer.

3.3 Extended fonts and \LaTeX{} 2.09

If you are still using \LaTeX{} 2.09 or you want to have a \LaTeX{} 2.09-compatible version, do the following:

1. copy the file \texttt{lplain.tex} to a new file, say, \texttt{emlplain.tex};

2. edit \texttt{emlplain.tex} by replacing the line \texttt{\input lfonts} with \texttt{\input emlfonts};

3. copy \texttt{lfonts.tex} into \texttt{emlfonts.tex};

4. edit \texttt{emlfonts.tex} by adding a line that loads a dc or an em font for every text font already loaded; as shown here (original lines are marked with \texttt{<--}):
5. modify the definitions of the font changing commands for all point sizes; e.g. for the ten-point size, search for the definition \def\xpt and change:
   \def\prm{\fam\z@\tenrm}%
   to
   \def\prm{\fam\z@\etenrm}%
   doing the same for all the other font selections.

When you edit \texttt{emlfonts.tex}, near the end of the file, you should comment out the definition of $\$$, because with dc or em fonts the dollar sign always has the correct shape.

The procedure seems very complicated but really it amounts to just some time spent in careful repetitive editing: duplicating lines, replacing cm with dc and adding an e in the proper places.

Another point must be kept in mind: the program \texttt{tex} has a finite memory for holding font information. If you have made all the modifications explained above, you end up with a \TeX{} format where 106 fonts have been preloaded. This might be too much for your “small \TeX{}”, but presents no problems to the “big \TeX{}” implementations.

You also need to edit your newly created files \texttt{emplain.tex} and/or \texttt{emlplain.tex} and replace
\input hyphen

with
\input lhyphen

unless your \texttt{lplain.tex} file is dated 31 March 1992 or later, in which case it may already have been done.

4 Hyphenation patterns

The best way to have the proper hyphenation patterns for the languages one chooses to use is to retrieve them from the CTAN archives. If you have access to the Internet, just \texttt{ftp} to the nearest CTAN archive and explore the directory \texttt{/tex-archive/languages}. Select the directory corresponding to the chosen language, and hopefully the proper set of hyphenation patterns is already there.

If you do not have access to the Internet, you probably know somebody who does. If you don’t, ask the TUG office for a diskette containing what you can’t otherwise obtain, and pay what the TUG office will charge you. If the whole procedure seems too complicated, just consult the advertising pages of any issue of \textit{TUGboat} and choose the vendor who can provide you with what you desire; the vendor prices are higher but generally you get a full set of diskettes with an \texttt{install} program that saves you all the burden of retrieving, initializing, etc.

But what happens if you decide to use a language for which no hyphenation patterns have been prepared? This is most unlikely. If you read the paper by Sojka and Ševeček \cite{6}, you will find a table where 38 hyphenation pattern files are examined; they deal with 32 different languages that include both flavors of English (US and UK), modern and classical Latin and Greek, Esperanto, and most modern European and North and South American languages. Besides Greek, patterns exist also for languages that do not use the Latin alphabet (with or without diacritics), such as Russian, and possibly for less known regional languages.

But what if you are unlucky — the patterns you are looking for do not exist, or they exist but are unreachable, or they are too large for the capabilities of your \texttt{tex} program ... In this case you yourself must create a file containing your patterns; you must carefully read Appendix H of \textit{The \TeX{}book} and, of course, you must know the “strange” language you want to use, or at least have a perfect knowledge of its grammar and hyphenation rules. It’s not too difficult, with or without the use of the program \texttt{patgen}, but this topic is sort of self-contained, so I leave it for another tutorial \cite{1}.

So, from now on, we assume that you have all the pattern files you need. You should at this point edit (or create) the file \texttt{lhyphen.tex} to read:
%
\input chardefs
%
\language=0 \chardef l@english 0
\input hyphen
%
\newlanguage l@italian
\input ithyph
%
\newlanguage l@french
\input frhyph
%
\% and so on
%
\% Default values
\language l@english
If you are following the “poor man” procedure, the \texttt{chardefs.tex} file to be input might read simply like this:

\begin{verbatim}
\lccode''=0
\lefthyphenmin=2
\righthyphenmin=3
%
\endinput
\end{verbatim}

and similar definitions and code assignments for all the other special ligatures or diacriticized characters present in the cm fonts that are necessary in the languages you are going to use.

The apostrophe should receive a different \texttt{lccode} from 0 because it should not interrupt \TeX\ words of the type quest'anello, l'approbation, s'organitzen in languages such as Italian, French, or Catalan (where vocalic elision is marked with an apostrophe)—remember the definition of a \TeX\ word: “... characters... with a non-zero \texttt{lccode}...”. This is one of the most frequent requests for help I receive from Italian users, who forget to \texttt{lccode} the apostrophe and complain about (L\TeX\ no then phenating after such a sign.

If you are going to use extended fonts (dc or em) you need a \texttt{chardefs.tex} file that defines a set of macros for changing such sequences as \texttt{	extasciitilde a} (˘a) into the numerical code of the diacriticized letter (in this case ‘240 or ‘A0 or 160), while assigning a non-zero \texttt{lccode} to the character in question. Such a file, in other words, should contain things similar to those that have been described for L\TeX\2ε.

Such macros are simple but numerous when you want to have a complete map to all 102 diacriticized letters of the Cork encoding and to the 13 special characters ß, œ, æ, ø, ˚a, /polishlcrossl, ĭ, and , with their uppercase possible counterparts (plus the apostrophe):

\begin{verbatim}
\lccode'=''
\catcode'33=11 \oe
\lccode'33='33 \oe
\let\oe=\^{}
...
\end{verbatim}

The hexadecimal codes appearing in the above definitions can be found in Table 1, where the octal and hexadecimal codes for all the other diacriticized characters can also be found. The uppercase codes are specified so that the case of such special letters can be properly changed.\footnote{This is not necessary with L\TeX\2ε because definitions are local to the section where patterns are handled. On the other hand, remember to avoid groups while specifying these codes with L\TeX\2.09, otherwise you lose the possibility of treating words with special characters in the proper way.}

Besides the above macros \texttt{chardefs.tex} must also contain the character mappings necessary for the cases when accent macros are used; in the CTAN archives you can find a file, \texttt{compatible.tex}, that contains intermediate macros for these mappings. They look like this:

\begin{verbatim}
\def\#1{{\expandafter\ifx\csname @ac@#1\endcsname\relax
\accent19 #1\else \csname @ac@#1\endcsname\fi}}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\#1{{\expandafter\ifx\csname @gr@#1\endcsname\relax
\accent18 #1\else \csname @gr@#1\endcsname\fi}}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\#1{{\expandafter\ifx\csname @til@#1\endcsname\relax
\accent'176 #1\else \csname @til@#1\endcsname\fi}}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\#1{{\expandafter\ifx\csname @um@#1\endcsname\relax
\accent'177 #1\else \csname @um@#1\endcsname\fi}}
\end{verbatim}

The trick is this: any accent macro (for example, the one for the acute accent), operating, say, \texttt{\acute a} into \texttt{a}, should contain things similar to those that have been described for L\TeX\2ε.
on the letter ‘a’, maps to the protected\acs{a}, if this word is defined; otherwise, it operates as a regular accent macro with cm fonts. If you are using the extended fonts and the set-up I am describing, you might as well simplify such macros to:

\def\'#1{\csname @ac@#1\endcsname}
\def\"#1{\csname @um@#1\endcsname}
\def\~#1{\csname @til@#1\endcsname}
\def\grave@{\ins@
s}

The whole set of prefixes of such control words is summarized in Table 2. Actually, there are no \LaTeX macros for the ring accent and the ogonek diacritical mark;\footnote{5}{Actually, the ring accent is used only on the letters ‘a’ and ‘u’, so that the standard \LaTeX macros \EA and \EA are sufficient for the former, but you still need something for using the latter.} if you need to use them, you can define \r and \g to map to the proper control words by means of the prefixes shown in Table 2.

Next you must assign every such control word to an extended character and then assign that character the proper \lccode and \uccode, an operation that is lengthy because of the number of characters, but at least is repetitive; all such assignments are of this type:

\catcode'\^^a0=11 \def ' a{\@gr@a}
\catcode'\~ a=13 \def ~ a{\@til@a}

The CTAN archives contain a file called \texttt{extdef.tex} that has definitions similar to the ones above, but resorts to two macros:

\csubinverse and \charsubdef

that map \texttt{em/de}-font extended characters to corresponding \texttt{cm}-font accent macros + characters, and vice versa. These macros should not be necessary if you consistently use only extended fonts.

On the other hand, if you have a keyboard with national characters (and you pay some attention by editing your files before you send them to colleagues who might not have the same keyboard) you could reduce your keying if you map the input codes directly to the corresponding extended \TeX codes; for this you might add to your \texttt{chardef.tex} file some definitions of the form:

\catcode'\^a=13 \def ^ a{\@ac@a}
\catcode'\^n=13 \def ^ n{\@til@n}

Remember to end the file by restoring the right \catcode:

\catcode'@=\atcatcode

If you spend the time necessary to create this \texttt{chardef.tex} file from scratch, to explore the CTAN archives, and to put together the various parts, you understand why vendors charge you a reasonable price for selling \TeXware that everybody could otherwise get at no cost!

5 Initialization

Now you have all the necessary pieces of information to create the formats \texttt{latex.fmt} with \texttt{BiTeX2\epsilon}, \texttt{emplain.fmt} with extended font \texttt{plain TeX}, and \texttt{emplain.fmt} for extended font \texttt{BiTeX2.09}.

It’s time to run \texttt{initex}, the \TeX initialization program, the only one that can chew and digest the hyphenation patterns and store them into memory in a special way so that during a regular \TeX run the hyphenation process proceeds efficiently.

Depending on your software implementation, this initialization program may be a different \texttt{.exe} (i.e. there are both \texttt{tex.exe} and \texttt{initex.exe}), or the initialization may be an option to the regular procedure, or the executable module may behave differently depending on the name used to invoke it. Again, depending on the operating system, you might also include the arguments to the command within double quotes. So this simple initialization task may prove to be more difficult than it should.

On my DOS personal computer, with the various implementations I have used, I had to follow three different approaches; however, command files come in handy for doing the whole job without bothering too much about the details. You have to:

\begin{table}
\begin{tabular}{llll}
\hline
grave & @gr@ & caron & @v@ \\
acute & @ac@ & breve & @u@ \\
 circumflex & @hat@ & macron & @eq@ \\
tilde & @til@ & dotaccent & @dot@ \\
dieresis & @um@ & cedilla & @c@ \\
hungarumlaut & @H@ & ogonek & @og@ \\
ring & @r@ & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Control-word prefixes for accent-macro mapping}
\end{table}
1. set up the environment variables according to the documentation for your particular implementation of \TeX;
2. set up the search paths, if necessary;
3. invoke the initialization program with the proper syntax and with the proper arguments;
4. \texttt{\textbackslash dump} the format;
5. move the format to the directory where \TeX\ expects to find format files;
6. possibly preload the format so as to create a specific executable program.

Steps 1 and 2 are very much system- and software-dependent, so please check your documentation very carefully. Below I show how I would do the job for \TeX 2.09, by means of a C-source derived \texttt{tex} program named \texttt{ctex} when it operates as a regular \texttt{tex} program, and \texttt{cinitex} when it operates as an initializer program.\footnote{Other implementations may have \texttt{ininitex} as the initializer, \texttt{virtex} as a “virgin” version of \TeX (that is, a program without any format preloaded), \texttt{tex} as a version with \texttt{plain.fmt} preloaded, and \texttt{latex} as a version with \texttt{plain.fmt} preloaded. In other systems, particularly UNIX, all these names are aliases that call the same executable which behaves differently according to the name by which it has been called.}

1. I set up the following environment variables (but remember that the names of my directories do not necessarily match yours):

\begin{verbatim}
SET TEXFORMATS=C:\TEX\ctexfmts
SET TEXPOOL=C:\TEX\ctexfmts
SET TEXFONTS=C:\TEX\fonts
SET TEXINPUTS=.;C:\TEX\inputs

With other implementations it might be possible to set environment variables that control the amount of memory that the program assigns to the various operating parts.
\end{verbatim}

2. I decide if the executable \texttt{cinitex.exe} is already in the proper directory; if not, I rename the executable \texttt{ctex.exe} to that name

\begin{verbatim}
if exist C:\TEX\cinitex.exe goto runininitex
rename C:\TEX\cinitex.exe cinitex.exe
goto runininitex
\end{verbatim}

3. Then I produce the format and \texttt{\textbackslash dump} it in one step:

\begin{verbatim}
runitx
C:\TEX\cinitex \%1 \textbackslash dump
\end{verbatim}

In the above command \%1 is the name of the format I want to produce; in our examples it might be \texttt{emplain} or \texttt{emlplain}.

4. Next I move the format file to the proper directory

\begin{verbatim}
move \%1.fmt C:\TEX\ctexfmts
\end{verbatim}

5. Finally I reset the program name to \texttt{ctex.exe}.

\begin{verbatim}
rename C:\TEX\cinitex.exe cinitex.exe ctex.exe
\end{verbatim}

6. At this point, with some implementations of \texttt{tex}, it might be possible to run a preloading facility that creates an executable image of the program with the format preloaded; it speeds up the preliminary operations of a regular \TeX run a little, but it is not a real necessity; many implementations do not have this facility.

That’s all. For running (B)\TeX, another command file sets up the same environment variables (in case they were not set or had been reset), and invokes the executable with:\footnote{Change \texttt{emplain} to \texttt{emplain} if you want to use plain \TeX instead of \texttt{B\TeX}.}

\begin{verbatim}
ctex &emlplain \%1
\end{verbatim}

where, as usual, \%1 is replaced by the \texttt{.tex} file name you want to process.

During initialization you might experience a number of error messages; try to understand which is the cause and exit the initializer with \texttt{x} at the program prompt. Some possible causes include:

1. \texttt{ininitex} did not find some \texttt{.tex} file(s): check that all the necessary files are on a \TeX search path conforming to the \texttt{TEXINPUTS} environment variable.
2. \texttt{ininitex} did not find some font files: check for spelling errors in the parts you have edited; check that all \texttt{.tfm} files are in the directory(ies) identified by the \texttt{TEXFONTS} environment variable.
3. \texttt{ininitex} complains about the \texttt{tex.pool} file: the file is missing or the file in the directory pointed at by \texttt{TEXPOOL} does not belong to the particular \TeX implementation you are using; retrieve the correct \texttt{tex.pool} file and be sure to put it in the correct directory.
4. \texttt{ininitex} complains about some undefined control sequence: check the name of the control sequence and correct your spelling in the files you have edited.
5. \texttt{ininitex} complains about duplicate patterns: press \texttt{<Enter>} and keep going, but if the problem shows up again, you’d better get out with \texttt{x}. In any case, check your hyphenation files and your \texttt{lhyphen.tex} file; you may have forgotten to issue the command \texttt{\textbackslash newlanguage} or most probably you made a spelling mistake. If you made your own patterns the possibility of
having inadvertently duplicated some patterns is normal, but must be corrected.

6. \texttt{initex} complains about memory limitations: if you are using a “big \TeX{}” implementation based on a C-source, this should not happen. If it does, either you want to go into the Guinness book of records for the largest number of languages treated at the same time, or you have bad patterns, or your C-source program did not work properly. If your program comes from a Pascal source and you have the source code, after having properly checked that you are not going into the Guinness book, and that your patterns are OK, you could carefully modify the memory declarations in the source code and recompile and link the program. I hope you know what you are doing. If you do not have the source code, but you have an implementation (like \texttt{sb39tex}) that allows you to exercise some control over the memory usage, check the documentation and proceed accordingly.

With respect to memory limitations, specifically hyphenation memory limitation, \TeX{} has two memory areas, the \texttt{trie} and the \texttt{ops} ones, the former being dedicated to holding the patterns (all the patterns of all the languages that have been loaded) and the latter to holding the “branch” information of the pattern structured lists. The greater the number of patterns, the greater the trie memory occupied; the more complex the pattern structure, the greater the ops memory occupied.

When you run \texttt{initex}, the \texttt{.log} (or \texttt{.lis}) file documents all the relevant information about the run; in particular, towards the end you will find a listing that looks like this:

14 hyphenation exceptions

Hyphenation trie of length 8172
has 407 ops out of 750
23 for language 6
15 for language 5
15 for language 4
25 for language 3
110 for language 2
38 for language 1
181 for language 0

from which you can obtain important information about the memory occupation dedicated to multilanguage issues:

1. the 14 hyphenation exceptions are those that come with the US-English \texttt{hyphen.tex} file, originated by Liang and Knuth and described in \textit{The \TeX{}book}, Appendix H. The other languages I loaded do not have hyphenation exceptions because this is my policy when I prepare my patterns.

There is nothing wrong with hyphenation exceptions; simply they are better suited for a non-flexive or moderately flexive language, such as English, than for flexive languages such as all the Romance ones. In English, for a noun you have two forms, for an adjective one form, for a verb four or five forms. In Italian nouns require two forms, adjectives up to four, verbs approximately 60 and this does not include all the possible agglutinations of enclitic pronouns. For French, Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, Romanian, and Latin the situation is similar, so that if a hyphenation exception involves the stem of a verb, you may have to input some 60 entries (at least) in the \texttt{\hyphenation} argument!

2. US-English hyphenation patterns occupy 6075 trie memory words and 181 ops; the standard size of the trie memory (in a regular-sized \TeX{} implementation) is 8000 words; French comes second in complexity, requiring from 1122 to 1433 trie memory words\footnote{Depending on the presence of extended characters; the numbers refer to my poor-man or extended-character patterns, respectively.} and 110 ops; the other Romance languages require on the average 600 trie memory words and 25 ops. The ops numbers are simply additive while the trie memory words are not, because the cited numbers include some undocumented overhead, so that the final trie memory occupied is smaller than the sum of the single language trie memory occupied. But during the \texttt{initex} run you need the availability of at least the sum of the single language occupations, so that the program can massage the patterns and compress them in the proper way.

When you have to control the memory occupation, you must keep these numbers in mind in order to understand possible complaints by \texttt{initex}.

3. The ops numbers give you a fairly good idea of the complexity of the hyphenation rules for a given language as they are translated into \TeX{} code. In my experience, German patterns appear to be the most complicated, requiring 9980 trie memory words and 281 ops; this is the set of patterns indicated as DEmax in Sojka and Ševecček\footnote{However, they report 255 ops while my \texttt{cinitex} executed 281; perhaps the files we examined are not exactly the same.} [6], and if you have to use German...
you’d better have a “big \TeX” implementation with a large trie memory size.

6 Language-dependent macros

The best thing to do is to retrieve the babel package; this is the finest set of multilanguage macros I know of and I recommend it to everybody. My polyglot macros are also an acceptable “poor man” alternative for those who have stuck to cm fonts and relied on intelligent accent macros. The macros should be divided into three categories:

1. language selection;
2. label selection;
3. style selection.

If you want to make your own macros, because you are going to use your multilanguage implementation in a restricted or in a special way, you can do the following.

6.1 Language selection

In the lhyphen.tex file all languages were identified by a literal name mapped to an internal number of the form \l@language; this allows you to set up simple macros such as these:\footnote{\leftthyphenmin is supposed to maintain the default value of 2; of course some settings might change this value, but if you choose to do so, you should insert an appropriate setting for every language.}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\Lang#1{\expandafter\language\csname l@#1\endcsname \csname #1settings\endcsname}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\englishsettings{\lccode''=0 \righthyphenmin=3}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\italiansettings{\lccode''='\ \righthyphenmin=2}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\frenchsettings{\lccode''=' ' \righthyphenmin=3}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\% and so on
\%
\end{verbatim}

You change hyphenation rules simply by issuing commands of the type

\begin{verbatim}
{\Lang{french} \ldots \% french text } \% end french
\end{verbatim}

without forgetting the group braces so that the action is confined to the enclosed group alone.

In \LaTeX you can use the above definitions also as environments:

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{Lang}{french}
\end{Lang}
\end{verbatim}

or you might prefer to define a new environment:

\begin{verbatim}
\newenvironment{French}{\Lang{french}}{}
\end{verbatim}

so that you can type:

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{French}
\ldots \% french text
\end{French}
\end{verbatim}

and thereby following standard \LaTeX markup style.

6.2 Label selection

What has been described in the previous subsection is suitable for setting short passages of one language within a text composed in another language; for example, French extracts (properly hyphenated in French) in an English-language essay (with citations in an appropriate English style).

If you want to write a whole document in another language you should be able to change “Chapter” into “Chapitre”, “Table” into “Tableau”, and so on, with a single command. Fortunately, as of 31 March 1992, these words are no longer hardwired into the \LaTeX styles; they are contained in control sequences with self-explanatory names. So, together with the language settings, you need a \setcaptions macro of the following type:

\begin{verbatim}
\def\setcaptions#1{%
\csname #1captions\endcsname}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\frenchcaptions{%
\def\refname{RÉférences}
\def\abstractname{RÉsumé}
\def\bibname{Bibliographie}
\def\chaptername{Chapitre}
\def\appendixname{Annexe}
\def\contentsname{Table des mati\`eres}
\def\listfigurename{Liste des figures}
\def\listtablename{Liste des tableaux}
\def\indexname{Index}
\def\figurename{Figure}
\def\tablenametableau
\def\partname{Partie}
\def\enclname{P.~J.}
\def\ccname{Copie \`a}
\def\headtoname{A}
\def\pagenamename{Page}
%}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{French}
\ldots \% french text
\end{French}
\end{verbatim}
With a \LaTeX{}2.09 document you can start this way:
\begin{verbatim}
\documentstyle{book}
\Lang{french}\setcaptions{french}
\begin{document}
...
\end{document}
\end{verbatim}

The language selection macros and the caption definition commands could also be incorporated into hyphen.cfg for \LaTeX{}2\oe, and into 1hyphen.tex for \LaTeX{}2.09, so that they remain available with any document type and you need not specify a particular option or package every time you start a new document.

6.3 Style selection

If you want your composition style to be correct, all the way down to respecting the typographic traditions of another country, then you should rely completely on the \texttt{babel} macros.

The most apparent differences consist in these points:

1. In France (and perhaps in some other countries)
   French spacing is normally used; French spacing leaves the same amount of white space after all punctuation marks, but leaves some thin space before the “tall” punctuation marks such as the colon and semicolon, the question and exclamation marks, the parentheses,\footnote{The thin white space goes \textit{after} the open parenthesis.} the quotation marks; such spaces cannot split at the end of the line. All these punctuation marks must be made active in text mode so that they introduce the right amount of white space, or, conversely gobble extra white space.

2. The quotation marks are the most variable in different countries; in the US high quotation marks with the shape of normal or reversed commas are used; in France and many other countries guillemets are used; in Italy we use both types. In some countries open quotation marks are identical to closed quotation marks but are lowered; in other countries they are reversed, that is left quotation marks are used for closing a quotation instead of opening it. And so it goes.

    All these marks are present in the extended fonts, although in the em fonts the guillemets are far from optimal; dc fonts and PostScript fonts have perfect shapes. But in any case suitable macros must be set up correctly in order to insert the proper quotation marks.

3. Ordinal numbers are another point of difference; in some countries a digit is immediately followed by the desinence or the final letter of the corresponding spelled-out ordinal; in other countries this literal ending is separated by a period; in yet other countries this ending is set as an exponent (sometimes underlined). Flexive languages may have different endings for masculine and feminine, singular and plural.

   Elsewhere, ordinals are expressed by roman numerals; the lowerercase roman letters are customary in English, and this habit has gained wide acceptance in many places, while good style in many countries requires the use of uppercase roman letters only, possibly from a small caps font.

   For these sorts of style problems, don’t do it the do-it-yourself way; it’s too difficult (unless you are a book connoisseur, of course). It’s better to rely on the \texttt{babel} package, which, although it was created and is maintained by one man, J. Braams, benefits from continuing suggestions and constructive criticism by all members of the \TeX{} community, with the result that the package is constantly being upgraded and always becoming better.

7 Conclusion

This long tutorial on multilanguage typesetting has tried to focus on some of the problems concerning setting texts in different languages by means of a single program, \texttt{\TeX} or \LaTeX. Configuring the program to handle several languages is not that difficult, but it does require patience, good knowledge of the software, a long week-end… But when you’ve set up the program the proper way, you will enjoy it much more than before.
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How to make a foreign language pattern file: Romanian
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Abstract

In this tutorial we show how to make hyphenation patterns for a language when you know the grammatical rules for hyphenation (if they exist). We also discuss some points related to typographical hyphenation when compared with grammatical syllabification.

1 Introduction

In this tutorial we complete the argument of multi-language typesetting that we started in the previous article [3]; there the problem of pattern generation had been omitted because this topic is sort of self contained and deserves its own discussion.

The problem of creating patterns suitable for \TeX's hyphenation algorithm is dealt with in Appendix H of Knuth [10], where a certain statement may induce \TeX{} users to abstain from creating pattern tables “since patterns are supposed to be prepared by experts who are well paid for their expertise.”

In a way this is desirable, so that pattern tables for the same language are not created continuously, leading to multiple, incompatible, different, dubious, erroneous pattern lists and frustrated users unable to find a reliable pattern set for the language they want to use.

In another sense, pattern creation is essential for the wide-spread dissemination of \TeX{}, which is now being used at least for all the languages examined by Sojka and Ševecék [12], and certainly also for many other modern and ancient languages. An indirect proof is given by the existence of fonts for exotic languages, fonts that could not be of any use if nobody set texts in those languages — setting text implies breaking words at the end of the line, so that some sort of hyphenation patterns must be used.

When the first author of this article started his interest in hyphenation, he had to make up for patching or creating new patterns for his site because the patterns available for Italian at that time did not comply with national regulations and, to be honest, were quite poor. He ended up with new patterns that were published in \textit{TUGboat} [2] and then made their way into the CTAN archives. Recently, version 4.1, which greatly improves hyphenation of technical terms, was submitted to the archive managers.

Due to the presence of several foreign visiting professors and undergraduate and graduate students in his Polytechnic, Beccari was asked to prepare versions of \texttt{(L)\TeX{} (suitable for French, Spanish, Catalan, and Romanian; for his own pleasure he added Portuguese. He decided to prepare a single multilingual version of the formats so that users would not have to keep different commands in mind and would have the possibility of switching back and forth between languages. The limitations included the following:

1. programs had to run on a cluster of VMS mainframes running a Pascal-derived "big \TeX{}";
2. a large number of isolated and clustered UNIX workstations running C-derived versions of “big \TeX{}”, a countless number of DOS personal computers, which has the most varied hardware and software configurations, equipped with the most unpredictable versions of \TeX{} (from version 1.5 (!) to 3.1415), as well as screen and printer drivers;
3. the DOS personal computers were mostly owned by students, whose limited budgets were not sufficient to upgrade and standardize their equipment.

Beccari therefore had to adopt a “poor man” policy so that .\texttt{tex} files edited and tested at home could also be run on the mainframes or the UNIX stations. This implied sticking to regular cm fonts and creating a set of “intelligent” accent macros\footnote{By “accent macro” we mean every command that places a diacritical mark over or under any letter.} that could look ahead and do some intelligent discretionary break insertion. The results were satisfactory for all the cited languages except Romanian, where \TeX{} runs yielded poor results (many overfull
and underfull hboxes) with line widths shorter than ca. 100 mm.

With the collaboration of the second and third authors (Oprea and Tulei), natives speakers of Romanian, we decided to prepare Romanian hyphenation patterns without being confined to cm fonts, yet still referring to the extended dc or em font setup, according to the Cork encoding (see Beccari, elsewhere in this issue [3]).

The attentive reader may ask himself: "Why didn’t they simply retrieve the Romanian patterns that Sojka and Ševček [12] mention had been prepared by Malyshev or by Samarin and Urvantsev?" The answer is simple: the articles mentioned in Sojka and Ševček deal with Russian; the Romanian patterns are only mentioned in passing; Sojka probably got hold of them, but we did not succeed. Moreover, according to Sojka and Ševček, these Romanian patterns make up a very large set (4121 patterns) that requires a trie size of 4599 words, which might be too large for a multilingual (B)\TeX implementation where they are supposed to coexist with six or seven other pattern sets (including the US-English patterns that one cannot do without).

2 Grammar vs. typography

Preparing hyphenation patterns for \TeX is not a simple grammar exercise; one must know the grammatical rules (if they exist and are not too complicated) of the language for which patterns are being prepared, and one must also know the typographical rules valid for the specific country or for a generic good typographical practice in that language.

It is obvious that typographical hyphenation must comply with grammar rules; it is less obvious that the possible hyphen points must not coincide with syllable divisions, but are a subset of the latter. Just to set forth a simple example, in Italian the word idea is syllabified in i-de-a, but typographically this word has no hyphen points; two of (or all) the syllables may show up again when the word is connected with other words, as in dell’idea that is divisible like this: de-1-1’-1-dea.

Syllables and typographic divisions differ in another way; in some when reading their mother language, some people feel uncomfortable if they have to read a word split across a hiatus (that, is a pair of vowels that do not form a diphthong); more generally, they feel uncomfortable if the word fragment that goes to the next line begins with a vowel that does not serve as a semi-consonant; this is not certainly the case in English-speaking countries, where a division such as liq-u-id is not only grammatically correct but also acceptable to the readers — such a division, on the other hand, makes Romance language speakers shiver unpleasantly! With Romance language hyphenation patterns, therefore, vocalic groups should remain undivided, except when semi-consonants are present.

So we have two different concepts, hyphenation and syllabification: the former deals with typography, while the latter deals with grammar.

A syllable is a word fragment that contains at least one vowel or equivalent sound; speakers of the language should be able to pronounce it as an isolated utterance; the set of vowels, diphthongs and triphthongs of a language is specific to that language. Sometimes we are astonished when we see foreign words that apparently do not contain any vowels; this is due to the way we are used to classifying the letters of our alphabet, but there is no doubt that in several Slavic languages the letter r plays the role of a vowel (ёр ‘black’, срт ‘death’, Трст ‘Trieste’).

The consonants on either side of such sounds may belong to the left or to the right syllable, depending on various rules and the acceptability of pronouncing consonantic clusters by native speakers of a specific language; however, etymological rules may alter this kind of division, which explains why syllabification rules are so different in different languages.

Unluckily \TeX has no notion of vowels and consonants, so that one cannot rely on the fact that no (incorrect) breakpoints are executed that isolate groups of consonants; in fact, if you ask \TeX to show the hyphen points for comparands, for example, while English is the default language, you get com-para-nds, which is clearly wrong.

Another point, valid for every language, is the existence of syllabification rules; we dare say that these rules exist for every official language, but what about dialects or regional unofficial languages? It is quite likely that the latter completely lack a standard and recognized set of grammatical rules, and that the language variety might change from village to village both in spelling and word usage. But if you must write a report on philological research dealing

---

2 For the moment, let us skip the question of minimum length of the first and last “typographical” word fragments, that \TeX deals with the values stored into the internal \lefthyphenmin and \righthyphenmin.

3 US hyphenation verified in the Webster dictionary. UK hyphenation, as given by \TeX by means of the pattern file UKhyphen.tex, is ‘li-quad’. Although the UK hyphenation file is huge (55 860 bytes, 8527 patterns, 10 995 trie memory words, 224 ops), it hyphenates the words reported in Appendix H of The \TeXbook in a funny way.
with such languages, you probably need to set many specimens of text, which means that you need patterns for these languages also.

But even if we examine only official languages, such rules, in particular those regarding syllabification, might be too complicated or might refer to word stress. In the case of complicated rules, the following statement holds true:

too complicated rules = no rules

As for word stress, \TeX{} (or any other program that deals with words instead of numbers) does not know anything about stress, so that it cannot take it into account for hyphenation purposes.

In English (US and UK alike) the rules are quite complicated and refer to stress; the example shown by Knuth in Appendix H of The \TeX{}book regarding the word record is typical: the stress is different whether the word is used as a noun or as a verb, therefore the syllabification turns out to be re-cord or re-cord! There is no simple way to get around these situations.

Another crucial point is the question of compound words, and prefixes and suffixes. Compound words should preferably be divided at word boundaries, while prefixes and suffixes may be treated in different ways in different languages.

In some languages compound words are very frequent; in other languages, although compound words exist, “compound concepts” are expressed without agglutination—the building of long and complicated compound words from many smaller ones—a feature of Germanic languages. Romance languages prefer constructions that make use of conjunctions and prepositions; English is different yet again, often putting together sequences of words that form a “compound concept” without “gluing” them to one another. For example, in English you have the compound list “manufacturing systems engineering” that in French becomes the prepositional phrase “genie des systèmes de fabrication”. In any case, compound words are typical of the jargon found in chemistry, regardless of language, and, no doubt, since chemical names tend to be very long, they should be divided on the word boundaries rather than on syllable boundaries.

Prefixes and suffixes are generally treated in two different ways in different languages: prefixed and suffixed words must be divided according to their etymology, or they may be treated as regular common words, disregarding the presence of prefixes and suffixes. Italian and Portuguese belong to the second class, where prefixes and suffixes may be ignored, while most other languages require etymological division—Romanian belongs to this class.

Another problem with some languages is the fact that hyphenated words change spelling compared to when they are undivided; in German, for example, the orthographic sequence ck often gets hyphenated into k-k.

All these problems offer the willing pattern creator two alternatives: process a language dictionary with \texttt{patgen} or do everything by hand.

\texttt{patgen} is a program created by Liang for use with \TeX{} (documentation available from CTAN). You have to feed the program with a large set of hyphenated words (several thousand words) and it will produce the hyphenation patterns that \TeX{} requires. Producing patterns this way is time consuming because you need to create a large file of hyphenated words absolutely without error (either in spelling or hyphenation), but it is the only practicable way when dealing with languages for which the \texttt{no rules} statement applies. And this statement must be extended to all languages where stress plays an important role in syllabification, and where prefixes and suffixes must be divided automatically, according to etymology.

3 Mute vowels

Some languages—French for instance—have mute vowels; that is, vowels that are not pronounced, or are pronounced in an indistinct way. According to grammar rules, these vowels may produce a syllable, but typographic practice avoids splitting words which would leave a mute vowel to start the new line, especially if this happens on the last syllable. For French hyphenation patterns, M. Ferguson \cite{Ferguson9} explicitly inhibited hyphenation for all mute endings. This is another instance where syllabification and hyphenation are in contrast: if patterns are generated via \texttt{patgen}, the syllabified list of words fed to the program must take hyphenation breaks at mute vowels into account.

In any event, we want to stress the point that the word fragments obtained through the process of hyphenation are less than or equal to the number of syllables the word contains. There is no point in measuring hyphenation algorithm performance by counting the number of breakpoints it misses\footnote{Unless the algorithm is so poor that it misses most breakpoints!} (with a chosen word list), because the point is to measure the number of wrong breakpoints it produces. The
best algorithm should produce no incorrect breakpoints (obviously) but apparently this is not achievable with any algorithm.

Beccari’s pattern list for Italian `ithyph.tex`, version 3.5, was supposed to correctly hyphenate all Italian words; after additional checking with dictionaries created by L. Bianchi [6], a version 4.0 had to be produced, in spite of the fact that hundreds of people at his site had used the patterns and no one had ever found an incorrect breakpoint.

4 Compound words

`patgen` can also produce patterns for division of compound words, but the pattern list may become extremely complicated, and since compound technical words are continuously being created, any pattern list becomes obsolete the very moment it is created. We are of the opinion that it is too exacting for every language and every situation. Some type of manual intervention is therefore necessary; below are some options which have proven useful to us.

(B)\TeX offers the macro \verb|\-| that allows hyphenation in specific points. If you use \verb|\-| within a word, this word can be hyphenated at that and only that position.\footnote{Unless you have put several discretionary \verb|\-| breaks in the same word.}

Another macro with more flexibility is shown below:

```
\def\hz\{\nobreak\hskip0pt \relax\}
\def\allowhyphens\{\hz\-\hz\}
```

This new definition allows you to insert a discretionary break without inhibiting hyphenation in the rest of the word. The only drawback to such a definition is that the name is too long. German \TeX users get around this problem by making the double quote character " active. Its definition is quite complicated because it has to do a lot of things in different circumstances with a minimum of keyboarding: the double quote prefixed to a vowel inserts the umlaut (dieresis), while prefixed to certain consonants it inserts the appropriate \verb|discretionary| command (for example, "ck" expands to \verb|discretionary{k-}{k}{ck}|

plus no breaks or zero skips to allow hyphenation in the rest of the word). Among other things, the double quote character can change "-" into the "soft" discretionary break obtained via \verb|\allowhyphens|, defined above.

Active characters are no problem, provided you add them to the lists of special characters whose “activity” or “specialness” is turned off when you go into verbatim mode. But it is a shame that all the standard input characters obtainable with a US keyboard have already been used for special \TeX purposes.

In fact we would have preferred that a single character be used in place of the control sequence \verb|\allowhyphens|, so as to speed up keyboarding. Moreover, when using dc fonts, it should be possible to refer to character "17 (called a compound word marker). If such a character could be included within the hyphenation patterns, and if it could be easily inserted into the \TeX input file, much keyboarding could be saved. Unfortunately the character belongs to the set of the “illegal” ones that (B)\TeX refuses to read.

For a while, Beccari (compare \cite{2}) used the underscore _ as the single-character command, but other \TeXies at his site were so used to using the underscore for other purposes (for example in file names) that his choice was doomed to failure; he had to delete the definition in order to avoid continuous quarreling with his colleagues.

In any case—call it "-, \verb|\allowhyphens|, or _—this macro is suitable for separating prefixes, not for compound words, whose division should take precedence over syllable division; see the discussion in Sojka and Ševček [12]. This question of marking the boundaries of compound words is still an open one, and we hope that the B\TeX3 team finds a suitable solution.

5 Patterns

According to Appendix H of The \TeXbook, a pattern is a sequence of lowercase alphabetic letters (and characters of category 12, “other”) separated by digits.\footnote{The special sign “.” marks the beginning or end of a word.} The meaning of the digits \(d_i\) and the letters \(l_i\) is as follows: the pattern \(d_1d_2d_3\ldots l_{n-1}d_n\) implies that if the sequence of letters \(l_1l_2\ldots l_{n-1}\) appears in a word, the hyphenation “weights” between such letters are \(d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n\), where odd digits allow hyphenation, even digits inhibit hyphenation and, if two or more (different) patterns specify different weights between the same letters, the highest digit prevails. The digit 0, being the smallest, is optional and may generally be omitted.

A pattern list is a sequence of different patterns separated by spaces (or single end-of-line marks) as if they were words of a single paragraph given as arguments to the \verb|\patterns| primitive command.
Such a command may be processed only by the initialization version of \TeX{} and is illegal while using (\textsc{b})\TeX{} in its normal operating version. The order of patterns in the pattern list should not have any influence, but the list can be maintained much more easily if it is alphabetized on letters only (i.e. disregarding digits).

When extended characters are used, the patterns may contain control sequences, but these are restricted to those that expand to single characters. If you use the technique outlined in Beccari\cite{3}, you will have no problems, even if you use the standard (\textsc{b})\TeX{} accent macros; just remember to put a digit (possibly 0) after the control sequences that map to standard characters—i.e. \texttt{\oe}, \texttt{\ae}, \texttt{\aa}, \texttt{\o}, \texttt{\ss}, and \texttt{\l}.

6 Hyphenation exception lists
\TeX{} can do an excellent job hyphenating words in a particular language but it is not perfect, because every language uses words borrowed from other languages or created with foreign roots and local endings. In some instances, especially when patterns are generated with \texttt{patgen}, unusual words may have been omitted from the list fed to \texttt{patgen} so that these words might get hyphenated incorrectly.

These exceptions can be addressed by using "hyphenation exception lists", one for each language, that consists of space-delimited hyphenated words given as arguments to the \texttt{hyphenation} primitive. Originally Knuth prepared a list of 14 exceptions for English, but several years of usage have produced a continuously growing list of exceptions that is maintained in the CTAN archives. On this subject it is interesting to read the words by B. Beeton that accompany the 1992 US English exception log\cite{4}.

We are of the opinion that exception lists should be avoided as much as possible, at least for those languages with patterns made by hand: if manual creation was possible, it means that the syllabification rules were simple enough to consider most, if not all, normal situations. Hyphenation exception lists then become useful only in specific documents where unusual words are used:—first and/or family names, foreign toponyms, chemical compound names, and the like. The one exception to this seems to be English: while the number of hyphenation rules would seem to argue that the manual approach could not be considered reasonable, the language is widely used and a manually-prepared hyphenation exception log is regularly maintained and updated.

In most other languages hyphenation exception lists could become too difficult to create, especially if such languages are flexive.\footnote{Flexive' describes languages where nouns, adjectives and verbs have different forms (or spellings, if you wish) to show additional elements of meaning: singular or plural, masculine or feminine, case (nominative, accusative, etc., as in Latin) for nouns and/or adjectives, and the many forms due to verb conjugation.} With such languages—and all Romance languages belong to this class—the conjugation of a verb might include from 60 to 80 different forms, so that if an exception involves the stem of a verb, some 60 to 80 different entries must be made in the \texttt{hyphenation} list for that one verb.

As a concluding remark it is worth noting that the patterns inserted via the \texttt{patterns} command are static: once they have been processed by \texttt{initex}, you cannot change them, unless you create a new format. Hyphenation exceptions introduced via the \texttt{hyphenation} command are dynamic, and you can add new exceptions at any point in your compuscript. Any new exception gets added to the list valid for the current language, and if a word is entered twice (supposedly with different hyphen points) the last one is the one \TeX{} uses. Hyphenation exceptions are global and are not limited by group delimiters.

7 \TeX{} hyphenation mechanism
\TeX{}’s hyphenation mechanism consists in examining each word to find if it appears in the \texttt{patterns} argument of the current language; if so, it hyphenates the word accordingly; otherwise, it examines all possible patterns for dividing the word, patterns that must appear in the pattern list for the current language. This done, it compares and saves the highest digits that the several patterns have produced between the same pairs of letters, and inserts (implicit) discretionary breaks where odd digits appear.

To tell the whole truth, \TeX{} actually does not insert such discretionary breaks before a certain number of letters from the beginning of the word and after another (possibly different) number of letters from the end; with version 3.xx of \TeX{}, such numbers, call them $\lambda$ and $\rho$ respectively, can be set with the commands
\[
\texttt{\lefthyphenmin} = \lambda
\]
\[
\texttt{\righthyphenmin} = \rho
\]

With US English, the default values are $\lambda = 2$ and $\rho = 3$, but for UK English, the left limit is $\lambda = 3$; for Italian, where there are no mute vowels, it is correct to put $\lambda = 2$ and $\rho = 2$, although, if the line width is sufficiently large, $\lambda = 3$ and $\rho = 3$ is more elegant. These two numbers, therefore, relate to the...
typographic style, not to the hyphenation mechanism, and may be varied according to individual language/national typographical practice and to the particular style one prefers. This implies that patterns and hyphenation exceptions lists should not consider these two values and should produce correct breakpoints even if they are set at $\lambda = 1$ and $\rho = 1$.

8 Tools

Constructing a pattern list for a language whose hyphenation rules are not too complicated is not a difficult task; you just have to organize yourself with the following “tools”:

1. a grammar or a very good personal knowledge of the language;
2. a dictionary where syllabification is shown:\(^8\)
3. any national or language regulations, if they exist, that establish rules for typographical hyphenation;
4. if available, an excellent tool would be an orthographic dictionary in computerized form; for Italian we found the one prepared by Luigi Bianchi (to be used with AMSpell \([6]\));
5. a good handbook for typographical typesetting practice.

Another couple of tools are the \(\texttt{\textbackslash showhyphens}\) macro provided by \TeX, and a macro set provided by Eijkhout \([8]\), called \(\texttt{\textbackslash printhyphens}\).

The first tool, \(\texttt{\textbackslash showhyphens}\), outputs \TeX hyphenation on the screen and into the .log file in the form of the usual warning message for underfull hboxes. Eijkhout’s macros instruct \TeX to set one word per line with hyphens inserted at the breakpoints identified by \TeX’s hyphenation algorithm. The second approach is more elegant, and allows you to produce a clean hardcopy; its only drawback is that fragile commands tend to break up. \(\texttt{\textbackslash showhyphens}\) is much simpler, but its output (from the .log file) does not contain the extended characters; on the other hand, the output may contain strange symbols\(^9\) or “double caret” sequences, so that its interpretation requires a little skill by the user.

Then you should translate the “spoken” syllabification rules into “abstract” statements of the form:

- if $v_1$ and $c_1$ are vowels and consonants respectively, hyphenate as follows:
  - $v_1 c_1 v_2 \rightarrow v_1^1 c_1^1 v_2$
  - $v_1 c_1^1 c_2 v_2 \rightarrow v_1^1 c_1^1 c_2^2 v_2$
  - and so on (these rules are just examples and do not refer to any particular language)

If you succeed in translating all the “spoken” rules in the above form, then you can proceed to construct the pattern list. Otherwise, \texttt{\textbackslash patgen} is probably the only practical solution: you must start from the very beginning and construct a huge list of perfectly spelled and hyphenated words taken from a language dictionary, then process this list by means of \texttt{\textbackslash patgen}. But before starting this heavy task be sure to do everything you can in order to find out if someone else has already done it; public archives are there for that purpose!

We will now describe the manual procedure. Something to keep in mind as you translate the spoken rules into abstract form: prepare a list of words that contain examples of application of the rules; counter examples are also precious elements in this list. Both can later be used to easily check the performance of your hyphenation algorithm.

9 Romanian syllabification “spoken” rules

Our colleague Tulei was able to produce a list of Romanian syllabification spoken rules in three forms which are not completely equivalent so that some intelligent interpretation must be introduced:

1. First form \([1]\):
   - (a) if one vowel is followed by a single consonant, the latter belongs to the following syllable;
   - (b) two vowels that do not form a diphthong belong to different syllables;
   - (c) $i$ and $u$ between other vowels behave as semi-consonants and start a new syllable;
   - (d) if a vowel is followed by several consonants the first consonant belongs to the left syllable and the other consonants to the right syllable with the exception of the following items;
   - (e) if one of the consonants $b$, $c$, $d$, $f$, $g$, $p$, $t$, $v$ is followed by $l$ or $r$, the pair cannot be split;
   - (f) the groups $ct$, $cf$, and $pt$ preceded by one or more consonants get split between the first and the second elements of the group;
   - (g) prefixed words are separated according to etymology if the component words maintain their integrity.

2. Second form \([13]\):
(a) a single consonant between two vowels belongs to the second syllable;
(b) two consonants between two vowels are separated unless the second is an l or an r;
(c) three or more consonants between two vowels are divided so as to leave one or two consonants with the second syllable, the latter case occurring when the last consonant is l or r;
(d) vowels forming a hiatus are divided;
(e) prefixed words are divided according to their etymology.

3. Third form [5]:
(a) vowels forming a hiatus are divided;
(b) a single consonant between two vowels belongs to the second syllable; for the application of this rule the digraphs ch and gh are considered a single consonant, as are digraphs imported from other languages which are not “regular” in Romanian words, such as, for example, sk;
(c) two consonants are divided unless an l or an r follows one of the consonants b, c, d, f, g, h, p, t, v;
(d) three consonants are divided after the first one if the group ends with l or r; otherwise, they are divided after the second consonant. The “regular” Romanian consonant triplets of the latter group are: lpt, mpt, mft, ncs, nct, ncț, ndv, rct, rtf, stm;
(e) four or five consecutive consonants are divided after the first one, except in adapted words and neologisms.

For rule 3e the underlying concept seems to be that division must take place where the second syllable can be pronounced by a normal Romanian speaker. In other words, the second syllable must start with the longest set of consonants that can be found at the beginning of other Romanian words. The correct division is therefore ang-strom, not an-gstrom because there is no Romanian word starting with astr, but there are plenty starting with str.

Another remark: among the grammars examined, none considers the group ngv that appears in at least one word that is linguistically important: lingvistnic. By analogy with the previous remark, since no Romanian word starts with gv, we have decided to adopt the division ng-v.

The cratima or liniuță de unire (intra-word dash or hyphen) is used to connect most compound words, but it is also used to mark vocalic elision, much as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonants:</th>
<th>b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, š, t, ț, v, x, z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowels:</td>
<td>a, ă, â, e, i, ă, o, u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special letters:</td>
<td>q, w, y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification of Romanian letters

French and English use an apostrophe. This is a minor problem because TpX hyphenates words containing the intra-word dash or hyphen only in correspondence with the hyphen character; in the case where the cratima is used for marking vocalic elision there should be no line break.

10 Romanian “abstract” rules

Let us put the Romanian spoken rules into abstract form. As usual, let $c_i$ be the consonants, $l_i$ the liquid consonants l or r, $v_i$ the vowels in general, $o_i$ the vowels belonging to the set {a, ă, ˘ă, e, ő}, and x is a specific letter (x in this example). This yields the following abstract rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
    v_1c_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1-c_1v_2 & (1) \\
    \text{if } c_1 \in \{l_i\} \text{ and } c_2 \notin \{l_i\} \text{ then} \\
    v_1c_2c_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1-c_2c_1v_2 & (2) \\
    v_1c_3c_2c_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1c_3-c_2c_1v_2 & (3) \\
    \text{else} \\
    v_1c_2c_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1c_2-c_1v_2 & (4) \\
    \text{if } c_2c_1 = ct \text{ or} \\
    c_2c_1 = ct & \text{ or} \\
    c_2c_1 = pt \text{ or} \\
    c_2c_1 = pt & \text{ then} \\
    v_1c_3c_2c_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1c_3-c_2c_1v_2 & (5) \\
    \text{else} \\
    v_1c_3c_2c_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1c_3-c_2c_1v_2 & (6) \\
    v_1c_4c_3c_2c_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1c_4-c_3c_2c_1v_2 & (7) \\
    v_1c_5c_4c_3c_2c_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1c_5-c_4c_3c_2c_1v_2 & (8) \\
    \text{end if} \quad \text{end if} \\
    \text{if } v_1 = v_2 \text{ then} \\
    v_1v_2 & \rightarrow v_1-v_2 & (9) \\
    \text{else if } v_1 = 4 \text{ or } v_1 = u \text{ then} \\
    o_1v_1o_2 & \rightarrow o_1-v_1o_2 & (10) \\
    \text{end if}
\end{align*}
\]

In order to apply the above rules it is necessary to define the sets of vowels and consonants; in Romanian we have the situation summarized in Table 1. The letters q, w, and y are classified as special because they appear only in words not strictly Romanian, that is imported or adapted from foreign languages; in order to hyphenate at least some of these imported words, such letters will be included in the patterns. Furthermore the digraphs ch, gh,
sh, and the like, that are not listed in Table 1, must be counted as a single consonant.

We considered hiatus, diphthongs and triphthongs only to a limited extent. Romanian is very rich in diphthongs and triphthongs, but the same couples or triplets of vowels may be indivisible or form a hiatus in different words, or in the conjugation or declination of the same word they might play a different rôle and become divisible when they used not to be—and vice versa. Since it is so difficult to classify pairs or triplets of vowels as diphthongs or triphthongs, the best thing to do is not to divide them at all, except when rules 9–10 are applicable. Furthermore, let us remember the typographic point of view of avoiding line breaks within a vocalic group.

11 Romanian patterns

With Romanian, as with other languages where the rules refer to vowels and consonants, it is necessary to establish if the former or the latter play a more important rôle in hyphenation. If we exclude the division of vocalic clusters (except when rule 10 applies), there is no doubt that consonants are the discriminating elements, so that patterns may be built focusing on consonants.

When we want to apply rules 1–10, we must not implement the patterns by making all the combinations of letters implied by such rules. We would otherwise create a set of patterns that would be unnecessarily large, because it would contain combinations that never occur in the real language.

Furthermore we use the smallest weight-digits available, remembering that 0 is also implicitly used when we do not write anything. So we start with omitting all vowels, unless specifically required, and start producing the following patterns that should take care of all single intervocalic consonants, and all single consonants at the beginning and ending of words:

\[
\begin{align*}
1b & 1c 1d 1f 1g 1h 1j 1k 1l 1m 1n 1p 1q 1r \\
1s & 1t 1v 1x 1z \\
.s2 & .t2 .v2 .z2 \\
2b & 2c 2d 2f 2g 2h 2j 2k 2l 2m 2n 2p 2r \\
2s & 2t 2v 2x 2z \\

\text{b21 c21 d21 f21 g21 h21 k21 p21 t21 v21} \\
\text{b2r c2r d2r f2r g2r h2r k2r p2r t2r v2r} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Next, we allow word division between other consonants, inhibiting word division before the first one of the pair; as well, we introduce some patterns for dealing with the special letters \( w \) and \( y \).

\[
\begin{align*}
2bc & 2bd 2bj 2bm 2bn 2bp 2bs 2bt \\
2b\text{t} & 2bv \\
2cc & 2cd 2ck 2cm 2cn 2cs 2ct 2c\text{t} 2cv 2cz \\
2dg & 2dh 2dj 2dk 2dm 2dq 2ds 2dv 2dw \\
2fn & 2fs 2ft \\
2gd & 2gm 2gn 2gt 2g3s2 2gv 2gz \\
2jm & 2hn \\
2lb & 2lc 2ld 2lf 2lg 2lj 2lk 2lm 2ln 2lp \\
2m & 2n 3d2v 2nf 2ng 2nj 2n1 2nm \\
2nn & 2nq 2nr 2ns n3s2a n3s2a n3s2e n3s2i n3s2o n3s2cr n3s2f n3s2g n3s2h n3s2i n3s2o n3s2pr n3s2t n3s2u n3s2v n3s2w n3s2x n3s2y n3s2z \\
2nv & 2nz n3z2dr \\
2pc & 2pn 2ps 2pt 2pt\text{t} \\
2rb & 2rc 2rd 2rf 2rg 2rh 2rj 2rk 2rl 2rm \\
2rn & 2rp 2rq 2rs r3s2t 2rt 2rt\text{t} \\
2rv & 2rx 2rz \\
2sb & 2sc 2sd 2sf 2sg 2sj 2sk 2sl 2sm 2sn \\
2sp & 2sq 2sr 2st 2sv 2sz \\
2\text{sn} & 2\text{st} \\
2tb & 2tc 2td 2tf 2tg 2tm 2tn 2tp 2ts 2tt \\
2tv & 2tw \\
2vn & 1w wa2r \\
2xc & 2xm 2xp 2xt \\
1y & 2yb 2yl 2ym 2yn 2yr 2ys \\
2zb & 2zc 2zd 2zf 2zg 2zl 2zm 2zn 2zp 2zr \\
2zs & 2zt 2zv
\end{align*}
\]

Some of the patterns have a non-repetitive look in order to take care of rules 6, 7 and 8; for example \( n3s2t \) overrides \( 2st \) so that a word like \textit{monstru} can be hyphenated correctly as \textit{mon-stru}. With just the “regular” pattern \( 2ns \), the hyphenation would have been \textit{mons-tru}.

Finally, we introduce the patterns that involve vowels; in particular, we inhibit hyphenation when the last syllable (and the whole word altogether) ends with an \( i \). This is useful because the final \( i \) is almost mute in the endings of some masculine non-articulated nouns and adjectives, and in such cases line breaks are not allowed [7]. But since \TeX{} does not know anything about the language, we take
a conservative approach and inhibit division before any ending syllable terminated with an i.

Eventually we add a few patterns that work with some prefixes:

\begin{verbatim}
.ant1 .ant1
.contra1
.de3s2cri
.de2z1aco .de2z1am˘ .de2z1apro
.de2z1avan .de2z1infec .de2z1ord
.i2n1ad .i2n1am .i2n1of .i2n1sp
.i2n1ad .i2n3s2 .i3g2
.nel1 .nemia .nema2i3 .ne3s2ta
.relac .reli˘
.su2biord .su2b3r
.supra1
.tran2s1 .tran4s3pl .tran4s3f
\end{verbatim}

12 Tests and conclusion

We were able to obtain a small pattern file containing 350 patterns\textsuperscript{10} and requiring 31 ops. This pattern set is much simpler than that mentioned in Sojka and Ševecék, and the results are simpler too. However, although the ratio between the number of patterns cited by these two authors and our set is approximately 12, our results are not 12 times poorer. It might be interesting to test them on a large set of Romanian words in order to compare the differences. As for our experience, we used these patterns to typeset a large number of Romanian documents but never experienced an incorrect line break.

Using Eijkhout’s \texttt{printhyphens} macro, we can verify what we got: feeding this macro some test words\textsuperscript{11} we get the following:

\begin{verbatim}
a-do-les-cen-ti-lor in-du-striei
a-pro-ban-d in-e-gal
ba-ia jert-fa
Bu-cu-resti mon-stru
con-struc-tor post-de-cem-bris-ta
dum-ne-zeu vre-mea
drep-tu-lui Wa-shing-to-nu-lui
dez-a-van-ta-jul watt-me-tru
fia-shul
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{10} One pattern not mentioned here is 2–2, which makes it possible to distinguish between the \textit{crațma} (referred to in section 9) and the hyphen character, by using appropriate category codes.

\textsuperscript{11} For testing purposes, we set $\lambda = 1$ and $\rho = 1$; in normal Romanian typesetting, it is better to set $\lambda = 2$ and $\rho = 2$.

Let us point out that with the help of such tools one can verify both the validity of the pattern set and if any patterns are missing. For example, if a word turns out to have incorrect hyphen points, it is possible to find out why: — wrong patterns? missing patterns? wrong weights? — and to proceed with corrections. This is how we discovered that we had originally missed the pattern 2tt, which refers to a double consonant not present in “normal” Romanian; in fact, without this pattern, \textit{wattmetru} gets hyphenated as \textit{wa-tt-me-tru}, which is obviously wrong since it has a word fragment without vowels. Similar situations can be easily spotted by means of the word list that had been prepared together with the patterns, as suggested above. With the help of a dictionary it is possible to spot unusual or doubtful words, include them in the test word list, and find out if they get hyphenated correctly.

A few concluding remarks. Romanian is not particularly easy nor particularly difficult to hyphenate. If one gives up the possibility of \TeX doing the whole task of separating the prefixes, and is willing to using \texttt{-} or similar macros for inserting discretionary soft breaks in the prefixed words, the pattern file one gets is of very modest size although it produces correct hyphenation in most circumstances. Such a small file is compatible with the memory limitations of small implementations of \TeX the program; (\La)\TeX can be initialized with several hyphenation patterns at the same time, allowing the user to create a multilanguage tool that allows him/her to typeset texts in several languages without the need for changing software when passing from one language to another.
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Appendix

Useful shorthand macros

Although Table 1 shows that just five diacriticized characters appear in the Romanian alphabet, the language makes frequent use of these characters, so that the ASCII source .tex file is filled with sequences such as \u{a}, \^a, \{vi}, \c{s}, \c{t} (and their uppercase counterparts), to the point where the source file is almost unreadable. A single word may contain several such characters, as for example \textit{\c{t}ni\c{t}ur\vr{u}a}, \c{t}\{vi\}c{s}ni\c{t}ur\u{a}, that contains four of them, so that to key in the source file is quite error prone, and finding and correcting possible errors turns out to be quite difficult.

If you have a Romanian keyboard, you can easily map the input Romanian characters (with internal code higher than 127) to the appropriate sequences: on the screen the text appears without backslashes and braces, but if you have to send your file to somebody else on some computer network global substitutions have to be made to put back the cumbersome sequences.

Another approach would be to make some character active and then define it in a suitable way, so that you may read your source file with a minimum of extra characters interspersed.

German and Dutch users, who have similar problems, have chosen the double quote “; nothing prevents us from doing the same for Romanian, but the double quote is used so many times explicitly or behind the scenes by \TeX, especially for representing internal codes in hexadecimal notation, that we prefer another, more “innocent” character — the exclamation mark !.

A \TeX guide has been published recently in Romania [11], where the apostrophe sign has been made active and defined in such a way as to save a lot of keystrokes while keying in the source text. We wonder if the authors actually used the macros they suggest on page 109 of their guide because the \newcommand command cannot (ordinarily) operate on active characters, but only on control words — they probably used a regular \def command. Several other \TeX users around Romania\footnote{They are too numerous to be cited here, but we take this opportunity to thank them warmly.} who answered our questions on the Internet revealed that they are using definitions similar to the ones published in the Romanian \TeX guide. But the same criticism remains: the apostrophe is used internally by the plain and \LaTeX format files for identifying octal numbers, and it becomes really difficult to create correct definitions so that character “activity” does not interfere with octal notation.

Therefore we will stick with our choice of the exclamation mark, but what we state here can be applied to any other “innocent” character. If you use babel, then you should add the exclamation mark to the special \TeX characters and provide an argument to \extrasromanian such as, for example:

\begin{verbatim}
\addto\extrasromanian{%
  \bref{add@special}!}
\end{verbatim}

In the style file there must be a statement that memorizes the meaning of ! before changing catcode:

\begin{verbatim}
\let!@xc100=!
\end{verbatim}

and a set of definitions for the active exclamation mark:

\begin{verbatim}
\begingroup
\catcode`\!'=13
\edef\noexpand\protect\p@xcl@{\active}
\endgroup
\end{verbatim}

Some macros must be defined in order to test if what follows the exclamation mark is a non-expandable token (i.e. a character token or a primitive \TeX command), or has an expansion:

\begin{verbatim}
\def\@Macro@Meaning#1->#2?{%
  \def\@Expansion{#2}
%
\def\TestMacro#1#2#3{%
  \expandafter\@Macro@Meaning\meaning#1->?
  \ifx\@Expansion\empty
    \def\@Action{#3}
  \else
    \def\@Action{#2}
  \fi
  \@Action}
\end{verbatim}

More definitions are needed, and the apparently tortuous path followed before arriving at the desired goal is due to the necessity of making such macros robust, so that they do not break apart when they appear in moving arguments, such as when writing to auxiliary files for cross-reference purposes or for preparing indices or tables of contents.

\begin{verbatim}
\def\p@xcl@{\ifmmode
  \@xcl@@
\else
  \expandafter\ExCl
\fi}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\def\ExCl{uturelet\eXcl\exCl}
\end{verbatim}

Finally the definitions we were aiming at:

\begin{verbatim}
\def\Excl#1{\expandafter
  \ifx\csname @xcl@#1\endcsname \relax
    \@xcl@@\space #1\%
  \else
    \csname @xcl@#1\endcsname
  \else
    \let\eXcL\exCl
  \fi
  \eXcL}
\end{verbatim}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>!a</th>
<th>ā</th>
<th>!A</th>
<th>Ą</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>!i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>!I</td>
<td>Ī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>!S</td>
<td>Ş</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>!T</td>
<td>Ī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!u</td>
<td>!&quot;</td>
<td>'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sequences obtained with the active exclamation mark and their results. In math mode the exclamation mark preserves its meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>!a</th>
<th>ā</th>
<th>!A</th>
<th>Ą</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>!i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>!I</td>
<td>Ī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>!S</td>
<td>Ş</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>!T</td>
<td>Ī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!u</td>
<td>!&quot;</td>
<td>'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When you select the Romanian language the exclamation mark becomes active and you get the shorthand notations summarized in Table 2. The last line of this table requires some additional comments.

1. The sequence !| produces a discretionary break that does not inhibit hyphenation in the rest of the word, and is useful for marking the boundary between a prefix and a word stem. This sequence complements the regular \TeX sequence \- that inserts a discretionary break but inhibits hyphenation in the rest of the word.

2. The sequence !- produces the short dash that is used for connecting compound words (quite rare in Romanian); it inserts the \texttt{\hyphenchar} that \TeX treats in a special way for what concerns line breaking. In fact, when this character appears, \TeX breaks the line, if necessary, only after the short dash.
3. The frequent *cratima*, i.e. the short dash to be used in place of an elided vowel or for connecting enclitic pronouns (across which line breaks are forbidden), is obtained by the usual – sign, but to avoid having TeX treat it as the hyphen-character, it is necessary (a) to choose a different entry in the font table for the hyphen character, and (b) to assign the “minus sign” an \lccode different from 0, so that in text mode it can be treated as a regular letter and it is possible to enter a special pattern, 2–2 in the pattern list, so that line breaks are forbidden across it. By so doing, the number of ops increases by 1, but still remains very reasonable.

The extended fonts actually include two short dashes, one with hexadecimal code "2D, and the other with hexadecimal code "7F. For Romanian, it is therefore necessary to assign a lowercase code to "2D so as to use it as a *cratima*, and to declare "7F to be the \hyphenchar for the current extended font.

In order to revert to the original situation when a different language is selected, it is necessary to restore the \lccodes and the \hyphenchar assignments. We did not investigate how this is done in babel, but we did it with our implementation, which is less general, compared with the facilities offered by babel.

It is worth noting that the exclamation mark followed by a character different from one of those listed in Table 2 reproduces itself; since this mark is commonly used at the end of a sentence, and therefore is followed by a space or an end-of-line mark, a space is inserted by default by the macro expansion.

A sample (source) text follows, so as to appreciate the shorthand notations just introduced.

Problema despărţirii cuvintelor în silabe se pune mai ales în scriere, unde se ivesc dificultăţi când este vorba de vocale sau de consoane succesive. Dar problema despărţirii cuvintelor în silabe este strâns legată şi de pronunţarea corectă a unor cuvinte care conţin diftongi, triftongi sau vocale în hiat, după cum se va vedea mai departe.

La categoria de nume geografice teritorial-administrative, *Indreptarul ortografic* prevede că acestea „se scriv cu iniţială majusculă la toate cuvintele componente”, precizându-se în acelaşi timp că: „Numele generice _deal, fluviu, insulă, lac, munte, peninsulă, râu, vale_ etc., când nu fac parte din denumire, se scriu cu iniţială mică“.

Note that ā still requires the full accent sequence,13 but it is just three keystrokes, compared with the numerous keystrokes required by the other special characters. Notice the sequence ! ט – that connects a compound word (after which TeX will break the line if necessary) and the *cratima* that connects the enclitic pronoun (where hyphenation is forbidden). And finally, notice the reversed and lowered quotation marks and the soft discretionary inserted after the prefix _pro_.14 The corresponding typeset text appears as such:

Problema despărţirii cuvintelor în silabe se pune mai ales în scriere, unde se ivesc dificultăţi când este vorba de vocale sau de consoane succesive. Dar problema despărţirii cuvintelor în silabe este strâns legată şi de pronunţarea corectă a unor cuvinte care conţin diftongi, triftongi sau vocale în hiat, după cum se va vedea mai departe.

La categoria de nume geografice teritorial-administrative, *Indreptarul ortografic* prevede că acestea “se scriv cu iniţială majusculă la toate cuvintele componente”, precizându-se în acelaşi timp că: „Numele generice _deal, fluviu, insulă, lac, munte, peninsulă, râu, vale_ etc., când nu fac parte din denumire, se scriu cu iniţială mică“.

13 Up to a couple of years ago, ā was used only in the word _România_ and its derivatives. Since the last spelling reform this sign is used more often; in the example we have used the modern spelling.

14 Actually there is no need for this discretionary break—it was put there just to show its use. With our patterns we did not succeed in finding a sample text containing something that really requires the use of a soft discretionary break.
TEX and Linguistics

Christina Thiele

Over the past few years a small but persevering group of us have been working on gathering information about the use of \texttt{TEX} for typesetting linguistics material. And for more than just the past few years, many people have been developing macros to deal with the specialized formatting which often arises in this field.

The information-gathering has yielded some useful results which have been announced and published in various places; this short piece simply collects that all into one article.

There are three main items to present here: the Technical Working Group (TWG), the \texttt{ling-tex} list, and an inventory of style files (\texttt{ling-mac.tex}).

1 The TWG for \texttt{TEX} and Linguistics

This TWG was formed in July of 1994, following the previous half-year’s activity on the \texttt{ling-tex list} (see below). While activity in the TWG has been quite minimal, the following people are now part of the group: Christopher Manning (Stanford University), Rei Fukui (University of Tokyo), myself as chair, and Stuart Shieber (Harvard University). The TWG maintains the inventory of macros (see below), and is planning a similar inventory of fonts.

The TWG is officially designated as WG-94-10 (SI-TWG = special interest). Our mandate currently reads as follows: “The main goal is to study and discuss the requirements for typesetting linguistics in \texttt{TEX} and as a means of identifying, examining, testing, and comparing macros, fonts, style files and other aids for typesetting linguistics.” The liaison to the Technical Council is Yannis Haralambous.\textsuperscript{1}

2 The \texttt{ling-tex} list

The purpose of \texttt{ling-tex} is to identify material which is available to typeset linguistics text with \texttt{TEX}, and to also stimulate testing, improvements to code and documentation, and so on, all with as much cooperation and assistance from the original authors as possible. It is no coincidence that this is very similar to the mandate of the TWG: at the time the Technical Council was inviting people to consider starting up special interest working groups, it wasn’t clear to me how much of an interest there might be in \texttt{TEX} and linguistics. The list was a way to gauge that interest. Initial response was such that by the end of its first month over 150 subscribers had joined. There was — and continues to be — interest: the list currently has some 250 subscribers.

Begun late in 1993, the list was originally set up by George Greenwade at SHSU. \texttt{ling-tex} has now moved to the University of Oslo, where it is maintained by Dag Langmyhr. To subscribe to the list, send a message to \texttt{ling-tex-requests@ifi.uio.no}. To post messages, address them to \texttt{ling-tex@ifi.uio.no}. A Web page has recently been started and will be ready for public viewing by the time you read this article. The address is \url{http://www.ifi.uio.no/~dag/ling-tex.html}.

3 The \texttt{ling-mac.tex} inventory

One immediate result of the \texttt{ling-tex} list was information about style files various people had developed to deal with such formatting issues as tree diagrams, examples, glosses, and attribute-value matrices, as well as bibliographies via \texttt{BibTEX} files.\textsuperscript{2} The first draft was circulated in early 1994; it is now regularly updated and posted to the \texttt{ling-tex} list. The inventory appears below; most material is for \texttt{BTEX} rather than plain.

\texttt{TEX} and \texttt{BTEX} Macros for Linguistics

The following list is not intended to be exhaustive or complete; it is based on information which has come to light as people have posted messages to the \texttt{ling-tex} mailing list.

The material is all public domain, but the usual requests for citing authorship, not changing the contents without changing the file name, and so on apply. These are the results of volunteers efforts, and a desire to share those efforts with others; this should always be kept in mind. Constructive criticism, helpful suggestions, or offers of revised coding or wording are always welcome.

Index of \texttt{.sty} files

1. \texttt{avm-doc.tex}, \texttt{avm.sty}
2. \texttt{cglot4e.sty}
3. \texttt{chomsky.sty}
4. \texttt{cjl-glosses.tex}
5. \texttt{cm-lingmacros.sty}
6. \texttt{covingtn.tex}, \texttt{covingtn.sty}
7. \texttt{french.sty}
8. \texttt{glex.sty}
9. \texttt{gloss.tex}, \texttt{gloss.doc}
10. \texttt{lingmacros.sty}
11. \texttt{lsalike.sty}, \texttt{lsalike.bst}

\textsuperscript{1} For a complete list of Technical Working Groups, ftp the file \texttt{twg-list.tex} from CTAN in \texttt{tex-archive/usergrps} (\texttt{.dvi} and \texttt{.ps} files are also available.)

\textsuperscript{2} The \texttt{ling-mac.tex} file can be found on CTAN in \texttt{tex-archive/info/ling-mac.tex}. Contact the TWG for additions and corrections.
12. numquote.doc, numquote.tex, enum.sty
13. pstrees
14. pstricks
15. tree-dvips
16. voorbeeldom.sty

Details on various \texttt{.sty} files
1. \texttt{avm-doc.tex}, \texttt{avm.sty}:
   Christopher Manning
   (\texttt{manning@csli.stanford.edu}).
   Macros for attribute-value matrices. Documentation available (but not printed in this collection).
   \url{csli.stanford.edu:pub/TeXfiles}

2. \texttt{cgloss4e.sty}:
   This is a modified version of \texttt{covingtn.sty} by Hap Kolb and Craig Thiersch. For glosses; as with
   \texttt{covingtn.sty}, does not require ampersands (\texttt{&}) to align sets of glossed items.
   “The following borrows from M. Covington’s style files inspired by Midnight by M. de Groot, adapted to
   \texttt{\LaTeX} can contain glosses directly. Default is \textit{Linguistic Inquiry} style with all lines in \texttt{\rm}.”
   No documentation, but file is heavily commented.
   Posted to \texttt{ling-tex}; not currently available on archives.

3. \texttt{chomsky.sty}:
   Michael Barr.
   No documentation; however, file is heavily annotated. Some draft documentation by Ch. Thiele

4. \texttt{cjl-glosses.tex}:
   Maintained by by Ch. Thiele
   (\texttt{cthiele@ccs.carleton.ca}).
   Macros for glosses (seems to work in both plain \TeX and in \LaTeX). Variants for centred, flush right or left glosses, and others. Some documentation; needs testing before it can be put out on the archives.
   Posted to \texttt{ling-tex}; not currently available on archives.

5. \texttt{cm-lingmacros.sty}:
   Christopher Manning and Avery Andrews
   (\texttt{Avery.Andrews@anu.edu.au}).
   Modified version of \texttt{lingmacros.sty} (see below).
   \url{csli.stanford.edu:pub/TeXfiles}

6. \texttt{covingtn.tex}, \texttt{covingtn.sty}:
   Michael Covington.
   \LaTeX macros for numbered examples, glosses, phrase structure rules, feature structures, discourse representation structures, exercises, reference lists, and miscellany. Documentation.
   CTAN: \url{tex-archive/macros/latex/contrib/covington}

7. French Style Files:
   Bernard Gaulle (\texttt{gaulle@idris.fr}).
   French-based style files offering an easy-to-use multilingual scheme to work with other languages (English and German are currently offered). French patterns are up-to-date and there are a lot of test files. This package also offers a way to change your keyboard “on the fly” and to set your default at \texttt{initex} time, i.e. when creating your format. Two versions are released per year.
   \url{ftp.univ-rennes1.fr:pub/GUTenberg/french}

8. \texttt{glex.sty}:
   Rob Norris; notes from Chet Creider.
   \LaTeX macros for numbered glosses. All three lines of a gloss are input; by contrast, \texttt{cjl-glosses.tex} only takes care of the first 2 lines, requiring the 3rd line, the translation, to be formatted independently. On the other hand, \texttt{glex.sty} works with tabs, while \texttt{cjl-glosses.tex} groups each set of word-1 over gloss-1 within braces.
   [Availability not yet determined.]

9. \texttt{gloss.tex}, \texttt{gloss.doc}:
   Part of the Midnight Macros set by Marcel van der Goot (\texttt{marcel@cs.caltech.edu}).
   Macros for vertically aligning words in consecutive sentences. Documentation.
   CTAN: \url{tex-archive/macros/macros/generic/midnight}

10. \texttt{lingmacros.sty}:
    Emma Pease, CSLI, Stanford.
    Macros for numbered examples, trees, AVM structures.
    \url{csli.stanford.edu:pub/TeXfiles}

11. \texttt{lsalike.sty}, \texttt{lsalike.bst}:
    Daniel S. Jurafsky, UC Berkeley.
    “\textit{lsalike} style file for \BibTeX. It implements a bibliography format which is very close to the LSA style sheet and resembles the journal \textit{Language}. Among its advantages are that it does the lovely dashed lines for repeated bib entries that makes \textit{Language} bibliographies so easy to read, and it also makes citations of the form ‘Chomsky (1965:134)’ very easy.”
    \url{ftp.icsi.berkeley.edu:pub/ai/jurafsky}

12. \texttt{numquote.doc}, \texttt{numquote.tex}, \texttt{enum.sty}:
    Bob Mercer, U. of Western Ontario.
    \LaTeX macros for automatic numbering of examples. Documentation.
    Posted to \texttt{ling-tex}; not currently available on archives.
13. **pstrees:**
Avery Andrews; requires `tree-dvips` (see below).
“This package consists of a preprocessor and some
macro-definitions, by which linguistics-style trees
can be specified as convenient indented lists, with
spacing and line-drawing done automatically.”
csli.stanford.edu:pub/Texfiles
[Note: `pstrees` contains files which do not
include the prefix “pstrees”; rather, the main files are
`trees.**, which may cause confusion if one is not
careful – Ch.]

14. **pstricks:**
Timothy Van Zandt (`tvz@princeton.edu`).
This is an extensive collection of PostScript macros
that is compatible with most `T\TeX` macro packages,
including Plain `T\TeX`, `E\TeX`, `AMSTeX` and `AMSL\TeX`.
Included are macros for color, graphics, rotation,
trees and overlays. “PSTricks puts the icing
(PostScript) on your cake (`T\TeX`)!” Documentation.
CTAN: `tex-archive/macros/latex/contrib/
pstricks`

15. **qtree:**
Alexis Dimitriadis
(`alexis@babel.ling.upenn.edu`).
Tree macros (written by Jeff Siskind) with a front
end allowing trees to be specified in bracket nota-
tion. These macros take into account the size of
the node labels when designing the tree; it is usu-
ally only necessary to give the bracketed structure
to obtain beautiful trees. The node labels them-
selves can be arbitrarily complicated. The output
is .dvi (not PostScript) directives, thus it can be
previewed with xdvi.

Version 2 simplifies the labeling of non-termin
nodes and provides triangular “roofs”. Documenta-
tion is included in the distribution file. [Note:
This is a new release, dating from February 1995.]
aai.uga.edu:/pub/tex

16. **tree-dvips:**
Emma Pease (`emma@csli.stanford.edu`).
CSLI PostScript drawing macros. These macros
were originally created to draw the lines between
nodes in the trees created by the tree macros in
`lingmacros.sty`. They will only work with dvips
version 541 or later (by Tomas Rokicki available on
labrea.stanford.edu) but can be easily modified to
be used with earlier versions of dvips and slightly
less easily modified for other .dvi-to-PostScript
convertors. Documentation. [Formerly: `tree.tex`]
csli.stanford.edu:pub/Texfiles

17. **treetex:**
Anne Brueggenmann-Klein and Derick Wood.
Extensive tree-drawing macro set. Documentation
available. See also A. Brueggen-Klein and Der-
wick Wood, “Drawing trees nicely with `T\TeX`,” E-

[Availability unknown.]

18. **voorbeeldom.sty:**
Werenfried Spit
`spit@vm.ci.uv.es, spit@ific.uv.es`.
`E\TeX` document-style option which defines an enu-
merate-like environment for typesetting linguistic
examples. No documentation, but the .sty file has
commented examples.
CTAN: `tex-archive/macros/latex/contrib/
 Voorbeeldom`

What’s available where

CTAN: Most `T\TeX`ware is available via ftp from CTAN
(Comprehensive `T\TeX` Archive Network) sites, in the
directory `/tex-archive`. CTAN sites include:

- United Kingdom: ftp.tex.ac.uk
- Huntsville, Texas: ftp.shsu.edu
- Germany: ftp.dante.de

The CTAN holdings are too numerous to list here.
For more information, get the readme files from the
/tex-archive directory.

CSLI: In addition to CTAN, there has been a long-
standing ftp site at Stanford:
csli.stanford.edu:pub/Texfiles

U of Georgia: There is a smaller archive at the Uni-
versity of Georgia which contains files of local in-
terest.
aai.uga.edu:/pub/tex

U of Tokyo: There is a small archive at the University
of Tokyo which contains the latest version of the
phonetic font TSIPA and other related files.
tooyoo.l.u-tokyo.ac.jp:/pub/TeX/tsipa

- Christina Thiele
  15 Wiltshire Circle
  Nepean, Ontario
  K2J 4K9 Canada
  Email: cthiele@ccs.carleton.ca
Font Forum

Introducing METAPOST

Alan Hoenig

I am pleased that the article by Yannis Haralambous which immediately follows these comments is available. People using METAFONT should find it of great interest and significance.

It has long been clear that METAFONT things are of interest to only a limited subset of \TeX or \LaTeX users. Who, after all, has the time to design fonts? The event that I wish now to report should significantly alter this perception. As of April of 1995, John Hobby’s METAPOST program has been placed in the public domain, and I’d like to comment on this turn of events.

METAPOST is similar to the METAFONT language, so METAPOST input files look a lot like METAFONT files. However, the output is different — METAPOST produces PostScript output rather than generic font files, so it is printable on any PostScript device. It’s not really possible to produce fonts with METAPOST. Its raison d’être is really toward the production of high quality graphics for inclusion in a \TeX or \LaTeX document.

There are differences between METAFONT and METAPOST, and these are necessitated by the differences in use and environment. PostScript descriptions are to be device independent, so all of METAFONT’s pixel-handling constructs have been removed. Things like the sharp convention and commands like cullit are not part of the METAPOST language. Certain enhancements have been added to the METAPOST language in aid of fine graphics.

For example, METAPOST is also able to easily include \TeX or \LaTeX text within its graphic output, so tags on graphs and drawings can now match the text font exactly. The METAPOST package includes special macro packages for drawing graphs and for drawing boxes and ovals. The silly graph in figure 1 (everything above the caption) was produced entirely by METAPOST—it read the data points, connected them with a smooth curve, prepared the coordinate axes, and integrated the \TeX labels and tags all by itself.

The output of a successful METAPOST run is a sequence of files with names like foo.1, foo.2, and so on. With the epsf macro package they are easily included in any document that is post-processed by Tom Rokicki’s dvips (although it may be that other post-processors can also incorporate them as well). Plain \TeX authors include lines like
\input epsf
...\input epsfbox{foo.1}
in their document, while \LaTeX users say something like
\usepackage{epsf}
...\begin{center}\leavevmode\epsfbox{foo.1}\end{center}
in their documents. (You may use noindent in place of \leavevmode if you wish. These are often, but not always, needed in \LaTeX environments.)

METAPOST is available from any CTAN archive in the path \texttt{tex-archive/systems}. At least two executables already exist, for DOS and for OS/2, and (I believe) it is now part of the Unix web2c kit. To learn how to use METAPOST, consult the original METAFONT book (usable by virtue of the many similarities between the two languages), and also the two technical reports by John Hobby. These two reports, numbered 162 and 164, are part of the package, but can be obtained by sending email \texttt{send 162} or \texttt{send 164} to \texttt{netlib@research.com}. These reports are valuable not only for their explications of METAPOST but for the alternative perspectives they also provide for METAFONT.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{some_test_data}
\caption{A sample METAPOST graphic.}
\end{figure}

\diamond Alan Hoenig
CUNY, 17 Bay Ave.,
Huntington, NY 11743
Email: ajhjj@cunyvm.cuny.edu
Some METAFONT Techniques

Yannis Haralambous

Abstract

This paper presents a few ideas on how to solve certain geometrical problems arising very often in character design, not directly solvable by METAFONT’s plain macros. The first part of the paper presents two geometrical problems: the “k problem” and the “x problem”, their solutions using dichotomy, and a different solution using path intersections. The latter was proposed earlier on the net by the author; although geometrically correct, it does not work in real-world METAFONT practice: a nice example of METAFONT code . . . to avoid.

The second part of the paper presents two simple macros for drawing “loose” Bézier curves; in a sense, the opposite of the tension operator. Finally, the third part solves a problem stated by Alan Hoenig: how to extract the stroke must be perpendicular to the angle of the pen: all strokes must keep the same width. The next problem is encountered when designing the letter ‘K’, as in the right part of fig. 1. Suppose you want to draw this letter. Once again it should fit inside the box, and should consist of two strokes. To keep the same notation as in the previous case, we have only given names to the pen positions concerning the upper right part of the letter. In this case the constraints are: $z_1$ is fixed (and not $z_{11}$ as in the previous case), as well as $y_{21}$ and $x_{2r}$. Here again is the problem which we call the “x problem”:

Find a stroke $z_1 - z_{2r}$ with fixed $z_{11}, y_{21}, x_{2r}$.

Well understood, in both cases the direction of the stroke must be perpendicular to the angle of the pen: all strokes must keep the same width.

1 Two geometrical problems, solved by iterated calculations

1.1 Description

Suppose you want to design a character ‘K’, as in the left part of fig. 1. The character should fit inside a box of width $w$ and height $h$, and should consist of three strokes: the vertical stroke $z_0 - z_{0r}$, and the two oblique strokes $z_1 - z_2$ and $z_{11} - z_{2r}$. Only constraint: the point $z_{11} = z_{1r}$ should be fixed (for example, its coordinates can be $(0, h)$). So, here is the problem:

Find a stroke $z_1 - z_{2r}$ with fixed $z_{11}, y_{21}, x_{2r}$.

This problem is not trivial, because METAFONT cannot compute pen positions without knowing in advance the angle of the pen (this stands both for defining a new pen with command pickup pen and for defining a simulated pen with command penpos).

Because it arises when designing the letter ‘K’, we will call this problem the “k problem”.

The next problem is encountered when designing an ‘X’, as in the right part of fig. 1. Suppose you want to draw this letter. Once again it should fit inside the box, and should consist of two strokes.

To keep the same notation as in the previous case, we have only given names to the pen positions concerning the upper right part of the letter. In this case the constraints are: $z_1$ is fixed (and not $z_{11}$ as in the previous case), as well as $y_{21}$ and $x_{2r}$. Here again is the problem which we call the “x problem”:

Find a stroke $z_1 - z_{2r}$ with fixed $z_{11}, y_{21}, x_{2r}$.

Well understood, in both cases the direction of the stroke must be perpendicular to the angle of the pen: all strokes must keep the same width.

1.2 The solutions (which work)

Let’s start with the “k problem”. In fig. 2, the reader has a closer look at the situation. Point $A$ is fixed, point $B$ must lie on a fixed horizontal line $H$, and $C$ on a fixed vertical line $V$. The angle $ABC$ must stay orthogonal. Also the length $BC$ of the vector $BC$ is fixed. METAFONT cannot compute the angle $\phi$ directly, so that it fits to these constraints. But once we have chosen a point $B'$, METAFONT can calculate the corresponding $C'$ so that $AB' \perp B'C'$ and $\overrightarrow{BC'} = \overrightarrow{BC}$.

So let’s choose a random point $B' \in H$, and find the corresponding $C'$. If $C'$ lies on the right of $V$ then we know that we should move $B'$ more to the left, if $C'$ lies on the left of $V$ then $B'$ should be moved more to the right. We will modify the position of $B'$ by a certain step and start again. This procedure will be iterated until we get close enough to $V$. The step will be halved every time: because of the well-known equality $\sum_{i \geq 1} \frac{1}{i^2} = 1$ we are sure that this process of iterations will converge to the
correct result. One may argue that the result will always be approximate; this is true in mathematics but a useless remark in computer calculations, since all values are approximate anyway. Once we have a sufficient precision we stop; the sufficient precision depends on the implementation and the resolution of our character. This process is called dichotomy (from διπλα = to cut), and is usually one of the first exercises in most programming languages. The code is shown below.

def solve_k_problem(suffix $, $, $)(expr pen_width, first_try) =
  pair z_zero; z_zero = z$;
  numeric x_one, y_one, x_two;
  y_one = y$; x_one = first_try; x_two = x$;
  numeric theta, n; n := 1;
  forever:
    clearxy; z$ = z_zero; z$ = (x_one, y_one);
    theta := angle(z$ - z$); pos$1(pen_width, theta - 90);
    if y$ > y$:
      z$ := z$;
    else:
      z$ := z$;
      fi = z$;
      x_one := x_one
      if x$ > x_two:
        else:
          fi abs(first,try - x$)/(2 ** n);
          exitif((abs(x$,1r - x_two) < 0.1) or (n > 13)); n := n + 1;
        endfor
        pos$1(pen_width, theta - 90); z$ = z$;
      enddef;

This procedure expects that you feed it with: (a) the suffixes of points $z_1$, $z_2$ and $z_3$, (b) the width of the pen, (c) a hint on the first choice for $x_2$. It usually works fine when your hint is simply the $x$-coordinate of $z_2$. Theoretically it can go wrong if the $x$-projection of $z_1 - z_1$ is bigger than the first step of the iteration process. But this can hardly ever happen.

The iteration is stopped either (a) when the distance of $z_2$ to $V$ is less than a tenth of a pixel, or (b) if $n = 14$, because the next step would produce a denominator $2^{15} = 32,768$, which is too big for (usual) METAFONT. Experience shows that with 8 steps one is usually done — again, all depends on the resolution.

Let’s consider the second problem now. As the reader can see in fig. 3, only the position of point $A$ differs. Nevertheless, this makes a big difference for METAFONT: in the previous problem, once we had chosen $B$ we could immediately calculate the position of $C$'. This is not the case here: all we know is that if $D$ is the middle of $B'C'$, then $AD' \perp B'C'$. So we need a different technique already to calculate the location of $C'$ for each step of the iterating process. This will be done again by iteration.

**Figure 3:** A closer look to the “$x$ problem”.

But first let’s consider two geometrical facts which we are going to use.

**Fact 1.** Let $C$ be a circle, centered at $O$, and $P$ a point outside the circle. For every line $\Delta$, going through $P$ and intersecting the circle at points $X$ and $X'$, the product of lengths $PX \cdot PX'$ is constant. In particular, if $PT$ is a tangent to the circle going through $P$, then $PT^2 = PX \cdot PX'$. 
As the reader can see on fig. 4, it follows from the previous fact that if $\Delta'$ is the line going through $P$ and $O$, and intersecting the circle at $Y$ and $Y'$, then $TT = \sqrt{PY \cdot PY'}$.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4:** Two facts from elementary Euclidean geometry.

The second fact is even more trivial:

**Fact 2.** Let $ABC$ be an orthogonal triangle; the right angle shall be $ABC$; let’s call $CAB = \theta$, and $a, b, c$ the lengths of faces opposite to points $A, B, C$. Then $\theta = \arccos(\frac{c}{b})$.

Let’s return to our problem (see fig. 3). $D'$ is on a circle $C$ centered at $B'$, of radius $\frac{1}{2}BC$ (half the width of the stroke, since $B'D' = D'C$). Also we know that $AD' \perp B'C' \Rightarrow AD' \perp B'C \Rightarrow AD'$ is tangent to circle $C$. Let’s draw the line $\Delta$, going through points $A$ and $B'$, it will intersect $C$ at points $B''$ and $B'''$. From *Fact 1* we know that $\frac{AB''}{AB'''} = \frac{AD'}{AB}$.

So we do not yet have $D'$ itself, but the length of $AD'$.

Let’s apply now **Fact 2** to the orthogonal triangle $AD'B'$. We obtain: $\theta = \arccos(\frac{AD'}{AB})$. Once we have the angle and the length of $AD'$, we have point $D'$, and we are done for this step of the iterating process. The remainder of the solution is similar to that of the “k problem”: we are moving $B'$ around until $C'$ is close enough to line $V$.

Let’s try to implement this solution in **METAFONT**. **Fact 1** can be implemented easily: of course one should avoid multiplying two lengths (because of a possible overflow error), but there should be no problem if we take the square root of each length first (for purists: lengths are always positive!). So instead of $AD'' = AB'' \cdot AB''' = we will formulate the equation as $AD'' = \sqrt{AB''} \cdot \sqrt{AB'''}$.

**Fact 2** is a little harder to implement. As a matter of fact, the reader may have noticed that although **METAFONT** provides exponential and logarithmic functions, there are no inverse trigonometric functions. What should be done? Unfortunately, **METAFONT** offers no complex calculus so that formulas such as $\cos(x) = \frac{1}{2}(e^{ix} + e^{-ix})$ could be applied; power series cannot be used either because our candidates for angles are not necessarily in a neighborhood of 0; using an external program to make this calculation would be highly unorthodox. Let’s use dichotomy once again!

Here is the code for a $arccosd$ procedure in **METAFONT**:

```metafont
def arccosd(expr ttt) =
  if ttt > 1:
    message("error: arccosd argument > 11??"); stop;
  else:
    numeric a_; numeric test, nnn, prev; test := 45; nnn := 1;
    prev := cosd(test);
    forever:
      nnn := nnn + 1;
      if cosd(test) < ttt:
        test := test - (90/(2 ** nnn))
      else:
        test := test + (90/(2 ** nnn))
      fi;
      exitif((abs(test - prev) < 0.01) or (nnn > 14));
      prev := test;
    endfor
    fi_a_ := test; enddef;
```

The above procedure requires as argument a number $ttt \in [0, 1]$. It stores the result in the numeric variable $a_\$. The first try is always $\frac{\pi}{4}$. Since we want to solve a specific problem (the “$x$ problem”), one must consider $arccosd$ for only the first quadrant: solutions will always be in the range $[0, \frac{\pi}{4}]$. One can easily generalize the code to work in different ranges. In particular it would be nice to
modify the code to allow us getting results in the complex domain for $ttt \in [-\infty, 0] \cup [1, \infty]$ but the author can hardly see the utility of these for METAFONT.

Let us now have a look at the solution of the “$x$ problem”, as it is shown below.

A word of explanation concerning the pen position $\$\$ is perhaps necessary. This is a quick way to obtain the intersection of line $\Delta'$ (fig. 3) and circle $C$: the pen $$ lies on $\Delta'$ and points $$ and $$ are at the right distance from point $\$$. As we shall see in the following section this method yields results that are accurate enough for our purpose.

The same idea has been used to explicitly define point $\$$.1: by taking pen position $\$, the right edge of the pen is on point $D'$ of the figure.

```latex
\begin{verbatim}
def solve_x_problem(suffix $, $$, $$$)(expr pen_width, first_try) =
  pair z_zero; z_zero = z_5;
numeric x_one, y_one, x_two;
y_one = y_5; x_one = first_try; x_two = x_55;
numeric theta, n, phi, tangent_length; n := 1;
forever:
  clearxy; z_5 = z_zero; z_55 = (x_one, y_one);
  theta := angle(z_55 - z_5);
  pos_55(\pen_width, theta);
  tangent_length := sqrt(length(z_55 - z_5)) * sqrt(length(z_55 - z_5));
  arcos(tangent_length / length(z_55 - z_5)); phi := theta - a_5;
  pos_55(2\tangent_length, phi); z_5.1r = z_r + (z_s - z_5); z_5.1r = z_55;
  x_one := x_one
  if x_5.1r > x_two: -
  else: +
  fi
  abs(first_try - x_s)/(2 ** n);
  exitif((abs(x_5.1r - x_two) < 0.1) or (n > 13)); n := n + 1;
endfor
z_55 = z_5.1r; z_55 = z_5.1r; z_55 = 0.5[z_55, z_55, z_55, z_55]$
enddef;
\end{verbatim}
```

The entries for this procedure are the same as for $solve_k$ _problem_. Again the problem is solved in the specific case of the right and upper part of letter ‘X’; for the other possible cases, one should either change the code (straightforward but tedious), or use symmetry arguments.

### 1.3 A solution which doesn’t work, and why

The author must confess that the first time he had to solve the “$x$ problem” was during a METAFONT tutorial at the Royal Holloway College (UK) [this shows how badly the tutorial was prepared... _mea culpa_]. On the spot I could find no solution, yet on my way back across the Channel on the ship I found the code shown below. I am convinced that people taking the tunnel nowadays write better METAFONT code!

Let $C$ be a circle, centered at $B'$ and of radius $\frac{1}{2}BC$, as in fig. 5. The intersection of $\Delta'$ and $C$ gives us points $B''$ and $B'''$. From _Fact 1_, we obtain the length of $AD'$. Now, $D'$ is at a known distance from $A$, and upon circle $C$. Take a circle $C'$, centered at point $A$ and of radius $\overrightarrow{AD'}$. The (right) intersection of circles $C$ and $C'$ is the desired point $D'$.

![Figure 5: A solution of the “$x$ problem” which doesn’t work in METAFONT.](image-url)

This method is mathematically correct — but if you try it out you will get extremely bad results.
The problem is that when we define a path, METAFONT does not consider it as an abstract curve, but as a set of pixels. When we ask for the intersection of two paths, we obtain the pixel which is the closest to the (theoretical) intersection of the paths. In the solution sketched above, the intersection of the two circles is taken as an abstract point, and its coordinates are used for calculations. The result is of course completely deformed.

2 Loosening Bézier curves

Bézier curves are quite beautiful, and METAFONT allows us to obtain them even out of only partial information: for example, one can ask for “a curve leaving point A following a vertical direction and arriving at point B following a horizontal direction”. There is an infinite number of Bézier curves with exactly these features; METAFONT will choose one of them, out of hard-wired criteria. Most of the time, METAFONT’s choice is exactly what you need; but it may also happen that you want to keep some other curve out of hard-wired criteria. The problem is that when we define a Bézier curve, we obtain the intersection of the two Bézier tangents (the tangent at curve beginning and end). We know that control points always lie on these two tangents. For values between 0 and 1 of the coefficient, the control points travel between their original positions and the intersection point. For value 1 both control points are identified with the intersection point. For values higher than 1 they continue their travel outside of the Bézier triangle.

In Appendix A the reader can see the effects of the npush macro applied uniformly to all paths of a circle, with values of the coefficient going from −5 to 5.

As the reader has surely already noticed, this macro doesn’t work when the tangents are parallel (because there is no Bézier triangle in that case). A second macro, with a slightly different approach covers all possible cases:

```latex
def npush(expr p, coef) =
  hide(pair firstpt, firstcpt, secondpt, secondpt; firstpt =
  postcontrol 0 of p; secondpt = precontrol 1 of p; firstpt = point 0 of p; secondpt
  = point 1 of p; pair intersectpt, newfirstpt, newsecondcpt;
  intersectpt = firstpt = whatever * (firstpt – firstpt);
  intersectpt = secondpt = whatever * (secondpt – secondpt);
  newfirstpt = coef[firstpt, intersectpt]; newsecondpt = coef[secondpt, intersectpt];
  firstpt .. controls newfirstpt and newsecondpt .. secondpt
enddef;
```

The macro npush takes two arguments: the path we want to loosen, and a numerical coefficient. For value 0 of this coefficient, the path remains unchanged. What happens when we increase this value? Let’s consider the intersection point of the two Bézier tangents (the tangent at curve beginning and end). We know that control points always lie on these two tangents. For values between 0 and 1 of the coefficient, the control points travel between their original positions and the intersection point. For value 1 both control points are identified with the intersection point. For values higher than 1 they continue their travel outside of the Bézier triangle.

In Appendix A the reader can see the effects of the npush macro applied uniformly to all paths of a circle, with values of the coefficient going from −5 to 5.

As the reader has surely already noticed, this macro doesn’t work when the tangents are parallel (because there is no Bézier triangle in that case). A second macro, with a slightly different approach covers all possible cases:

```latex
def npush(expr p, lcoef, rcoef) =
  hide(pair firstpt, firstcpt, secondpt, secondpt; firstpt =
  postcontrol 0 of p; secondpt = precontrol 1 of p; firstpt = point 0 of p; secondpt
  = point 1 of p; pair newfirstpt, newsecondpt;
  newfirstpt = firstpt = lcoef * (firstpt – firstpt);
  newsecondpt = secondpt = rcoef * (secondpt – secondpt);
  firstpt .. controls newfirstpt and newsecondpt .. secondpt
enddef;
```
This macro has three arguments: the path which we will modify, and two numerical coefficients, corresponding to the transformation at curve beginning and at curve end. This time we multiply the distance of the first control point from curve beginning by the first coefficient, and that of the second control point from curve end by the second coefficient. Hence, in this case, value 1 for both coefficients will leave the path unchanged. For values higher than 1 the path will “swell”, while for values tending to 0 it will become more and more tense.

These two macros may not be as reliable as primitive META_FONT operators, but they produce easily predictable results and are suitable for fine-tuning of character parts.

3 Getting text and numeric data out of a font

In his extremely interesting paper on communication between T\TeX and META_FONT [1], Alan Hoenig states that “...META_FONT’s file handling abilities are greatly crippled when compared to T\TeX. Other than font pixel files, font metric files, and log files, META_FONT cannot write files...” To remedy that situation, we present GFtoTXT, a small utility for reading text (and any other information) out of GF files produced by META_FONT. As a matter of fact, META_FONT has a special command, just like T\TeX, but until now, no DVI driver was able to use it (as a possible use, one could very well imagine PostScript color instructions embedded in the GF files, taken over by the PK files and translated into real PostScript commands by the DVI driver).

GFtoTXT is written in Flex, a UNIX-originated lexical analyzer, under GNU copyleft. Flex allows the generation of highly reliable C code out of simple pattern matching, using regular expressions and states. The Flex code of GFtoTXT is very short; the reader can find it in Appendix B. To obtain an executable, (a) run this code through Flex, with the -s option—Flex will produce a C file called lex.yy.c (or LEX_YF.C on Messy-DOS systems); (b) compile it using your favourite C compiler. The Flex code as well as executables can be found on ftp.ens.fr, in pub/tex/yannis/gftotxt.

How does it work? There is one convention which must be followed: every string which we want to extract from the META_FONT run must start with the character #. This precaution is necessary because META_FONT itself sends several strings to the GF file by using internal special commands. These will be ignored by GFtoTXT. Hence, to obtain the string “Hello world!” in our output file (let’s call it output.txt), we will include the command

special("#Hello world!");

in the META_FONT code of our file (let’s call it input.mf). GFtoTXT reads from the standard input flow and writes to the standard output flow, so we only need to redirect these; here is the necessary command line:

GFtoTXT < input.mf > output.txt

GFtoTXT allows three additional conventions in META_FONT strings: (a) \n will produce a carriage return in the output file, and (b) \x followed by a two-digit (lowercase) hexadecimal number between 00 and ff will produce the corresponding 8-bit character in the output file, (c) \X followed by a four-digit (lowercase) hexadecimal number between 0000 and ffff will produce the corresponding 16-bit character in the output file. Convention (a) is useful for “formatting” the output file, for example

special("#(CHAR C A\n (HEIGHT R " & decimal h & ")\n (WIDTH R " & decimal w & ")\n");

will produce

(CHAR C A

(HEIGHT R 99.99976)

(WIDTH R 129.99683)

Convention (b) is useful for inserting 8-bit characters (or characters in the range "00--"1f) into the output file. Finally, convention (c) can be useful to those of us who use UNICODE encoding: wouldn’t it be nice to have META_FONT say to us \Vietnamese=\? the necessary code would be

special("#\X2665\X03a3\X0027\X1f00\X03b3\X03c0\X1ff6\X2665");

4 Bottom line

The different META_FONT techniques presented in this paper are certainly not programmed in the most elegant way; the author needed them for specific purposes, and stopped testing and refining when-
sufficiently precise approximation is obtained, modify a path by manipulating the control points in the background, read the GF file by something else than GFtoPK or GFtoDVI. By writing down and sharing such ideas we can make out of METAFONT an even friendlier and more productive font design tool. To discuss METAFONT relative issues, but also font design in general (and why PostScript and TrueType are less efficient than METAFonts), join the METAFONT e-mail discussion list! The address of the list on the Internet is:

metafont@ens.fr

You can subscribe by sending the following subscription message to listserv@ens.fr:

SUBSCRIBE METAFONT Your name and institution
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A Transforming a circle through \texttt{npush}

\begin{align*}
\text{coef} &= -5 \\
\text{coef} &= -4 \\
\text{coef} &= -3 \\
\text{coef} &= -2.5 \\
\text{coef} &= -2 \\
\text{coef} &= -1.5 \\
\text{coef} &= -1.3 \\
\text{coef} &= -1 \\
\text{coef} &= -0.8 \\
\text{coef} &= -0.6 \\
\text{coef} &= -0.5 \\
\text{coef} &= -0.4 \\
\text{coef} &= -0.3 \\
\text{coef} &= -0.2 \\
\text{coef} &= -0.1 \\
\text{coef} &= 0 \\
\text{coef} &= 0.1 \\
\text{coef} &= 0.2 \\
\text{coef} &= 0.3 \\
\text{coef} &= 0.4 \\
\text{coef} &= 0.5 \\
\text{coef} &= 0.6 \\
\text{coef} &= 0.8 \\
\text{coef} &= 1 \\
\text{coef} &= 1.3 \\
\text{coef} &= 1.5 \\
\text{coef} &= 2 \\
\text{coef} &= 2.5 \\
\text{coef} &= 3 \\
\text{coef} &= 5
\end{align*}
B The Flex code of GFtoTXT

```c
%{
#define HEXA(A,B) (yytext[(A)]>'a'? yytext[(A)]-'a'+10 : yytext[(A)]-'0')*16 + (yytext[(B)]>'a'? yytext[(B)]-'a'+10 : yytext[(B)]-'0')

long int length_special = 0L; int we_need_it = 0, pre_length = 0;
}%

%% READ_SPECIAL
%% READ_PRE
%%
((\x00-\x3F|\x45|\x46|\x4A-\xEE|\xF4|\xF8-\xFF)|()|()|() ;
((\x42|\x49)...)|()|() ;
}(\x4F. # { BEGIN READ_SPECIAL; length_special = yytext[1] - 1L; we_need_it=1; }
}(\x4F. { BEGIN READ_SPECIAL; length_special = yytext[1]; we_need_it=0; }
}(\x52..# { BEGIN READ_SPECIAL; length_special = (yytext[1] * 256L) + yytext[2] - 1L;
we_need_it=1; }
}(\x52.. { BEGIN READ_SPECIAL; length_special = (yytext[1] * 256L) + yytext[2];
we_need_it=0; }
}(\x53... # { BEGIN READ_SPECIAL; length_special = (((yytext[1] * 256L) + yytext[2]) * 256L) + yytext[3] - 1L; we_need_it=1; }
}(\x53... { BEGIN READ_SPECIAL; length_special = (((yytext[1] * 256L) + yytext[2]) * 256L) + yytext[3];
we_need_it=0; }
}<READ_SPECIAL>. { length_special--; if (we_need_it==1) printf("%c",yytext[0]);
if (length_special==0L) BEGIN 0; }
<READ_SPECIAL>\x.. { length_special-=4;
if (we_need_it==1) printf("%c",HEXA(2,3)); if (length_special==0L) BEGIN 0; }
<READ_SPECIAL>\x.... { length_special-=6; if (we_need_it==1)
printf("%c%c",HEXA(2,3),HEXA(4,5)); if (length_special==0L) BEGIN 0; }
<READ_SPECIAL>\n { length_special-=2; if (we_need_it==1) printf("\n");
if (length_special==0L) BEGIN 0; }
\xF3..}|(\xF5.\{17}\}|(\xF6..10) ;
\xF7.. { pre_length = yytext[2]; BEGIN READ_PRE; }
<READ_PRE>. { pre_length--; if (pre_length == 0) BEGIN 0; }

,\n
}%

main()
{ yylex(); }
```
The Program \texttt{a2ac} — Font Handling on the PostScript Level

Petr Olšák

Abstract

In this article, the \texttt{a2ac} program written by the author is described. The program enables the use of PostScript fonts while typesetting texts in which accented letters are used. The font doesn’t need to contain the complete alphabet of a given language; merely the presence of the accents themselves (and not all of the accented characters) is sufficient. The configuration files of the \texttt{a2ac} program are independent of the PostScript font encoding as well as of the typesetting system encoding. The program may be used to prepare a font for any typesetting system, but only \TeX{} was tested. The \texttt{a2ac} package is available on CTAN including the source in C and the documentation. It can serve as an alternative to the \texttt{fontinst} program by Alan Jeffrey. The program was tested on the operating systems \textsc{SUN OS}, Linux, and DOS.

1 Introduction

The program \texttt{a2ac} (Afm to Afm and add Composites) works with the \texttt{afm} file (Adobe Font Metrics) as its input and creates a new modified \texttt{afm} file as its output. The program reads a so-called “description file” during its work. The changes we want to make are defined in this file. The program adds the full description of new composites (accented letters) including kern pairs, etc., to the output \texttt{afm} file.

The \texttt{afm} file describes information about the letters using the symbolic name for each character (\texttt{Acute} is the A with an acute accent, for example). Each character is described through one of two possible ways. Either the character name is bound to a definite encoding position and to a PostScript procedure for rendering the image of the character, or the character is described as a so-called “composite character”. In this case the encoding position of the character is set to be −1 and the description of how to make the character from elements is stored in \texttt{afm}. The elements are usually characters described as mentioned previously and only their symbolic names (not their encoding positions) are used.

All desired new composite characters are defined in the description file. Since only the symbolic names are used, the description file is totally independent of the encoding of the PostScript font and of the encoding used by the typesetting system.

The program already has nonzero intelligence when it reads the description file. You can declare and use so-called “variables”. You can write metric and composite information in the form of simple expressions. You can add new kern pairs using the information from already existing similar kern pairs (with exceptions being possible).

An example of the description file format is shown below.

\begin{verbatim}
NC Ecaron 2 ; PCC E 0 0 ; PAT caron 0 Carontop ;
NC Ecacute 2 ; PCC E 0 0 ; PAT acute Acuteshift Acutetop ;
NK (Ecaron,Ecacute) : E
NC ecaron 2 ; PCC e 0 0 ; PAC caron 0 0 ;
NC ecacute 2 ; PCC e 0 0 ; PAC acute acuteshift vshift ;
NK (ecaron,ecacute) : e
RK (P,T,V) ecaron 0
RK (P,T) ecacute 0
\end{verbatim}

In this example we define new letters Ê, É, è and é. First, \texttt{Ecaron} and \texttt{Ecacute} are defined as composite letters (NC lines), then new kerns are made for \texttt{Ecaron} and \texttt{Ecacute}. The kerns are the same as the kerns for the letter E (NK line). Next, \texttt{ecaron} and \texttt{ecacute} are defined as composite letters with the same kern information as the letter e (NC lines and NK line). Last, some exceptions for the kerns are specified. The pairs Pé, Té and Vé will have no kern, in contrast to the pairs Pe, Te and Ve, where negative kerns are usually defined. The same exceptions are specified for the pairs Pé and Té.

For more information about the description file format see the \texttt{a2ac-eng.doc} file, which is included in the \texttt{a2ac} package.

Ligature information is not defined in the description file. We will show that it essentially doesn’t matter. Ligatures are described in the input \texttt{afm} file at the end of lines with the C prefix as is shown in our following example:

\begin{verbatim}
C 102 ; WX 333 ; N f ; B 20 0 383 683 ; L i fi ; L l f l ;
\end{verbatim}
The a2ac program just copies the ligature information to the output afm file. This is sufficient for generating the ligtables which are used by the typesetting systems. For example, the afm2tfm program reads this information and generates the proper data in the ligtable of the tfm format. New ligatures for \TeX{} can be defined through the enc files. For instance, the LIGKERN information below is present in the file x12.enc and defines new ligatures for the dash characters “--” and “---”.

\begin{verbatim}
% LIGKERN hyphen hyphen =: endash ; endash hyphen =: emdash ;
\end{verbatim}

2 Font preparation for \TeX{}

After a2ac is used, preparation of the font for \TeX{} continues on in the standard way (as for the English language). You can use the afm2tfm program, which reads the converted afm file and the encoding information file enc to match the internal \TeX{} encoding. The result is a \TeX{} virtual font which includes two kinds of information: the information about re-encoding from the internal \TeX{} encoding to the raw PostScript font encoding (as was specified in the enc file) and the information about building the accented letters from the elements (as was specified in the “rebuilt” afm file).

Let us show an example of the PostScript font preparation for \TeX{} for the Czech and Slovak languages. First, we run the a2ac program. The command line looks like this:

```
a2ac input.afm desc.tab output.afm
```

The first parameter is the name of the input afm file, the second one is the name of the description file and the third one is the name of the output afm file. The extensions (.afm and .tab) are obligatory — the program has no algorithm for adding the extensions automatically.

The command to run the a2ac program is usually part of a script or a batch file. For example, the UNIX script to convert the font from the afm format to the tfm format may look like this:

```
a2ac $1.afm cscorr.tab c$2.afm
afm2tfm c$2.afm -t x12.enc -v c$2 r$2
vptovf c$2.vpl c$2.vf c$2.tfm
```

The name of this script is mkfnt, say. Then the usage is simple:

```
mkfnt Times-Roman ptmr
```

The file cscorr.tab is included in the a2ac package. The file includes definitions of composites for Czech and Slovak accented letters (i.e., the output font metric includes Czech and Slovak letters and the proper kerns for these letters). The input font has to contain the standard set of 26 Latin letters (lower- and uppercase) and all the accents necessary for the composite letters, which means the acute, caron, ring, quoteright, dieresis, and circumflex accents. If the Adobe font in StandardEncoding is used, then this requirement is satisfied. The output afm file then specifies all characters (plain or composite) of the Czech and Slovak alphabets and the new kern information.

The description file cscorr.tab was used without changes for all standard PostScript fonts (32 fonts installed in all RIPs) with very good results. Of course, if you want, you can rearrange the cscorr.tab file for your new font to obtain the best result.

If the above UNIX script is used, the \TeX{} font suitable for Czech and Slovak texts is prepared in the \TeX{}-font encoding, which is an extension of the Computer Modern font encoding (see Section “The \TeX{} Encoding”).

The output of the script is c*.tfm (for \TeX{} input), r*.tfm and c*.vf (for dvips input). The only work we must do is place these files into the appropriate directories (or rearrange the script to make this work automatically) and add one line to the configuration file psfonts.map of the dvips driver. The line looks like this:

```
rfont PostScript-Font
```

If the PostScript font is not installed in the PostScript RIP of the output device, we have to store the pfb (pfa) format of the PostScript font in our computer. Then the line in psfont.map looks like this:

```
rfont PostScript-Font /path/to/file.pfb
```

or (for DOS):

```
rfont PostScript-Font <d:\path\to\file.pfb
```

The new font can be loaded into \TeX{} using the \font command, as shown below. From that point onward, the font in question is available and text using the same encoding as the font can be conveniently typeset by \TeX{} (and printed with dvips).

```
\font\newfont=cfont
{\newfont the eight-bit text in the same encoding as defined in x12.enc can be used and the new font will be shown.}
```
3 The \TeX encoding

The input text encoding for \TeX doesn’t need to be the same as the internal \TeX encoding. The re-encoding can be performed by the tcp table of em\TeX, by changes to the xord/xchr vectors in the tex.ch file (\TeX’s WEB source hacking) or by setting active characters. The enc file describes exactly the same encoding as the internal TeX encoding into which the hyphenation patterns have been read.

In the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, the so-called \CS-encoding (the encoding of the \CS-fonts) is used very often as the internal \TeX encoding. The \CS-encoding is an extension of the Computer Modern text font encoding and follows the ISO-8859-2 layout for the Czech and Slovak letters. The \CS-fonts are included in the widely available \TeX installation package with the name \CS\TeX.

The advantages of the \CS-encoding (in comparison to the T1 encoding) from our point of view are the following:

- The fonts include the letters from the Czech and Slovak alphabets only. Font generation from the METAFONT sources is faster and the pk files are smaller. Exceptions (non-Czech/Slovak letters in names, for example) are accessible by \textsf{plain TeX} macros or by the \texttt{\textbackslash accent} primitive.

- The \CS-font encoding is the conservative extension of the Computer Modern text fonts. Therefore, \CS-fonts can replace CM text fonts in the installation packages without problems and with backward compatibility. This feature saves space on the disk. No complicated macro redefinitions are necessary. For example, the \texttt{caplain} format, which is included in the \CS\TeX package, gives the same results as the original \texttt{plain TeX}. There are only three differences: (1) The new letters with codes $\geq 128$ are introduced by \texttt{\textbackslash catcode, \textbackslash lccode, \textbackslash uccode}; (2) \CS-fonts are loaded instead of CM text fonts; and (3) the Czech and Slovak hyphenation patterns are read in addition to the US English ones.

- The layout of the accented letters in the \CS-font is the subset of the ISO-8859-2 standard. Therefore, it is possible to use an eight-bit input Czech/Slovak text without re-encoding in the UNIX environment. The power is in simplicity! The tcp table (em\TeX) is used in the DOS installation because there are many different layouts for the Czech/Slovak alphabet and there is no fixed standard in DOS (in contrast to the UNIX-like systems).

- K kerning and other aspects of the fonts are language-dependent. The multi-language font (T1 encoded, for example) is nonsense from the typographer’s point of view. In addition, we can’t rely on the results of the font hacking from abroad.

The Computer Modern text font encoding (and its conservative extensions) is font-type dependent. For example, two different characters are encoded to the same position depending on \texttt{\textbackslash rm} versus \texttt{\textbackslash tt} font (the ‘fi’ ligature versus downarrow, for example) or on \texttt{\textbackslash rm} versus \texttt{\textbackslash it} font (the dollar versus the sterling). This feature implies some problems.

Two files, \texttt{xl2.enc} and \texttt{xt2.enc}, are included in the \texttt{a2ac} package. These files define extensions of the \CS-font encoding. The extensions include some characters which are not contained in the Czech and Slovak alphabets (i.e., in the \CS-font), but which are contained in the Adobe StandardEncoding material.

It is recommended to use \texttt{xl2.enc} for \texttt{\textbackslash rm} and \texttt{\textbackslash it}-like fonts and \texttt{xt2.enc} for \texttt{\textbackslash tt}-like fonts. The dollar is in position 36 under any circumstances and position number 132 was given to the sterling. If you load the PostScript \texttt{\textbackslash it}-like font then you need to know that the sterling is not accessible by the \texttt{plain TeX} \texttt{\textbackslash it\$} but you need to use a macro with \texttt{\textbackslash char132} code.

Position number 32 is not defined in the \texttt{xl2.enc} file because the cross accent for the Polish L and l is not included in the Adobe Standard-Encoding. The L and l themselves are in positions 163 and 179, respectively. If we need to use these characters in \texttt{plain TeX} with the PostScript font, the redefinition of the macros \texttt{\textbackslash l} and \texttt{\textbackslash L} is necessary.

Note that the three-letter ligatures are not included in the Adobe StandardEncoding. This doesn’t cause any problems because the three-letter ligatures are not used in Czech and Slovak. If the font is available in the ExpertEncoding you can do some hacking at the \texttt{vpl} level to obtain these ligatures.

If you want to typeset math using the PostScript font, you need to edit the \texttt{vpl} file [1] to include the uppercase Greek characters taken usually from the Symbol font. Sorry, but it is not obvious how to typeset math with the PostScript font; some more hacking must be done — on the \texttt{plain TeX} macro level as well as on the \texttt{\fontdimen} font information. The pretty “look” of math is a result of a font designer’s work and a lot of \TeX macro programming. “Its emphasis is on art and technology, as in the underlying Greek word” (see [2], Chapter 1). Therefore, the pretty math is not accessible from the text PostScript font via any automatic process.
For more information about the $\mathcal{C}_S$-font encoding and its history see [3] and appendix F in [4].

4 About the names of the accented letters

The names \texttt{dquoteright} and \texttt{tquoteright} should be used for the characters d' and t' in the description file \texttt{cscorr.tab}. However, we use the names \texttt{dcaron} and \texttt{tcaron} instead. The reason is that the uppercase alternatives of the characters d' and t' are $\check{D}$ and $\check{T}$, i.e., $\check{D}$caron and $\check{T}$caron, respectively. The parameter \texttt{-V} (for \texttt{afm2tfm} to make the small caps variant of a font) does not work with these names. \texttt{tcaron} and \texttt{lcaron} instead of \texttt{tquoteright} and \texttt{lquoteright} we use \texttt{Lcaron} and \texttt{Lquoteright} because the semantic for these accents is same as for \texttt{Dcaron}, \texttt{dcaron}, \texttt{Tcaron} and \texttt{tcaron}.

Note added by production editor

In order to better understand how the above procedure works, I decided to download the program from ftp.tex.ac.uk in the directory \texttt{fonts/utilities/a2ac} below the CTAN root. I also got the \texttt{.afm} files for the PostScript fonts from the directory \texttt{fonts/psfonts/adobe}.

I now was all set to compile the \texttt{a2ac.c} program, and start to make the $\mathcal{C}_S$-encoded files using the script \texttt{mkfnt}. It essentially runs the program \texttt{afm2tfm} that comes with the \texttt{dvips} distribution and creates \texttt{.tfm} and \texttt{.vf} files for \TeX{} and \texttt{dvips} according to the desired encoding (see the Section "Font Preparation for \TeX{}". This was done for all "Standard" PostScript fonts. Figure 1 shows the font table for the font NewCenturySchlbk-Roman.

The righthand side of the table shows the characters specific to the Czech and Slovak languages. To obtain PostScript output from a \texttt{.dvi} file one more step has to be taken; namely, one has to tell the \texttt{dvips} program which file to read when a font-name is encountered. The easiest way of achieving this is to generate a new "config" file, since several can be specified with one \texttt{dvips} execution. In this case, I generated a one-line \texttt{config.cs} file containing

\begin{verbatim}
p +pscs.map
\end{verbatim}

This states that the contents of the file \texttt{pscs.map} has to be concatenated with the contents of previously declared map files, in particular the default \texttt{psfonts.map}. The file \texttt{pscs.map} itself contains one line for each of the fonts considered: and starts like

\texttt{rpagd AvantGarde-Demi}
\texttt{rpagdo AvantGarde-DemiOblique}
\texttt{rpagk AvantGarde-Book}
\texttt{rpagko AvantGarde-BookOblique}
\texttt{...}

as explained in the text of the article.

As a further exercise, I decided it would be interesting to make this encoding available with \TeX, so I started by defining an encoding \texttt{L2} in the file \texttt{L2enc.def} (See Chapter 7 of The \TeX{} Companion, by Goossens et al., Addison-Wesley, 1994 and the file \texttt{fntguide.tex }$\TeX2\epsilon$ font selection", which is distributed electronically and comes with the standard $\TeX2\epsilon$ distribution.). This file contains merely:

\begin{verbatim}
\ProvidesFile{L2enc.def}%
[1995/09/22 CS Encoding]
\DeclareFontEncoding{L2}{}
\DeclareFontSubstitution{L2}{ptm}{m}{n}
\end{verbatim}

Next, one has to make \texttt{font definition} \texttt{.fd} files for each of the fonts one wants to use, e.g., for the Times-Roman family one would define a file \texttt{L2ptm.fd}, where \texttt{ptm} is a "short" name chosen in the framework of the font-selection scheme of Karl Berry (Version 2), which can represent all possible font names within the ISO-9660 (and DOS)-compatible eight characters limit for file names. Below the font definition file (\texttt{L2pag.fd}) for the \texttt{L2} encoding of the AvantGarde font family is shown.
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\DeclareFontShape{L2}{pag}{b}{n}{<-> ssub * pag/db/n}{}
\DeclareFontShape{L2}{pag}{bx}{n}{<-> ssub * pag/b/n}{}
\DeclareFontShape{L2}{pag}{db}{sc}{<-> ssub * pag/db/n}{}
\DeclareFontShape{L2}{pag}{b}{n}{<-> ssub * pag/db/n}{}
\DeclareFontShape{L2}{pag}{bx}{n}{<-> ssub * pag/b/n}{}
\DeclareFontShape{L2}{pag}{db}{sc}{<-> ssub * pag/db/n}{}

The first line (\ProvidesFile) declares the name and version of the file to the \LaTeX{} system (as it will appear in the .log and on the console). Then the family name pag for the L2 encoding is declared. This is followed by four declarations for the series and shapes for which actual external files are available, namely:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{pagd} \hspace{1em} AvantGarde-Demi
  \item \texttt{pagdo} \hspace{1em} AvantGarde-DemiOblique
  \item \texttt{pagk} \hspace{1em} AvantGarde-Book
  \item \texttt{pako} \hspace{1em} AvantGarde-BookOblique
\end{itemize}

The remaining declarations are substitution rules for combinations of font parameters which are not available as separate instances.

Finally, with such specifications for all used fonts, one can take a text encoded according to the given CS-encoding, and run it through \LaTeX{}. I have taken the test file distributed by Petr, and transformed it into \LaTeX{} to test the above setup. Figure 2 shows the \LaTeX{} source file. The command \texttt{dvips -E -Pcs L2test -o} yields the output shown in Figure 3, where the same Czech text has been typeset in Times-Roman, Times-Bold, Times-Roman-SmallCaps, AvantGarde-BookOblique, and finally AvantGarde-DemiOblique, showing clearly the advantages of this system.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Michel Goossens
  \item CERN, CN Division
  \item CH-1211 Geneva 23
  \item Switzerland
  \item Email: goossens@cern.ch
\end{itemize}
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Problems of the conversion of METAFONT fonts to PostScript Type 1

Basil K. Malyshev

Abstract

The paper describes problems pertaining to the automatic conversion of METAFONT fonts into the PostScript Type 1 font format. Several methods of conversion are discussed. A short description of the Paradiissa Fonts Collection is presented. It contains Computer Modern fonts (used in (B)\TeX) in ATM compatible PostScript Type 1 format. The use of the collection and the problems related to it are discussed.

1 Introduction

Intensive quantification of human activities often implies rapid modifications of many methods of data production, processing, and use. Thus it seems necessary to adapt the collected data to efficient modern processing techniques.

One of these problems is the conversion of fonts defined in METAFONT into the PostScript font format and reports on the automatic conversion of fonts described in the METAFONT format to the PostScript Type 3 font format have been appearing since 1987 (see Carr, 1987; Henderson, 1989; Hobby, 1989; Berry & Yanai, 1990). However, these results are little used due to the poor rasterization of PostScript Type 3 fonts at low and middle resolutions on widely used output devices. Furthermore, the fonts are incompatible with ADOBE TYPE MANAGER (ATM) which essentially narrows their application area.

The PostScript Type 1 font format as published by Adobe (Adobe, 1990) allows the possibility of performing METAFONT → PostScript Type 1 conversion that promises high quality fonts with a wide application area (including ATM).

The methods for automating such conversion are discussed in this paper.

2 METAFONT and PostScript Type 1

When comparing METAFONT and PostScript Type 1, we note the following features.

METAFONT is a high level language for font description. To draw a letter, METAFONT describes the curve traveled by the center of the pen, and the shape of this pen is allowed to vary as the pen moves. Coordinates of all reference points can be defined by parameters and linear equations governing these parameters. The main advantage of this approach is that the same definition readily yields a family of infinitely many related fonts of type, each font being internally consistent. Thus, infinitely many typeface styles can be obtained from a single definition by changing only a few parameters. METAFONT does not dictate its own font parametrization technique, but provides a designer with all the necessary tools.

METAFONT does not satisfy up-to-date standards of rasterization, because it yields acceptable results only at resolutions higher than 300dpi. For example, 240dpi × 216dpi is already poor, and at about 100dpi, typical of many graphic displays, the results are quite unsatisfactory.

PostScript Type 1 is a low level tool for font description. It reduces the description of a character outline to lines and Bezier cubic curves specifying some additional information (declarative hints) for the rasterizer. It gives excellent results on printers and other graphical devices with PostScript interpreters, and on systems with ATM. Furthermore, the font structure of PostScript Type 1 allows an application to perform rasterization only on characters that are actually used in the document, and to do it much faster than by METAFONT.

Adobe Type 1 rasterizers can generate variant fonts at any affine transformation of an original font, but this is not sufficient to generate several typeface styles with different optical sizes, weights, widths, and so on from a single description. To solve this problem, Adobe Corporation has developed a MULTIPLE MASTER EXTENSION OF THE ADOBE TYPE 1 FONT FORMAT which can be used to generate a wide variety of typeface styles from a single font program (Adobe, 1992). This font format contains several outline typefaces called master designs which describe one or more design axes. Design axes represent a dynamic range of one typographic parameter, such as the weight or width.

METAFONT, however, provides font parametrization tools which are more flexible and natural for a designer. Also, a designer can readily add new symbols to a completed font definition in such a way that they are automatically consistent with the old ones.

Thus, combining of flexibility of a font description in METAFONT with the high quality of rasterization and simple use of PostScript Type 1 fonts seems to be desirable. Such a link can be represented by an automatic METAFONT → PostScript Type 1 converter generating fonts of rather high quality.

3 Steps and methods of MF → Type 1 conversion

The task of converting METAFONT fonts into the PostScript Type 1 font format may be divided naturally into two rather independent steps:
The two steps can be performed by using different methods discussed below.

### 3.1 Extraction of character outlines

Each character in the PostScript Type 1 font is described by an outline specified by a set of lines and Bezier cubic curves. For a Bezier cubic curve four points are used: start point ($P_1$), endpoint ($P_4$), and two control points ($P_2$ and $P_3$), as shown in figure 1. The tangent vectors of endpoints are determined from the line segments $P_1P_2$ and $P_4P_3$.

The algebraic equation for this curve is:

$$P(t) = (1-t)^3P_1 + 3(1-t)^2tP_2 + 3(1-t)t^2P_3 + t^3P_4$$

for $0 \leq t \leq 1$.

Note that the labelling used in figure 1 for endpoints and control points will then be conserved for all elements forming character outlines.

Character outlines of high quality PostScript Type 1 fonts should not only describe all glyphs with sufficient accuracy, but also satisfy some important rules formulated in *Adobe PostScript Type 1 font format* (Adobe, 1990).

**A Points at extremes.** An endpoint should be placed at most horizontal or vertical extremes. This means that most curves should not include more than 90 degrees of arc.

**B Tangent continuity.** Whenever one path element makes a smooth transition to the next element, the endpoint joining the two elements and the Bezier control point associated with that endpoint (for a curve) or the other endpoint (for a line) should all be collinear.

**C Consistency.** All character features (stem width, height, spacing, shapes) that are intended to be the same should be exactly the same.

**D Conciseness.** Character outline definitions must be as concise as possible, without breaking the other rules.

There are two main approaches to the extraction of character outlines

- generation of character raster images by METAFONT with a subsequent recovering of the outlines by tracing the pixels and approximating the resulting outline by lines and Bezier cubic curves (see section 3.1.1);
- direct extraction of outlines from the METAFONT program with subsequent removal of overlapping elements and geometric optimization of resulted outline (see section 3.1.2).

#### 3.1.1 Tracing the pixels of the bitmaps

At first, we need to generate bitmapped fonts by METAFONT. In PostScript Type 1 font format the endpoints and control points are defined on a $1000 \times 1000$ grid. To avoid rounding errors after outline scaling, magnification should be chosen so that font design size is rasterized into 1000 pixels. Therefore, the resolution should be chosen as

$$\frac{\text{dots}}{\text{inch}} = 72.27 \text{pt/inch} \times \frac{1000 \text{ dots}}{\langle \text{design size} \rangle \text{ pt}}.$$  

Thus, the best resolution for the design size of 10pt is 7227dpi. This resolution does not require additional scaling of the resulting outline, and the METAFONT program performs correct coordinate rounding.

It is easy to make METAFONT itself to compute the required magnification by adding

```plaintext
pixels_per_inch:=4000 + 3227;
pixels_per_inch:=pixels_per_inch*4pt#;
tmp:=designsize/2.5;
pixels_per_inch:=pixels_per_inch/tmp;
to mode_def macro definition in the local.mf file.
```

Many programs will reconstruct a raster image outlines by tracing the pixels. However, font generation requires that the outlines satisfy the rules discussed in section 3.1. Below we consider several sets of results, and focus on whether these rules are obeyed or violated.

The software developed by Neil Raine generates the outlines from the bitmaps by tracing the pixels. Graham Toal generated Computer Modern fonts at 3000dpi resolution and produced PostScript Type 3 fonts by using Raine’s program. These fonts are available in CTAN in /tex-archive/fonts/cm/ps-type3 directory. The examples of these outlines are

---

**Figure 1:** Bezier cubic curve defined by four points

- *extraction of character outlines* from the METAFONT font definitions;
- *generation of declarative hints*, which help the renderer to make best character rasterization.
shown in figure 2. It is easy to see that these outlines suffer from some defects:

- The violation of rule 3.1.A in the letter ‘C’. This defect is not occasional, but is common to most curved stems.
- Asymmetrical vertices in the letter ‘W’ violate rule 3.1.C.
- Bad transitions from arms to serifs in the letters ‘A’ and ‘W’.
- A middle serif in the letter ‘W’ is unsatisfactory.

Karl Berry and Kathryn Hargreaves developed the GNU font utilities, and announced them in \TeXhax (Volume 92, Issue 8 and 17). These utilities contain a program \texttt{LIMN} which takes the bitmap fonts and generates outlines by tracing the pixels. The results of their operation are shown in figure 3.

The outlines presented in this figure also have some visible defects:

- The violation of rule 3.1.A in the letter ‘C’. Similar to the above example, this defect is regularly repeated.
- Each flex is split into many short line segments, violating rule 3.1.D.
- Multiple consecutive collinear line segments violate rule 3.1.D.

These outlines, when compared with Toal’s, offer some evident advantages, namely the apex of the letter ‘A’ is symmetrical and the vertices of the letter ‘W’ are symmetrical and match each other.
To make more comparisons, bitmap fonts (at 3613dpi resolution) were traced by FontoGrapher (version 3.5.1). The resolution 3613dpi = 7227dpi/2 has been chosen because the tracing procedure built in FontoGrapher can break at too high a resolution. The result of this experiment is shown in figure 4.

In spite of the fact that rule 3.1.A is satisfied here (having been violated in the above examples), the outlines are not free from some defects:

- The *apex* in the letter ‘A’ is asymmetrical (violation of rule 3.1.C).
- The *vertices* in the letter ‘W’ are asymmetrical and different (violation of rule 3.1.C).
- *Arm – serif* transitions in the letters ‘A’ and ‘W’ are not satisfactory.

Evidently, it is difficult to obey rule 3.1.C when directly tracing raster images. On the other hand, rule 3.1.A seems to be easy to satisfy, and the violation of this important rule in the first two examples could probably be attributed to lack of authors’ attention to it.

### 3.1.2 Extraction of outlines from METAFont

Each program considered in section 3.1.1 exhibits its own defects of outline generation. Besides, there are defects common to all programs, such as poor discovery of *flex* features or bad *serif–arm* transitions.

The information critical for good appearance of characters is evidently lost when tracing an outline on a bitmap. Therefore, the extraction of outlines from METAFont definitions without raster representation of fonts seems to be more fruitful.

The first attempt at extracting the character envelopes from METAFont was undertaken by Leslie Carr (1987). Carr’s programs take as input the METAFont log file which contains a description of all the paths that METAFont traces out in drawing a character. But using this method one should take into account the METAFont pen shape.

Later Daniel M. Berry and Shimon Yanai (1990) have developed a more successful program, mf2ps, that finds the internally generated METAFont envelopes, used as the boundaries of the inked region, and uses these envelopes as the PostScript outlines. In both these attempts, PostScript Type 3 fonts have been generated. The outlines generated by the mf2ps program are shown in figure 5.

To present such envelopes for PostScript Type 3 font the mf2ps program reorders cycled subpaths and chooses black and white filling for each of them. This method, although suitable for Type 3 fonts, fails for Type 1.

To produce outlines suitable for Type 1 fonts, all envelope overlapping should be removed. The result of this operation is shown in figure 6. Note that the resulting outlines contain too many consecutive lines and curves split into many pieces. To obtain outlines free from such defects, I have made some geometrical optimization. The result is shown in figure 7.

Now the outlines look significantly better than those in figures 2, 3 and 4. All the rules from section 3.1 have been satisfied. The fragmentation of the inner side of arc in the letter ‘C’ occurs because of the high (probably too high) accuracy in the approximation of the original shape.

There are some slight peculiarities related to a different encoding of similar shapes. In the letter...
‘Φ’, for example (figure 8), the outline representation is somewhat asymmetrical. The outline itself has a slight asymmetry, but in the process of rasterization its asymmetry of encoding may be exaggerated.

Nevertheless, this method is a step forward in improving the character outlines obtained from the METAFONT font definitions.

3.2 Generation of declarative hints

One of the main problems arising in font rasterization on a discrete grid is the conservation of the important geometrical properties of outlines. Identical parts of the letters differently located on the grid may take different shapes in a discrete representation.

In the PostScript Type 1 font format this problem is solved by using declarative hints which indicate where a horizontal or vertical stem occurs in certain coordinates. Those parts of the outlines which appear inside of the so-called stem hints will be rendered by special techniques.

Declarative hints for the outlines obtained at the previous stage can be generated by font editors like FontMonger or FontoGrapher as follows:

- styling the outlines in the form of ATM compatible font format;
- loading the outlines to a font editor;
- saving the completed font on a disk.

As a result, the saved font contains the declarative hints.

The hints generated by FontMonger (version 1.0.4) are shown in figure 9. Comparing these outlines with the original ones from figure 3, it is easy to see that FontMonger has changed the outlines so that rule 3.1.A is satisfied. However, stem hints for the serifs in the letters ‘A’ and ‘W’ are missing.
The declarative hints generated by FontoGrapher for the same outlines are shown in figure 10. In this figure the outlines are unchanged, while the hints for the curved stems in the letter ‘C’ are missing. That is, FontoGrapher does not even try to correct the violation of rule 3.1.A, and this violation has a pernicious effect on its operation. However, unlike the latter case, all hints for the serifs in the letters ‘A’ and ‘W’ are found correctly now.

If the outlines are not too accurate (such as those generated by the LIMN program), then the operation of both FontMonger and FontoGrapher is not good enough. However, if a font processed by FontMonger is subsequently processed by FontoGrapher, the obtained results can be significantly better (figure 11).

In the case of more accurate outlines directly extracted from METAFONT (figure 7), this approach is quite suitable, but FontMonger can hardly find the serifs (figure 12), while the results obtained by FontoGrapher are quite acceptable (figure 13).

Thus, one can see that FontoGrapher performs hinting somewhat better than FontMonger. Still FontMonger also has an advantage useful for mass conversion of fonts because it has a batch conversion utility.

The Paradissa Font Collection has been created using a homegrown algorithm for generating character hints. This algorithm has been developed especially for processing the outlines generated by the LIMN program. The result of its operation is shown in figure 14 where it can be seen that almost all the hints have been found, but the outlines have not been corrected as in the case of running FontMonger (figure 9).

In the case of outlines directly extracted from METAFONT (figure 7), our homegrown algorithm gives results (figure 15) competitive with those obtained by FontoGrapher (figure 13).

4 Paradissa Font Collection

The Paradissa Font Collection has been developed using the outlines generated by LIMN and a specially developed outline filter and hinting algorithm. This font collection is available from CTAN in the /tex-archive/fonts/cm/ps-type1/paradissa directory. The examples of the hinted outlines contained in this collection have already been presented in figure 14.

The Paradissa Font Collection contains:

- Computer Modern, designed by D. Knuth;
- Euler by H. Zapf;
- CM Cyrillic by N. Glonty & A. Samarin;
Figure 10: LIMN generated outlines hinted by FontoGrapher

Figure 11: LIMN generated outlines hinted first by FontMonger and then by FontoGrapher

- Special \LaTeX fonts.

   Altogether it contains 165 fonts in ATM compatible PostScript Type 1 format with AFM and PFM files. This set of fonts may be used for printing most (\La\TeX) documents. It is used by the Russian-English \La\TeX version developed and supported by the Pro\TeX group at IHEP.

   This collection can be used for

- printing documents on a PostScript printer by using, for example, Rokicki’s DVIPS driver. It should be noted that the typesetting of even a simple \La\TeX document may require a lot of printer memory to download fonts. This problem is solved, for instance, by the commercial program DVIPSONE which uses a special technique for partial font downloading to conserve the printer’s memory.
- printing documents on a large collection of matrix printers by using DVIPS and ghostscript.
- drawing slides on vector plotters by using the PostScript plot.ps program which is supplied with the collection. For drawing documents on HPGL plotters, the ps2hpgl utility can be used. It is available on ftp.mathworks.com host in the /pub/contrib/tools directory.
- displaying documents under MS Windows with ATM by using the commercial DVIWINdoo program. We also expect that the capability of using Type 1 fonts will be added to Hippocrates Sendonkas’ DVIWIN program.
Figure 12: BKM outlines hinted by FontMonger

Figure 13: BKM outlines hinted by FontoGrapher
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Figure 14: LIMN generated outlines hinted by homegrown hinter

Figure 15: BKM outlines hinted by homegrown hinter
Partial Font Embedding Utilities for PostScript Type 1 Fonts
Basil K. Malyshkov and Michel Goossens

Abstract
This article describes the \texttt{fload} utility, that reads a PostScript file and selectively embeds only those characters from Type 1 PostScript fonts that are actually used inside the PostScript file. This can result in substantial savings in the size of PostScript files, especially for larger font sets (like the 256-character DC family) or when only a few characters of each font are used inside the PostScript file. Also memory requirements for PostScript interpreters dealing with these files can thus be reduced.

1 Introduction
Documents often use a lot of fonts and thus require printers with a sufficient amount of memory, especially if the fonts are embedded as Type 1 sources inside the output PostScript file. However, in most cases only a limited number of characters of each font is actually used, and PostScript files with embedded Type 1 fonts can thus be substantially shortened if only those characters are included.

The tool \texttt{fload} uses the \texttt{ghostscript} program (Aladdin Software) to examine the input PostScript file and extract the necessary information; then it embeds the needed characters in the output PostScript file.

Partial font embedding is implemented in three steps, as follows:

1. Creation of a PostScript file using any publishing system. No fonts should be embedded in this file; the \texttt{fload} procedure assumes that the Type 1 images of the fonts are available somewhere on the system.
2. The PostScript file is processed by the program \texttt{ghostscript} where some character loading commands, such as \texttt{show}, \texttt{andtshow}, etc., have been redefined to construct the list of all characters used for each font. When the complete input file is read these font usage statistics are written into an intermediate file (with extension \texttt{fstat}).
3. The latter file is then read by the \texttt{subfont} program which embeds the needed characters for each font into the output file.

This approach can be applied to PostScript output generated by a variety of applications—it has been tested with \texttt{dvips}, FrameMaker, and MS Windows PostScript driver output. Moreover it handles fonts inside embedded pictures correctly. Its only drawback is that \texttt{fload} needs some time to scan the input file to prepare the list of characters used and then to embed the (partial) fonts into the output file.

2 Setting up the fload system
2.1 The distribution set
The \texttt{fload} distribution includes the following:

1. A command file (a C-shell script \texttt{fload} for Unix, \texttt{fload.bat} for MS-DOS, and \texttt{fload.com} for VMS) that first invokes \texttt{ghostscript} with the \texttt{psfstat.ps} procedure and then executes the \texttt{subfont} program to embed the needed characters (see section 3.2).
2. A PostScript procedure \texttt{psfstat.ps} which redefines several important PostScript commands and collects information about the characters used in each font.
3. The \texttt{subfont} program (written in C) which extracts only the required characters from any ATM compatible Adobe Type 1 font and creates a new smaller font (see appendix A).

2.2 Installation
To make installation of the programs easy for Unix systems a C-shell script \texttt{INSTALL} is included. Before running the script, one must specify where certain programs and files reside, by editing the file \texttt{install.dirs} (see below).

\begin{verbatim}
# File: install.dirs
# System dependent executable files
# e.g. the subfont program
setenv FBIN /usr/local/bin
# System independent scripts
# e.g. the fload C-shell script
setenv FSHR /usr/local/bin
# Library files
# e.g. psfstat.ps, Fontmap, SubFont.map, *.PS
setenv FLIB /usr/local/lib/fload
# man pages (optional)
setenv FMAN /usr/local/man/man1
# font path
setenv FPATH myfonts:/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts
# End of file 'install.dirs'
\end{verbatim}

The installation then proceeds as follows:

1. Compilation of the \texttt{subfont} program.
2. The \texttt{subfont} program shares a single fontmap file (called \texttt{Fontmap.ps}) in the \$FLIB directory with the \texttt{ghostscript} program. It is read by the \texttt{psfstat.ps} script in addition to the standard Fontmap file required by \texttt{ghostscript} to indicate where the font sources are located on the system; the format of this file is identical to a \texttt{ghostscript} map file and includes a list...
of the font names and the associated file names where they reside, i.e., it is of the form:

```
/Type1_fontname (filename.cn_system);
```

A Unix script `mmap` (mmap.bat on MS-DOS) is provided to create a map of the PostScript Type 1 files available in the specified directory

```
[1] mmap /usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts
    /usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts
Total of 1 files are processed.
font /cmb10/ in file ./cm/type1/cmb10.pfb/
Total of 1 files are processed.
font /cmr10/ in file ./cm/type1/cmr10.pfb/
Total of 1 files are processed.
...
```

This procedure generates the file `Fontmap.tl`, that starts with (compare with the lines above):

```
/cmb10 (./cm/type1/cmb10.pfb);
/cmrd10 (./cm/type1/cmr10.pfb);
...
```

3. All files from the `lib` distribution subdirectory are copied into the `$FLIB` library directory. The `INSTALL` script as distributed defines `$FLIB` as the directory `:/usr/local/lib/fload`. In principle, we could also be defined as `:/usr/local/lib/ghostscript` (the directory used by `ghostscript`). However, to minimize the future name clashes between file names for `fload` and `ghostscript`, it is advisable to keep these directories distinct.

4. The names of fonts that are not to be included in the output PostScript file are the ones specified via the `-p` option of `fload`. By default these are the thirteen “standard” fonts, as specified in the file `Standard.FS` that comes with the distribution. Another distributed file, `35.FS`, contains the names of the 35 “generally available” PostScript fonts present in most of the present-day PostScript printers. At the end of installation, users can add their own supplementary `FS` files specifying the names of fonts that are resident in their PostScript printer, and that thus need not be embedded in the generated output PostScript file. For instance, in Russia Cyrillic fonts could always be resident, or Kanji fonts in Japan or China. To save considerable amounts of disk space these fonts will not generally need to be embedded in the PostScript files, and their names must then be declared in a file with extension `FS`, and specified with the `-p` option of the `fload` command (see section 3.2). Of course, when these files have to be exported to sites where these fonts are not available on the system, they will have to be embedded in the PostScript files. FS files reside in the `$FLIB` directory.

3 Using the `fload` program

This section shows how to set up `dvips` to generate output usable with `fload` and then introduces the syntax of the `fload` command itself.

3.1 Preparing PostScript output with `dvips`

To use `fload` with the `dvips` program (Rokicki) one must use a map file for `dvips` that specifies that PostScript fonts are not to be embedded into the PostScript output file. In particular, the map file must include only font names, and no file names, i.e., entries should be of the form (file `cmfonts.map`):

```
cmr10 cmr10
and not (file `cmfonts.map`):

```
```
cmr10 cmr10 <cmr10.pfb
since the latter specifies that the font should be input from the file `cmr10.pfb`. Note, however, that `subfont` must know where it can find the fonts it needs; so that, in this case, `cmr10` must be declared in the `ghostscript` font map (see step 2 in section 2.2).

3.2 Syntax of the `fload` command

`fload` is a C-shell script that parses (via the procedure `psfstat.ps` and the `ghostscript` interpreter) a legal PostScript file, determines which characters in which fonts are required but not preloaded in the file, embeds ("loads") the required characters from the fonts in question (using the `subfont` program), and writes them together with the input PostScript source file to the output file.

```
fload [-p fset] <PSf-in> [<PSf-out>]
```

```
-p fset
```

This option selects the font set that is resident in the printer, and from which the characters will be taken. The standard configuration comes with two font sets, namely `Standard` (the default) and `35`. The user can easily add more font sets (see section 2.2 step 4).

The list of all font sets installed at a given installation can be obtained by calling `fload` without parameters; as shown below.

```
[1] fload
Usage: (of the fload de Basil)
```

```
fload [-p fontSet] <ps-file> [<out-ps-file>]
```

---

1 Partial font downloading with `fload` only works when the font files in question are not already embedded in the input file `<PSf-in>`.
where following fontSets are available
35
Standard

<PSf-in>
Input PostScript file that has to be scanned to
define the characters to be embedded.

<PSf-out>
Output PostScript file containing the Type 1
definitions of the characters in the fonts refer-
enced in the document. If <PSf-out> is not
given the file is written to standard output.

If one has an invalid PostScript file, or one of
the required fonts is not available, then a file with ex-
tension flog can be examined; it contains the tra-
script of parsing the source by ghostscript.

The float procedure has been tested with Post-
Script output generated by dvips (see Appendices B
to F, and figures 1 and 2), FrameBuilder (on Unix),
and the MS Windows PostScript driver. Also, sev-
eral kinds of fonts have been embedded, such as
ATM compatible Type 1 fonts, Multiple master
fonts, and fonts with shareable sets of CharStrings.
Note, however, that every new font must be tested
to ensure that partial font embedding functions cor-
rectly.

4 Examples

As explained above to partially load only char-
acters actually used in their document, (La)TeX users
should proceed in two stages:

1. run dvips on the dvi file using a map file that
does not embed the fonts inside in the Post-
Script output file (see section 3.1);
2. run float on that PostScript file to embed the
characters used inside the documents, so that
the file becomes portable (see section 3.2).

Below we give several explicit examples.

4.1 CM fonts only

We start (Appendix B) by treating a simple one-
page document (the French document described on
page 333 of The E\TeX Companion (Goossens et al.),
and reproduced also in figure 1). After running E\TeX
we generate the PostScript file with dvips and
include the header file draft.ps (via the -h
command option) to put the word “DRAFT” across
the page in the “funny” cmff10 font (see figure 1
on page 77 for more details). In fact, we run dvips
three times to show different ways of embedding the
fonts. We start by using the default setup that
includes the pk version of the fonts [1]. Next
[2], we embed the complete font inside the out-
put file using the -P option (using the configuration
file config.CM that includes cmfonts.map), and fi-
nally [3], we run with the “resident” version of
the config file (config.CMf and its associated map file
cmfontsr.map), that does not embed fonts (see sec-
tion 3.1 for more about these dvips map files).

The listfile (ls) command [4] shows that the
Type 1 fonts take up more than 90% of the file (that
is normal for a one-page document, and not a repre-
sentative number for “normal” situations). On the
other hand, the pk versions of the fonts (at the de-
fault resolution of 300 dpi) take up about half
the size of the file (31kB out of 59kB).

Now we are ready to extract the characters ex-
plicitly referenced from the Type 1 fonts files and
embed them by running the float utility [5], and
another listfile [6] tells us that the Type 1 fonts
now take up about 3/4 of the file.

Finally we have a look inside the intermedi-
ate file babelfr.r.fstat, that the float program
writes (with the help of ghostscript) to see which
characters in which fonts are used in the input Post-
Script file babelfr.p. One observes not only the
presence of the “normal” E\TeX fonts, but also the
cmff10 font that was included via the header file
draft.ps, and for which the five letters (D, F, A,
R, and T) are all present in the list.

4.2 Using DC fonts

Appendix C deals with a E\TeX file similar to the
one in appendix B, but now we use 8-bit characters
in the input, the Ti-encoding, and DC fonts. The
numbering of the commands corresponds to that in
Appendix B. It is seen that, at the given resolution,
the pk file and “reduced” Type 1 version are only
marginally larger than with the CM fonts, while the
full font embedded version is almost twice as large
as its CM equivalent, which is as expected since a
DC font contains about twice as many characters
as its CM equivalent. The embedded characters
are shown in the file babelfrr.f.stat. When one
compares the entry for a CM font like cmr10
in the file babelfr in Appendix B with its DC
equivalent dcr10 in the file babelfr.r.f.stat in
Appendix C, one notes the occurrence of the pre-
composed Euclide, agrave, eacute, etc., characters,
that are absent from CM fonts, where they are con-
structed using the \accent primitive.

---

2 Multiple master fonts are treated correctly only with
ghostscript version 3.12 or higher.

3 The numbers between square brackets in this section refer to the command numbers in the appendices.
4.3 DC fonts and some maths

The example in appendix D (it corresponds to figure 11.9 in *The \TeX\ Companion*, German edition) also uses 8-bit input and DC-fonts, but contains also a lot of mathematics (see figure 2). In this case it is especially interesting to note the huge difference [3] between the three files without (\texttt{mathexar.ps}), with partial (\texttt{mathexadr.ps}), and with complete font embedding (\texttt{mathexa.ps}). The contents of the file \texttt{mathexar.fstat} shows the actual characters that were embedded.

4.4 Real-life examples

To have a better idea of the usefulness of the \texttt{fload} procedure in real life, we have generated PostScript output files under the various conditions discussed earlier, but generating for a Linotype typesetter (at 1270 dpi), which corresponds more to a professional environment where the advantages of the approach proposed in this article are more evident.

Appendix E shows how a version of the present article’s dvi-file (\texttt{fload.dvi}) was first generated with the \texttt{px} fonts [1], embedding the full Type 1 fonts [2], and embedding no fonts [3]. The latter file was treated by \texttt{fload} [4], and the sizes of the various files can be seen by comparing the result of the \texttt{listfile} command [5]. It is seen that in this case the sizes of the \texttt{px} and Type 1 version are more or less comparable, while the file treated with the \texttt{fload} procedure is more than 30% smaller than both of these. This means that partial font-embedding is especially important size-wise for medium-sized documents, using a few characters in many fonts, and at professional resolutions. Note, however, that the (partial font loading) Type 1 solution is resolution-independent, so that the relative advantages should not be limited to the size parameter only.

As a final test, we had a look at the \texttt{A\TeX\} distribution (American Mathematical Society), and treated two of their documents (\texttt{amsldoc.tex} and \texttt{testmath.tex}, see Appendix F). The output generated by the \texttt{dvips} command [1] shows the 29 CM fonts that are included. The listfont command [2] shows the difference between including complete Type 1 fonts (file \texttt{amsldoc.ps}) and embedding only the Type 1 code for the characters actually used (file \texttt{amsldocr.ps}). It is seen that the reduction is of the order of two in three. The next line [3] is even more informative, since it corresponds to a real article in the field of mathematics. The PostScript code for the article, without the fonts (file \texttt{testmathnone.ps}) is about 181 kbytes. When we add complete Type 1 fonts (file \texttt{testmath.ps}), we end up with almost 1.6 Mbytes, while with the \texttt{fload} program, this is reduced to just under half a Mbyte (file \texttt{testmath.ps}). This has to be compared to the situation using \texttt{plfonts} at a resolution of 1270 dpi (file \texttt{testmath1270pl.ps}), as normally used for \texttt{AM\TeX\} journals, where one needs just over 2 Mbytes.

5 Conclusion

From all of these examples, especially from the real-life ones in section 4.4, it is evident that substantial gains in file size can be obtained by using the \texttt{fload} system. This is in particular the case for high resolution typesetting, where \texttt{px} font bitmaps become rather large, while the size of the (reduced) Type 1 fonts remain identical (apart from small resolution-dependent differences in positioning introduced by the \texttt{dvips} program). This reduction in size is also important if one wants to export the PostScript file for use in other applications, like Adobe Acrobat, where Type 1 fonts are gracefully handled, while support for Type 3 fonts is not very good. It would be helpful if this kind of partial font embedding could become somehow more closely integrated with the \texttt{dvip} driver itself.
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Appendices

A Syntax of the subfont program

The subfont program parses an Adobe Type 1 font program (in pfa (hexadecimal) or pfb (binary) format), extracts the specified characters, and writes a new font containing only those characters. When working with a single font it outputs a font in a pfa or pfb atm compatible format. When working in multi-font mode (the default or chosen with the -f option) the output is written in a form that can only be used by a complete PostScript interpreter (not by atm). Moreover, in multi-font mode, fonts with the same encoding share one encoding vector,
the `exec` PostScript operator is not used in the output stream, and several other optimizations are performed.

The syntax of the `subfont` program is:

```
subfont command-list <file>
```

If instead of a file name `<file>`, one uses a hyphen (`-`), then the input Type 1 font is read on standard input. This is useful for using `subfont` in command pipes.

- `-v` Run in `verbose` mode, i.e., output information during the parsing stage.

- `-o <file>`
  Write the output to file `<file>`. By default, the output is written to `stdout`, from where it can be easily redirected.

- `-a <file>`
  Similar to `-o`, but the output file is opened in append mode. This can be useful for adding a prolog.

- `-b <file>`
  Write the output file in binary mode. This only works in single-font mode, where it writes a `.pfb` file. If used in multi-font mode, the program will stop when one tries to load the second font.

- `-c <file>`
  Copy the file from input to output (as-is). Can be useful on VMS.

- `n/.../...`  
  This option specifies the list of characters to be included. If it is absent, all characters are included. The result will be to convert a `.pfb` to a `.pfa` file, or the reverse (see an example below).

- `-f <file>`
  Reads the list of the required characters and fonts from the file specified and processes each font in turn. This option activates multi-font mode. When fonts have an identical encoding they will share their encoding vectors. The `exec` operator will not be used in the output stream and other optimizations will be performed. Every line of this file must contain a specification of the type:

  ```
  font-name/char-1/char-2/.../char...
  ```

  Examples can be seen in appendices B, C, and D, in the listings of the files with extension `.fstat`.

- `-m <map-file>`
  Specifies the name of the file containing the mapping between the font names, as used in the file processed by the `-f` option, and the files containing the fonts in question. The format of a map file is described in section 2.2, point 2.

- `-I <path>`
  The font search path used for searching the font files (used with the `-f` option).

- `-u <file>`
  The name of the file that will contain the list of fonts that are undefined. This file will be created only in case unknown fonts exist (used with `-f` option).

- `-e`  
  Touch encoding flag. In multi-font mode identical font encoding vectors are loaded only once. To do this, every encoding vector is loaded out of the font body and must have a unique name and every font must only refer to an already loaded encoding vector.

  To turn off this feature one should use the option `--e-1`. When the program prepares several files without the `-f` option but using the `-n` option and `<file>`, the encoding vector will be loaded as-is.

  To force removing identical encodings one can say `--e1`.

- `-x # eexec applying flag. In multi-font mode fonts will be output without the eexec instruction. This feature makes output files smaller.

  To suppress this feature in multi-font mode one can use the option `--x2`. When the program prepares several files without the `-f` option but using the `-n` option and `<file>`, then `eexec` will be applied. In this case, to remove `eexec` one can use `--x0`.

- `-z <file1> ...`
  Read every file in the list `<file1> ...` and for each line with the pattern:

  ```
  /FontName /<font-name> def
  ```

  output a line like:

  ```
  /<fontname> ((<file-name>))
  ```

  This facility is useful for making font map files and is actually used by the `mmap` utility described in section 2.2 (point 2).

  As an example, one can create a font containing only the characters “I”, “E”, and “X” from the Courier font, by specifying:

  ```
  subfont -b TEX.pfb -n/T/E/X/ cour.pfb
  ```

  where the compressed binary `.pfb` format is used.

  One can select the alphanumeric output format by typing:

  ```
  subfont -o TEX.pfa -n/T/E/X/ cour.pfb
  ```

  If one wants a representation where the character outline code is not encoded with `exec`, one can use the `--x0` option:

  ```
  subfont -x0 -o TEX.pfa -n/T/E/X/ cour.pfb
  ```
B  Example of using \texttt{fload} with the CM fonts

[1] dvips -draf.ps babelfre ⇒ babelfreacute.ps
This is dvipsp 5.58e Copyright 1986, 1994 Radical Eye Software
\texttt{\textbackslash TeX} output 1995.01.29:1928' ⇒ babelfreacute.ps
\texttt{\textbackslash draft.ps}\texttt{\textbackslash tex.pro}\texttt{\textbackslash special.pro}. [1<colorcir.epsc\texttt{\textbackslash tac2dim.epsc}]

This is dvipsp 5.58e Copyright 1986, 1994 Radical Eye Software
\texttt{\textbackslash TeX} output 1995.01.29:1928' ⇒ babelfreacute.ps
\texttt{\textbackslash draft.ps}\texttt{\textbackslash tex.pro}\texttt{\textbackslash cmr12.pfb}\texttt{\textbackslash cmbx12.pfb}\texttt{\textbackslash cmmib10.pfb}\texttt{\textbackslash cmr10.pfb}\texttt{\textbackslash cmmi10.pfb}\texttt{\textbackslash cmtt10.pfb}\texttt{\textbackslash cmr7.pfb}\texttt{\textbackslash cmti10.pfb}\texttt{\textbackslash tex.pro}\texttt{\textbackslash special.pro}. [1<colorcir.epsc\texttt{\textbackslash tac2dim.epsc}]

[3] dvips -draf.ps -Pfcm babelfre ⇒ babelfrerc.ps
This is dvipsp 5.58e Copyright 1986, 1994 Radical Eye Software
\texttt{\textbackslash TeX} output 1995.01.29:1928' ⇒ babelfrerc.ps
\texttt{\textbackslash draft.ps}\texttt{\textbackslash tex.pro}\texttt{\textbackslash special.pro}. [1<colorcir.epsc\texttt{\textbackslash tac2dim.epsc}]

[4] ls -l babelfrc*ps
\texttt{\textbackslash r\textbackslash w\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash ---} 1 goossens et 408759 Jan 29 19:37 babelfreacute.ps
\texttt{\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash s\textbackslash s\textbackslash s\textbackslash ---} 1 goossens et 588316 Jan 29 19:37 babelfreacute.ps
\texttt{\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash ---} 1 goossens et 28209 Jan 29 19:35 babelfrerc.ps

[5] fload babelfred.ps > babelfrerc.ps
Process PS file babelfred.ps.
Write font using statistic to babelfrerc.fstat.
Process font 'cmti10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/mi/cmti10.pfb'
Process font 'cmff10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/i/cm/cmff10.pfb'
Process font 'cmr10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/mi/cmr10.pfb'
Process font 'cmr12' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/mi/cmr12.pfb'
Process font 'cmtt10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/mi/cmtt10.pfb'
Process font 'cmi10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/i/cmi10.pfb'
Process font 'cmr7' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/mi/cmr7.pfb'
Process font 'cmbx12' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/mi/cmbx12.pfb'
Total of 10 files are processed.

[6] ls -l babelfrerc.ps
\texttt{\textbackslash r\textbackslash w\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash r\textbackslash ---} 1 goossens et 104071 Jan 29 19:35 babelfrerc.ps

------------------------------ FILE babelfrerc.fstat -----------------------------
cmi10/parenright/c/i/S/m/o/d/parenleft/i/s/u/comma/P/l/a/n/two/c/p/e/r/acute/c
   cmff10/D/F/A/R/T/
   cm10/parenright/bracketright/g/t/i/v/D/U/colon/x/F/a/m/one/fi/o/b/three/d/q/
grave/parenleft/L/f/s/A/a/comma/C/P/nine/period/1/1/a/n/two/1/c/p/
   quoteright/four/bracketleft/X/e/r/acute/c
   cmbx10/g/t/x/S/m/one/u/fi/b/d/u/P/E/l/a/n/two/p/quoteright/e/r/
   cm12/t/i/v/s/m/cedilla/one/d/five/f/s/u/nine/j/E/l/a/n/two/c/p/quoteright/e/r/
cmt10/g/t/i/braceleft/braceright/m/b/o/three/d/q/backslash/f/s/h/u/comma/w/
   period/1/equal/a/n/c/p/e/r/
   cmi10/period/
   cm7/o/A/e/
   cmbx12/g/t/i/x/S/m/one/U/b/fi/d/grave/L/1/s/u/P/E/R/1/a/n/two/I/c/p/quoteright/e/r/acute/c

C  Example of using \texttt{fload} with the DC fonts

[1] dvips -draf.ps babelfre8 ⇒ babelfre8.ps
This is dvipsp 5.58e Copyright 1986, 1994 Radical Eye Software
\texttt{\textbackslash TeX} output 1995.01.29:1941' ⇒ babelfre8.ps
\texttt{\textbackslash draft.ps}\texttt{\textbackslash tex.pro}\texttt{\textbackslash special.pro}. [1<colorcir.epsc\texttt{\textbackslash tac2dim.epsc}]

[2] dvips -draf.ps -Pdc babelfre8 ⇒ babelfre8dc.ps
This is dvipsp 5.58e Copyright 1986, 1994 Radical Eye Software
\texttt{\textbackslash TeX} output 1995.01.29:1941' ⇒ babelfre8dc.ps
D  Example of using `fload` with a lot of mathematics

[21] `fload mathexar.ps > mathexadr.cps`

Process PS file `mathexar.ps`.

Write font using statistic to `mathexar.fstat`

```plaintext
Process font 'cmi7' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmpl/cmi7.pfb'
Process font 'dcr10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmpl/dcr10.pfb'
Process font 'dcr12' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmpl/dcr12.pfb'
Process font 'cmi10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmpl/cmi10.pfb'
Process font 'dct10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmpl/dct10.pfb'
Process font 'dct12' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmpl/dct12.pfb'
Process font 'cmr10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmr10.pfb'
Process font 'cmss10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmss10.pfb'
Process font 'cmss12' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmss12.pfb'
Process font 'cmss7' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmss7.pfb'
Process font 'cmr10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmr10.pfb'
Process font 'cmr7' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmr7.pfb'
Process font 'cmss12' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmss12.pfb'
Process font 'cmss7' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmss7.pfb'
Process font 'cmr10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmr10.pfb'
Process font 'cmr7' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmr7.pfb'
Process font 'cmss10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmss10.pfb'
Process font 'cmss12' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmss12.pfb'
Process font 'cmss7' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmss7.pfb'
Process font 'cmr10' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmr10.pfb'
Process font 'cmr7' from file '/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/cmr/cmr7.pfb'
```

Process font `cmii5' from file `/usr/local/lib/texmf/fonts/.cm/type1/cmii5.pfb'
Total of 12 files are processed.
[3] ls -l mathexa*.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 640749 Jan 29 19:12 mathexa.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 587363 Jan 29 20:07 mathexadr.c.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 8748 Jan 29 19:13 mathexar.ps

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
FILE mathexar.fstat
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
cmii7/gmania/\L/\L/n/
dcr10/adieresis/germanbls/parenright/\Z/g/\T/B/\i/v/hyphen/D/\k/x/F/s/\one/
\u/b/o/three/d/parenleft/\s/\n/A/N/b/o/comma/\period/\L/T/\s/\n/two/\c/four/\s/e/r/
dchx12/adieresis/\k/B/\i/hyphen/\k/F/s/o/three/d/f/s/\h/u/\i/a/n/two/c/p/e/r/
cmr10/parenright/six-plus/\e/n/parenleft/equal/two/four/
cmsy\L/minus/element/
dctl/parenright/backslash/\g/t/\i/m/b/o/d/q/parenleft/backslash/\g/s/h/u/w/l/zero/
\a/h/p/parenleft/backslash/e/f/
cmex10/parenright/big/parenleft/big/\integral/\text/\summation/\display/\parenleft/big/
\integral/\display/\parenright/big/
cmsy\L/minus/\period/\centered/
cm\L/\k/\x/\z/b/d/f/comma/\l/y/\a/\l/
cmr7/\Gamma/\alpha/\one/two/four/
cmii5/C/

E Using find on the present article
[1] dvips -D1270 .fload -o fload1270pk.ps
[2] dvips -D1270 -PC .fload -o fload1270cm.ps
[3] dvips -D1270 -PM .fload -o fload1270cmr.ps
[4] .fload fload1270cmr.ps fload1270cmp.ps
[5] ls fload1270*.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 879846 Feb 12 16:26 fload1270cm.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 501927 Feb 12 16:26 fload1270cmp.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 262556 Feb 12 16:26 fload1270cmr.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 838147 Feb 12 16:25 fload1270pk.ps

F Using find with some \text documents
[1] dvips -P \text .amsl.doc -o
This is dvips 5.56b Copyright 1996, 1994 Radical Eye Software
'TeX output 1996.02.16:1000' -> amsl.doc
<tex-pro>.\cmssy\text10.pfb<cmr17.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr10.pfb><cmr8.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr5.pfb><cmr5.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
<cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb><cmr12.pfb>
[16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]
[31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43]
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 488335 Feb 16 10:12 amsl.doc.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 1639085 Feb 16 10:13 amsl.doc.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 1578903 Feb 16 10:29 testmath.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 2052195 Feb 16 10:32 testmath1270pk.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 181349 Feb 16 10:26 testmathnone.ps
-rw-r--r-- 1 gossens et 480526 Feb 16 10:27 testmathr.ps
1 Mehrfachintegrale

\[ \iint f(x,y,z) \, dx \, dy \, dz \]  
\[ \iiint f(x,y,z) \, dx \, dy \, dz \]  

2 Binomische Ausdrücke

Für binomische Ausdrücke, wie oben \( \binom{n}{k} \) gibt es die Beziehung \( \binom{n}{k} \binom{k}{r} \) und \( \binom{n}{k} \binom{k}{r} \) ist eine Form der \( \text{vandermonde} \) (19).

\[ \sum_{k=0}^{n} \binom{n}{k} x^k \]  
\[ \sum_{k=0}^{n} \binom{n}{k} x^k + \binom{n}{k} y^k = (x+y)^n \]  
\[ \binom{n}{k} = (2-1)^{k} = 1 \]  

3 Split-Formeln

Die \( \text{split} \)-Umgebung erzeugt keine Nummerierung, da sie nur innerhalb anderer absatzweise Formelumbrechnungen verwendet werden kann, wie etwa \( \text{equation} \), \text{align} \) oder \text{gather} \). Die Formelnummer wird dann von der inneren Umgebung erzeugt.

\[ (a+b)^2 - (a+b)^2(a+b) \]  
\[ = (a^2 + 2ab + b^2)(a^2 + 2ab + b^2) \]  
\[ = a^4 + 4a^2 b + 6ab^2 + 4b^3 + b^4 \]  

Figure 2: \texttt{dvips} output (DC and CM math fonts)

Note added in Proof

Sergey Lesenko has implemented partial embedding of Type 1 font sources into PostScript files within the framework of Tom Rockicki’s \texttt{dvips} program. This work is presented in an article in the proceedings of the 1995 TUG Conference in St. Petersburg (TUGboat 16(3), to be published). Lesenko is working closely with Tom Rockicki to integrate his code into the next major release of \texttt{dvips}, so that it is anticipated that for \TeX\ users, partial font embedding will be a trivial task in the near future.

○ Basil K. Malyshew  
IHEP, Protvino, Russia  
Email: gposens@cern.ch

○ Michel Goossens  
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland  
Email: malysh@dessert.ihep.su
Tight setting with \TeX

Alan Jeffrey

1 Introduction

This note describes some experiments with setting text matter in \TeX using Adobe Times, which is a very tightly spaced text font. Acceptable results are possible with \TeX, but some tweaking is required.

2 Setting text

Here is some text set in Computer Modern:

On November 14, 1885, Senator & Mrs. Leland Stanford called together at their San Francisco mansion the 24 prominent men who had been chosen as the first trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior University. They handed to the board the Founding Grant of the University, which they had executed three days before. This document—with various amendments, legislative acts, and court decrees—remains as the University’s charter. In bold, sweeping language it stipulates that the objectives of the University are “to qualify students for personal success and direct usefulness in life; and to promote the publick welfare by exercising an influence in behalf of humanity and civilization, teaching the blessings of liberty regulated by law, and inculcating love and reverence for the great principles of government as derived from the inalienable rights of man to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”

And here is the same text set in Adobe Times:

On November 14, 1885, Senator & Mrs. Leland Stanford called together at their San Francisco mansion the 24 prominent men who had been chosen as the first trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior University. They handed to the board the Founding Grant of the University, which they had executed three days before. This document—with various amendments, legislative acts, and court decrees—remains as the University’s charter. In bold, sweeping language it stipulates that the objectives of the University are “to qualify students for personal success and direct usefulness in life; and to promote the publick welfare by exercising an influence in behalf of humanity and civilization, teaching the blessings of liberty regulated by law, and inculcating love and reverence for the great principles of government as derived from the inalienable rights of man to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”

The settings which achieved this were:

\[\texttt{\textbackslash frenchspacing}\]
\[\texttt{\textbackslash leftskip=0pt minus 1pt}\]
\[\texttt{\textbackslash rightskip=0pt minus 1pt}\]
\[\texttt{\textbackslash hfuzz=0pt}\]
\[\texttt{\textbackslash tolerance=800}\]
\[\texttt{\textbackslash emergencystretch=0pt}\]
\[\texttt{\textbackslash doublehyphendemerits=2500}\]

Or, in English:

• No extra space after punctuation, for example “by law, and”.
• Up to 2pt shrink in the line width, which allows tight lines to have up to 1pt of “wadding” added at the left and right.
• No overfull \hboxes allowed, since the wadding compensates.

The first thing I can see about these two texts is how much darker Adobe Times is—partially this is because Computer Modern is a very light, brilliant face, but partially it’s because Adobe’s Times is a very dark cut, of somewhat dubious character.\footnote{The settings of Times described are with the older metrics (pre mid-1995).}

The next point of note is that the Times setting is two lines shorter. This economy of space is one of the main reasons for publishers selecting Times as a book font!

Looking at the Computer Modern setting, it is very variably set: the difference between the setting of tight and loose lines is very high, and is much less so with the Times setting, which is generally much tighter. In fact, we can make the setting of Times tighter still, by appropriate settings of the \TeX paragraph parameters:

On November 14, 1885, Senator & Mrs. Leland Stanford called together at their San Francisco mansion the 24 prominent men who had been chosen as the first trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior University. They handed to the board the Founding Grant of the University, which they had executed three days before. This document—with various amendments, legislative acts, and court decrees—remains as the University’s charter. In bold, sweeping language it stipulates that the objectives of the University are “to qualify students for personal success and direct usefulness in life; and to promote the publick welfare by exercising an influence in behalf of humanity and civilization, teaching the blessings of liberty regulated by law, and inculcating love and reverence for the great principles of government as derived from the inalienable rights of man to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”
• Less tolerance of underfull boxes.
• No extra space for underfull boxes.
• Two hyphenated lines in a row aren’t too bad.

In producing these settings, I realized that Knuth allowed \TeX{} a lot of flexibility about producing underfull boxes, but very little about producing full boxes, without jutting out into the margin. An \texttt{emergencyshrink} would be very useful! In addition, some typesetters would allow double hyphenated lines but not triple hyphenated lines, but \TeX{} has no way of specifying that.

One unfortunate result of these settings is the three stacked occurrences of ‘the’ at the end of the paragraph, especially since the last one has noticeably less wadding than the first and second. A bit of hand-correction produces what I think is probably the best achievable setting with standard Adobe Times:

On November 14, 1885, Senator & Mrs. Leland Stanford called together at their San Francisco mansion the 24 prominent men who had been chosen as the first trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior University. They handed to the board the Founding Grant of the University, which they had executed three days before. This document— with various amendments, legislative acts, and court decrees—remains as the University’s charter. In bold, sweeping language it stipulates that the objects of the University are “to qualify students for personal success and direct usefulness in life; and to promote the public welfare by exercising an influence in behalf of humanity and civilization, teaching the blessings of liberty regulated by law, and inculcating love and reverence for the great principles of government as derived from the inalienable rights of man to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”

However, for those willing to brave virtual fonts, one last improvement can be achieved. The hyphen character in Adobe Times has large sidebearings, which can be reduced by an appropriate virtual font. This produces:

On November 14, 1885, Senator & Mrs. Leland Stanford called together at their San Francisco mansion the 24 prominent men who had been chosen as the first trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior University. They handed to the board the Founding Grant of the University, which they had executed three days before. This document—with various amendments, legislative acts, and court decrees—remains as the University’s charter. In bold, sweeping language it stipulates that the objectives of the University are “to qualify students for personal success and direct usefulness in life; and to promote the public welfare by exercising an influence in behalf of humanity and civilization, teaching the blessings of liberty regulated by law, and inculcating love and reverence for the great principles of government as derived from the inalienable rights of man to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”

The Cork fonts include separate hyphen characters for in-line hyphenation (for example in the word ‘inline’) and for line-breaking hyphenation. It may be that this can be exploited to produce more beautiful pages with PostScript fonts.

3 Setting math

Now we can play the same game with some mathematics. Here’s some Computer Modern mathematics (shown ragged right, to make it easier to see what’s going on):

Suppose \( f \in S_n \) and \( g(x) = (-1)^{|x|} e^{x} f(x) \). Then \( g \in S_n \); now \( c \) implies that \( \hat{g} = D_{\alpha} \hat{f} \) and \( P \cdot D_{\alpha} \hat{f} = P \cdot \hat{g} = (P(D) \hat{g}) \), which is a bounded function, since \( P(D)g \in L^1(R^n) \).

This proves that \( \hat{f} \in S_n \). If \( f_i \to f \) in \( S_n \), then \( \hat{f}_i \to \hat{f} \) in \( L^1(R^n) \). Therefore \( \hat{f}_i(t) \to \hat{f}(t) \) for all \( t \in R^n \). That \( f \to \hat{f} \) is a continuous mapping of \( S_n \) into \( S_n \) follows now from the closed graph theorem. *Functional Analysis*, W. Rudin, McGraw-Hill, 1973.

And again in Times, using the amsthm math fonts:

Suppose \( f \in S_n \) and \( g(x) = (-1)^{|x|} e^{x} f(x) \). Then \( g \in S_n \); now \( c \) implies that \( \hat{g} = D_{\alpha} \hat{f} \) and \( P \cdot D_{\alpha} \hat{f} = P \cdot \hat{g} = (P(D) \hat{g}) \), which is a bounded function, since \( P(D)g \in L^1(R^n) \).

This proves that \( \hat{f} \in S_n \). If \( f_i \to f \) in \( S_n \), then \( \hat{f}_i \to \hat{f} \) in \( L^1(R^n) \). Therefore \( \hat{f}_i(t) \to \hat{f}(t) \) for all \( t \in R^n \). That \( f \to \hat{f} \) is a continuous mapping of \( S_n \) into \( S_n \) follows now from the closed graph theorem. *Functional Analysis*, W. Rudin, McGraw-Hill, 1973.

And again with tighter setting:

Suppose \( f \in S_n \) and \( g(x) = (-1)^{|x|} e^{x} f(x) \). Then \( g \in S_n \); now \( c \) implies that \( \hat{g} = D_{\alpha} \hat{f} \) and \( P \cdot D_{\alpha} \hat{f} = P \cdot \hat{g} = (P(D) \hat{g}) \), which is a bounded function, since \( P(D)g \in L^1(R^n) \).

This proves that \( \hat{f} \in S_n \). If \( f_i \to f \) in \( S_n \), then \( \hat{f}_i \to \hat{f} \) in \( L^1(R^n) \). Therefore \( \hat{f}_i(t) \to \hat{f}(t) \) for all \( t \in R^n \). That \( f \to \hat{f} \) is a continuous mapping of \( S_n \) into \( S_n \) follows now from the closed graph theorem. *Functional Analysis*, W. Rudin, McGraw-Hill, 1973.
Suppose $f \in S_n$ and $g(x) = (-1)^{|a|}x^af(x)$. Then $g \in S_n$; now (c) implies that $\hat{g} = D_\alpha \hat{f}$ and $P \cdot D_\alpha \hat{f} = P \cdot \hat{g} = (P(D)\hat{g})$, which is a bounded function, since $P(D)g \in L^1(R^n)$. This proves that $\hat{f} \in S_n$. If $f_i \to f$ in $S_n$, then $f_i \to f$ in $L^1(R^n)$. Therefore $\hat{f}_i(t) \to \hat{f}(t)$ for all $t \in R^n$. That $f \to \hat{f}$ is a continuous mapping of $S_n$ into $S_n$ follows now from the closed graph theorem. *Functional Analysis*, W. Rudin, McGraw–Hill, 1973.

Suppose $f \in S_n$ and $g(x) = (-1)^{|a|}x^af(x)$. Then $g \in S_n$; now (c) implies that $\hat{g} = D_\alpha \hat{f}$ and $P \cdot D_\alpha \hat{f} = P \cdot \hat{g} = (P(D)\hat{g})$, which is a bounded function, since $P(D)g \in L^1(R^n)$. This proves that $\hat{f} \in S_n$. If $f_i \to f$ in $S_n$, then $f_i \to f$ in $L^1(R^n)$. Therefore $\hat{f}_i(t) \to \hat{f}(t)$ for all $t \in R^n$. That $f \to \hat{f}$ is a continuous mapping of $S_n$ into $S_n$ follows now from the closed graph theorem. *Functional Analysis*, W. Rudin, McGraw–Hill, 1973.

Suppose $f \in S_n$ and $g(x) = (-1)^{|a|}x^af(x)$. Then $g \in S_n$; now (c) implies that $\hat{g} = D_\alpha \hat{f}$ and $P \cdot D_\alpha \hat{f} = P \cdot \hat{g} = (P(D)\hat{g})$, which is a bounded function, since $P(D)g \in L^1(R^n)$. This proves that $\hat{f} \in S_n$. If $f_i \to f$ in $S_n$, then $f_i \to f$ in $L^1(R^n)$. Therefore $\hat{f}_i(t) \to \hat{f}(t)$ for all $t \in R^n$. That $f \to \hat{f}$ is a continuous mapping of $S_n$ into $S_n$ follows now from the closed graph theorem. *Functional Analysis*, W. Rudin, McGraw–Hill, 1973.

The additional math parameters are taken from the \texttt{mathptm} \texttt{E\TeX}2e package:
\begin{verbatim}
\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thinspace\thFigure 1: Math in Computer Modern, Adobe Times, and tight Adobe Times

It’s impossible to show the effects of tight text and math setting in the narrow measure of a *TUGboat* quotation, so in Figure 1 you can see the effect of Computer Modern, Adobe Times, and tight Adobe Times flush right.

It’s worth noting that there’s very little difference between the loose and tight settings of Adobe Times, because there are very few good linebreaks for mathematically heavy material, so the only difference is that the text stretches more and the math stretches a bit less.
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XΥMTEX for Drawing Chemical Structural Formulas
Shinsaku Fujita

Abstract
XΥMTEX,\(^1\) a macro package of combined \LaTeX\ style files, has been developed for drawing a wide variety of chemical structural formulas. The commands of XΥMTEX have a set of systematic arguments for specifying substituents and their positions, endocyclic double bonds, and bond patterns. In some cases, they have an additional argument for specifying hetero-atoms on the vertices of heterocycles. As a result of this systematic feature, XΥMTEX works effectively as a practical tool within the “device-independent” concept of \TeX.

1 Introduction
A few years ago, in order to expand the use of \TeX\ into various fields of chemistry, I decided to write a book [1] that would use \LaTeX\ style files and \BibTeX\ \bst\ files suitable for such scientific journals as \Journal of the American Chemical Society, Science, and Nature\ (potentially there were some thirty journals in the field which might benefit). However, while preparing the book I encountered difficulties in introducing methods for drawing formulas of chemical structures. Although I had dealt with Chem\TeX\ [2], epic [3] and PCTeX [4] as device-independent methods, as well as with PostScript [5] and tpic [6] as

\(^1\) The Xs of XΥMTEX should be pronounced as a Greek chi or simply as ‘k’ in ‘kyumtek’.
device-dependent methods, it was difficult to recommend any one of them as a standard method.

ChemTEX typesets structural formulas of high quality in a device-independent manner. Its commands, however, should be replaced by more systematic ones in order to cover structures with a wide range of substitution. As for epic and PICTEX, in themselves they have no facilities for drawing chemical structures. Moreover, they produce output of lesser quality than ChemTEX, especially in printing chemical bonds. Among device-dependent methods, encapsulated PostScript is now recognized as the predominant method since chemical structural formulas are usually drawn with tools whose storing and printing processes are based on PostScript. However, it is still desirable to develop a convenient method according to the device-independent concept, since this is a fundamental philosophy in \TeX typesetting, and encourages electronic submission and exchange of information.

2 Features of X\textup{Μ}TEX

Therefore, it seemed necessary to take all of these issues into consideration and devise something new. X\textup{Μ}TEX was developed as a device-independent method with systematic commands (control sequences) for drawing structural formulas \cite{7}. The features and advantages of X\textup{Μ}TEX are summarized below:

1. The name X\textup{Μ}TEX is the uppercase form of χυμτὸχ, in which χυμ is the Greek counterpart of the stem ‘chem’ of ‘chemistry’. When the logo X\textup{Μ}TEX is unavailable, you should type χυΜtex.
2. X\textup{Μ}TEX requires the \LaTeX picture environment only, ensuring portability (since \LaTeX is part of most \TeX distributions). Thus, wide adaptations for personal computers are available and a variety of printers can be used as output devices.
3. X\textup{Μ}TEX should be used within a large version of \LaTeX.
4. Structural formulas written with X\textup{Μ}TEX produce high-quality output, since they use \LaTeX fonts.
5. Each command name corresponds to a master template to be drawn. It can be easily remembered, since it stems from the familiar nomenclature of organic compounds.
6. The invariant part of a structure (the master template containing fixed bonds and atoms) is automatically printed with no designation.
7. The variant parts of a structure (substituents, additional bonds and atoms) are designated by up to four arguments: SUBSLIST, OPT, BONDLIST, and ATOMLIST.
8. Substituents and their positions are given by a single argument (SUBSLIST) in which they are listed consecutively, with semicolons as delimiters. It follows that an arbitrary number of substituents can be written in the SUBSLIST.
9. A command of frequent occurrence has an optional argument (OPT) of one or two characters for showing a pattern of bonds or aromatization.
10. Additional endocyclic bonds are designated by an optional argument (BONDLIST) in which one character corresponds to each of the bonds.
11. A more general command for drawing heterocycles takes an additional argument (ATOMLIST), so that a set of hetero-atoms are typeset on the vertices of the master template after truncation of edges.
12. Commands with a common stem but different suffixes (‘v’, ‘vi’, ‘h’, ‘hi’) are provided for drawing the same structure in different ways.
13. Each structure created by a X\textup{Μ}TEX command is regarded as a letter, or more exactly, as a \TeX box. Thus, it is controlled by the inherent mechanism of \TeX in breaking paragraphs (containing such structures) into lines as well as in making the lines into pages.
14. The recognition of a X\textup{Μ}TEX structure as a \TeX box permits us to use X\textup{Μ}TEX commands in various \LaTeX environments such as center, equation and tabular.
15. In extreme cases, a X\textup{Μ}TEX command can be used in the argument of another command. For example, it may be utilized in the argument of \texttt{section} in conjunction with the \texttt{protect} command. However, such modes of usage should not be recommended to regular users, since they may cause unexpected errors.

3 Drawing Benzene and Naphthalene Derivatives

Let us first draw benzene and naphthalene derivatives as examples. X\textup{Μ}TEX contains nine style files for drawing various categories of chemical structural formulas (Table 1). Since the macros we will require are stored in carom.sty, the document file begins as follows:

\documentstyle[epic,carom]{article}
\begin{document}
(body)
\end{document}
where \texttt{epic.sty} is also included in any order as an option for drawing dotted lines. This is the usual form of \LaTeX\ documents.

The constitution of a command is quite simple. To draw the structure of 4-nitrophenol, you write the following simple statements in the body of your document:

\begin{verbatim}
\bzdrv{1==OH;4==NO$_2$}
\bzdrh{1==HO;4==NO$_2$}
\end{verbatim}

where each argument is a \texttt{SUBSLIST}, listing substituents with their bonds. This generates the following:

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{4-nitrophenol.png}
\end{center}

A semicolon separates each mode of substitution, where a double equality symbol (==) is used as a delimiter between a substitution position and a substituent. Thus, the two arguments state that position 1 takes a hydroxyl group through a single bond (‘1==OH’) and position 4 takes a nitro group through a single bond (‘4==NO$_2$’), where each single bond is automatically drawn without explicit declaration. Since statements in \texttt{SUBSLIST} arguments follow the nomenclature of organic compounds, as shown in these examples, most organic chemists and secretaries with appropriate training can write them down easily. The suffixes ‘v’ and ‘h’ generally indicate vertical and horizontal forms of printed formulas.

To draw three structures with different aromatic expressions for 1-bromo-4-chlorobenzene, you use \texttt{\bzdrv[OPT]} \texttt{\{SUBSLIST\}} as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
\bzdrv[r]{1==Br;4==Cl}
\bzdrv[l]{1==Br;4==Cl}
\bzdrv[c]{1==Br;4==Cl}
\end{verbatim}

where the letters in brackets are optional arguments for representing patterns of double bonds. The standard mode of displaying alternant double bonds (to the right-hand side of the diagram) is the default (e.g., when no optional argument is used, as in the first example); specifying ‘r’ in square brackets will also yield the right-handed mode. The letter ‘l’ in brackets generates an alternative (left-handed) mode of alternant double bonds; ‘c’ in square brackets expresses an inner circle. As a result, you get three structural formulas with different bond patterns for the same compound:

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{1-bromo-4-chlorobenzene.png}
\end{center}

The \texttt{\bzdrv} command is also used to typeset \textit{p-} and \textit{o-}benzoquinone derivatives. Thus, the code:

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{center}
\bzdrv[p]{1D==O;4D==O;2==Me}
\bzdrv[o]{1D==O;2D==O;4==Me}
\end{center}
\end{verbatim}

produces

where the optional arguments ‘p’ and ‘o’ control patterns of endocyclic double bonds. The carbonyl double bonds are designated by means of a bond modifier ‘D’ coupled with a preceding locant number; thus, the string ‘1D==O’ represents an oxygen atom through an exocyclic double bond.

Naphthalenes and naphthoquinones are typeset by using the \texttt{\naphdrv} command and so on. For example, the code:

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{center}
\naphdrv[OPT]{SUBSLIST}
\naphdrv[r]{1D==O;2==Me}
\naphdrv[l]{1D==O;2==Me}
\naphdrv[c]{1D==O;2==Me}
\end{center}
\end{verbatim}

Table 1: Style Files in \LaTeX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>file name</th>
<th>printed structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aliphat.sty</td>
<td>aliphatic compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carom.sty</td>
<td>vertical and horizontal types of cyclic compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ccycle.sty</td>
<td>bicyclic compounds etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chemstr.sty</td>
<td>basic commands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hcycle.sty</td>
<td>pyranoses and furanoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hetarom.sty</td>
<td>vertical types of heterocyclic compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hetaromh.sty</td>
<td>horizontal types of heterocyclic compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locant.sty</td>
<td>locant numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lowcycle.sty</td>
<td>five-or-less-membered carbocycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\naphdrv{$1==\text{OH};5==\text{NH}_2$}
\naphdrv[{p}]{1D==\text{O};4D==\text{O};8==\text{OH}}
\end{center}
prints the following fused structures:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c c}
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{structure1} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{structure2}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

The \naphdrv command also takes optional arguments (‘oa’ to ‘of’) in order to print all possible structures of \textit{o}-naphthoquinones. The command is also capable of drawing other naphthoquinones such as \textit{2,6}-naphthoquinones.

4 Drawing Cyclohexane Derivatives

The command \cyclohexanev and related ones are used to typeset cyclohexane derivatives. These commands are also contained in \texttt{carom.sty}. They are capable of drawing geminal substituents by using appropriate bond modifiers such as ‘Sa’ and ‘Sb’.

For example, the code:
\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c c}
\cyclohexanev{1D==\text{O};2Sa==\text{Cl};2Sb==\text{Cl}} & \cyclohexaneh{1D==\text{O};4Sa==\text{Cl};4Sb==\text{Cl}}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
produces the following structures:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c c}
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{cyclohexane1} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{cyclohexane2}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Note that the suffixes ‘v’ and ‘h’ are in accord with the general convention described above.

For specifying the stereochemistries of cyclohexanes more explicitly, we use bond modifiers of single type (‘A’ and ‘B’) as well as those of geminal type (‘SA’ and ‘SB’). For example,
\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c c}
\cyclohexanev{2A==\text{CH}_3;3B==\text{CH}_3} & \cyclohexanev{2SA==\text{CH}_3;2SB==\text{H};3SB==\text{CH}_3;3SA==\text{H}}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
yields the following alternative expressions of \textit{trans-1,2}-dimethylcyclohexane:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c c}
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{cyclohexane3} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{cyclohexane4}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\texttt{Xe\Pi\TeX} is capable of drawing more complicated structures such as steroids in a similar way. Let us write the code:
\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c c}
\steroid{13}=\text{H}_3C;\{17\}SB==\text{HO};\{17\}SA==\text{COCH}_3
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
where the optional argument ‘dim’ gives three endocyclic double bonds, giving us a steroid derivative:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c c}
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{steroid1} & \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{steroid2}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

the methyl group of which attaches to the fused 13-position in such a manner that the right terminal
carbon of the methyl is linked to the corresponding bond by using the command \lmoiety.

The command \steroidchain is used to draw an insect hormone α-ecdysone just by designating a set of substituents in the SUBSLIST argument. Thus, we write the code:

\begin{center}
\unitlength.09pt
\steroidchain[g]{%
2B==HO;3B==HO;\{10\}B==;5B==H;%
6D==O;\{13\}B==;\{14\}A==OH;%
\{20\}SA==CH$_3$;\{20\}SB==H;%
\{22\}A==OH;\{25\}==H}
\end{center}

in which empty substituents are allowed to show implicit methyl groups at the 10- and 13-positions. This results in the following complex formula. In this example, I have slightly reduced the size of the structural formula by setting \unitlength.09pt—the default setting in X ΥMTEX for unit length is 0.1pt.

\begin{center}
\unitlength.09pt
\steroidchain[g]{%
2B==HO;3B==HO;\{10\}B==;5B==H;%
6D==O;\{13\}B==;\{14\}A==OH;%
\{20\}SA==CH$_3$;\{20\}SB==H;%
\{22\}A==OH;\{25\}==H}
\end{center}

It should be noted that further reduction of sizes is usually unsuccessful because the ΥMTEX picture environment is incapable of drawing lines of short lengths and of arbitrary slopes.

In the future, this restriction concerning line lengths and slopes should be overcome so that one could draw chemical structures more conveniently. ΥMTEX would then become an automatic tool linked with chemical drawing software. This linkage would mean that ΥMTEX codes could be created automatically in the future rather than manually as in the present situation. The future aim for ΥMTEX is therefore to implement a device-independent method whose codes would be created automatically with some kind of graphical user interface.

5 Drawing Heterocycles

For the purpose of drawing heterocyclic compounds, \documentstyle must contain hetarom.sty in the optional argument. Let us draw pyridine derivatives, using the following code:

\begin{center}
\begin{picture}(15,15)
\put(1,1){\makebox(0,0){Cl}}
\put(13,1){\makebox(0,0){Cl}}
\end{picture}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\begin{picture}(15,15)
\put(1,1){\makebox(0,0){Cl}}
\put(13,1){\makebox(0,0){Cl}}
\end{picture}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\begin{picture}(15,15)
\put(1,1){\makebox(0,0){Cl}}
\put(13,1){\makebox(0,0){Cl}}
\end{picture}
\end{center}

To show a ring nitrogen at the top of the pyridine derivative, the suffix ‘v’ is used; to mark the presence of a nitrogen atom at the bottom position of the ring, ‘vi’ is used. As a result, the corresponding positions in the alternative structures have common locant numbers, starting from the respective nitrogen atoms; thus, the 4-chloropyridine has been drawn in two ways without any changes to the SUBSLIST argument. This convention is also applied to commands for drawing other heterocycles.

The \pyridine and related commands take an optional argument BONDLIST to designate endocyclic double bonds other than the default settings for alternant double bonds. Thus, we use \pyridine[BONDLIST]{SUBSLIST}, in which one or more characters selected from ‘a’ to ‘f’ are involved in the BONDLIST. For example, the code:

\begin{center}
\pyridinevi{2D==O;1==Me;5==NC}
\pyridinevi[ace{1+}]{1==Me;3==COO$^{-}$}
\end{center}

produces the following structures:

\begin{center}
\begin{picture}(15,15)
\put(1,1){\makebox(0,0){Cl}}
\end{picture}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\begin{picture}(15,15)
\put(1,1){\makebox(0,0){Cl}}
\end{picture}
\end{center}

Note that the BONDLIST argument in the latter example contains a descriptor ‘1+’ for denoting a plus charge on the ring nitrogen. Such a descriptor consists of a locant number and a character to be printed, both of which are bundled with braces according to the ΥMTEX grammar.

The default pattern of endocyclic double bonds for drawing six-membered heterocycles is an alternant pattern to complete their aromaticity. If you intend to typeset saturated heterocycles, you should give an empty optional argument:
which yields the following structures:

![Chemical Structures]

In order to show a wide variety of commands for drawing heterocyclic compounds, let us test the following statements:

\begin{center}
\texttt{\pyridin{4D==O;1==Me}} \\
\texttt{\pyridinvi{4D==O;1==Me}} \\
\end{center}

Since 5-membered heterocycles comprise a predominant family of organic compounds, \LaTeX{} has versatile facilities for drawing them:

\begin{center}
\texttt{\pyrrole{1==H;2==Me;5==Me}} \\
\texttt{\pyrrole[d]{1==H;2Sa==H;\%} \\
2Sa==\mathrm{NH}_2;3Sa==H;3Sb==H} \\
\texttt{\pyrazole{1==H;3==Ph;5==Ph}} \\
\texttt{\imidazole{1==H;2==Me;4==Me;5==Me}} \\
\texttt{\isoxazole{3==Me;5==Me}} \\
\texttt{\oxazole{2==Me;4==Me;5==Me}} \\
\end{center}

\LaTeX{} is capable of also drawing fused heterocyclic compounds. These compounds can take a wide variety of substitutions and bond patterns.
Every command in \texttt{X\LaTeX} has therefore been designed to be able to deal with such diversity by using \texttt{BONDLIST} and \texttt{SUBSLIST} arguments. To illustrate the flexibility of \texttt{X\LaTeX} commands, let us test \texttt{quinolinevi} in various situations:

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{center}
\quinolinevi{}
\quinolinevi[AB]{1=Me}
\quinolinevi[egi]{1=Me}
\quinolinevi[A]{1=Me}
\quinolinevi[cfhk]{1=Me;2D=O;4=OMe;8=\text{lmoiety}(MeO)}
\quinolinevi[Ac]{1=Me;2D=O;4=OMe;8=\text{MeO}}
\quinolinevi{2=Me;4=OMe}
\quinolinevi{2==Me;4==Me}
\quinolinevi[bdj]{5D=0}
\quinolinevi[r\{1\}]{1=Me;4==OMe}
\quinolinevi[fhk\{1\}]{5D=0}
\quinolinevi[fkh\{1\}]{1=H;2Sa==Me;2Sb==Me}
\quinolinevi[bfhk]{1==Me;4D==0;2==\text{Me}}
\phantom{(\text{Me})\text{Me}}
\end{center}
\end{verbatim}

This gives us the following test structures:

\begin{figure}
\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}
\end{figure}

This last example contains a long-chain substituent with a double bond represented by a single equality symbol (\text{=}). For this reason, we use double equality (\text{==}) as a delimiter in the \texttt{SUBSLIST} argument.

\texttt{X\LaTeX} includes other commands for drawing fused heterocycles with two 6-membered rings: isoquinolines, quinoxalines, quinazolines, cinnolines, isobenzofuranes, and benzoxazoles. For example, adenine and 3-methylindole are drawn by using the following code:

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{center}
\purinev[adfh]{3==H;4==\text{NH$\_2$}}
\indolev{1==H;3==\text{CH$\_3$}}
\end{center}
\end{verbatim}

which gives the following results:
In the preceding paragraphs of this section, each mother skeleton is associated with a specific command. This approach is combinatorially explosive in nature since there are further categories of heterocyclic master templates. More general commands have therefore been designed to have the additional function of specifying inner atoms on rings, as in \sixheterovi{}{}{}{\{ATOMLIST\}}{\{SUBSLIST\}}.

Each of the following code examples contains two arguments in addition to an empty optional BONDLIST argument. Among them, the second argument is an ATOMLIST for specifying the positions and species of hetero-atoms.

\begin{center}
\sixheterovi{}{}{}{1==O;4==N}{4==Me} \\
\sixheterovi{}{}{}{2==O;4==N}{4==Me} \\
\sixheterovi{}{}{}{6==S;4==N}{4==Me}
\end{center}

These codes generate the following structures:

Note that pyridine nuclei with a ring nitrogen at a position other than the top or the bottom cannot be drawn by using such a specific command as \pyridinev.

For drawing fused heterocycles with two 6-membered rings, the \decaheterov command and related ones are designed to be capable of specifying any hetero-atoms in the nuclei:

\decaheterov[g]{9==N}{\{1B==CH$_2$OH;{{10}B}==Me}\%
1E==CH$_2$OH;\{10\}B==Me}
\decaheterov[]{7==O}{6D==O;9A==H;\%
\{10\}A==CH=CH$_2$}

yields

The \nonaheterov command and related ones are also able to specify any hetero-atoms in the nuclei of fused heterocycles. For example:

\nonaheterov[egj]{1==O;3==O}\%
\nonaheterov[]{9==N}{5A==Me;7A==Me;8A==H}

produces

The next examples illustrate two ways of drawing pyridine-N-oxide:

\sixheterovi{r{2+}}{\%}
\{2==N\}{2==O$^-$}{\{displaystyle -\}$} \\
\sixheterovi{2==N$^+$}{$^+$}\{2==O$^-$\}{\{-\}$}

which yield the following results:

6 Further Techniques

More complicated structural formulas can be constructed by combining two or more structures created by \XMed\ command. These structures are combined within an outer picture environment, since \XMed\ is based on the \LaTeX\ picture environment and two or more picture environments can be nested. The technique is discussed in Chapter 14 of the on-line manual for \XMed\.

Another technique for constructing complicated formulas is to use a \XMed\ command inside the
Table 2: Original X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X Files in NIFTY-Serve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no.</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>data name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>76093</td>
<td>xymtexi.lzh—X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X. An introduction (in Japanese)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>77281</td>
<td>xymtexj.lzh—X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X by Example (in Japanese)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>299053</td>
<td>xymtex.lzh—X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X for drawing chem. structures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

argument of another X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X command. This technique is discussed in Chapter 15 of the same on-line manual cited above.

The book which was the original cause of all this work on T\textsc{E}X for chemistry [1] contains several commands for the use of chemical fields, e.g., counters for compounds and derivatives, various reaction arrows, \texttt{parbox}-like boxes for structural formulas, and chemical equation environments. These commands combined with the X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X ones are useful for drawing reaction schemes of multistep syntheses. Many illustrative examples are described in the Japanese edition of the X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X on-line manual. [9]

7 Program Availability

The original location supported by the author is the NIFTY-Serve archives (FPRINT library No. 7), from which you can take the compressed packages shown in Table 2. The X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X files as listed in Table 1 (including the reference manual of about 120 pages [8]) are also available on CTAN:\footnote{2 Thanks to the kind volunteer efforts of Ms. M. Burbank and Ms. H. Ase.}

```
tex-archive/macros/latex209/contrib/xymtex
```

The present article has been typeset by using X\textsc{M}T\textsc{E}X within B\textsc{T}E\textsc{X}, where the top declaration of the document file is as follows:

```
\documentstyle[epic,carom,hetarom]{ltugboat}
```
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Apr 4 UK \TeX\ Users’ Group, University of Warwick. BIB\TeX\ and \texttt{MakeIndex} tutorial. For information, e-mail uktug-enquiries@ftp.tex.ac.uk

May 24 NTG 15th Meeting, Universiteit Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands. For information, contact Gerard van Nes (vanness@ecn.nl).

Apr 29 – May 1 \texttt{BachoTEX} ’95, Poland. For information, contact Hanna Kolodziejka, (gust@camk.edu.pl).

Jun 1 – 2 \texttt{GUTenberg} ’95, “Graphique, \TeX\ et PostScript”, La Grande Motte, France. For information, call (33-1) 30-87-06-25, or e-mail treasurerie.gutenberg@ens.fr or aro@lirmm.fr.

Jun 1 – 2 IWHD ’95: International Workshop on Hypermedia Design, Montpellier, France. For information, contact the conference secretariat, Corine Ziclér, LIRMM, Montpellier ((33) 6741 8503, ziclér@lirmm.fr).

Jul 6 DANTE \TeX\–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. For information, contact Martin Schröder (115d@zfn.uni-bremen.de; telephone 0421/628813). 18:30, Universität Bremen MZH, 4th floor, across from the elevator.

Jul 24 – 28 \texttt{TUG} 16th Annual Meeting: Real World \TeX, St. Petersburg Beach, Florida. For information, send e-mail to tug95c@cri.fsu.edu. (For a preliminary announcement, see \textit{TUGboat} 15, no. 2, p. 160.)

Jul 27 \TeX\ and Semitic Languages, Technion, Haifa, Israel. (For information, contact one of the organizers: Dan Berry dberry@cs.technion.ac.il or Yannis Haralambous Yannis.Haralambous@univ-lille1.fr.)

Aug 10 DANTE \TeX\–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Jul 6.)

Sep 4 – 8 Euro\TeX\ ’95, Papendal, Arnhem, The Netherlands. For information, contact euretex@cs.ruu.nl.

Sep 7 DANTE \TeX\–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Jul 6.)

Sep 14 – 15 DANTE e.V., 13th general meeting, Humboldt-Universität, Berlin, Germany. (For information, contact Christiane Schöbel dante-mv13@rz.hu-berlin.de.)

Sep 14 DANTE \TeX\–Stammtisch, Wuppertal, Germany. For information, contact Andreas Schrell (Andreas_Schrell@FernUni-Hagen.DE, telephone 0202/502354). Second Thursday, 19:30, Gaststätte Yol, Ernststraße 43, (near Robert-Daum-Platz), 42117 Wuppertal.

Oct 2 – 5 CyrTUG’95 Annual Meeting, Protvino (Moscow region), Russia. (For information, contact cyrtug@mir.msk.su.)

TUG Courses, San Francisco, California
(For information, contact tug@tug.org.)

Oct 9 – 13 Beginning/Intermediate \TeX
Oct 16 – 20 Intensive \LaTeX
Oct 23 – 27 Modifying \LaTeX\ Document Classes
Oct 30 – Advanced \TeX\ and Macro Writing

Nov 3

Oct 10 DANTE \TeX\–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. For information, contact Martin Schröder (MS@Dream.HB.North.de; telephone 0421/628813). First Tuesday (if not a holiday), 18:00, Universität Bremen MZH, 28359 Bremen, 4th floor, across from the elevator.

Oct 12 DANTE \TeX\–Stammtisch, Wuppertal, Germany. (For details, see Sep 14.)

Status as of 31 December 1994
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov 7</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Oct 10.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 9</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch, Wuppertal, Germany. (For details, see Sep 14.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 5</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Oct 10.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 14</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch, Wuppertal, Germany. (For details, see Sep 14.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 9</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Oct 10.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 6</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Oct 10.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 5</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Oct 10.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 27–29</td>
<td>DANTE '96 and 14th general meeting of DANTE e.V., Universität Augsburg, Germany. For information, contact Gerhard Wilhelms (<a href="mailto:dante96@Uni-Augsburg.de">dante96@Uni-Augsburg.de</a>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 2</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Oct 10.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 7</td>
<td>DANTE \TeX{}–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For details, see Oct 10.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jul 18–21 | SHARP 1996: Society for the History of Authorship, Reading and Publishing, Fourth Annual Conference, Worcester, Massachusetts. Deadline for proposals: 20 November 1995. For information, contact the American Antiquarian Society, cfs@mark.mwa.org. For additional information on the events listed above, contact the TUG office (415-982-8449, fax: 415-982-8559, e-mail: tug@tug.org) unless otherwise noted.
Late-Breaking News

Production notes

Mimi Burbank

I oversaw the production of this issue of *TUGboat* and I had to manage a production team working in three different time zones and spanning two continents. But with e-mail and ftp and so forth, time and distance were not a problem. It soon was obvious that some of the production team were at work for practically all of the 24-hour day. Each member was involved in the successful completion of this issue, as well as maintaining and upgrading the system used at SCRI. Bandwidth was often a problem for those “across the pond” and Mimi’s main activity was running and previewing files and reporting back to those across the ocean about layout.

Electronic input for articles in this issue was received by e-mail as well as retrieved from remote sites by anonymous ftp. In addition to text, the input to this issue includes METAFONT source code, 38 .fd files, and 11 .vf files. There were a considerable number and variety of PostScript files. One article contained 39 figures, and required 81 files to produce final output. Over 200 files were used (as input files) to generate final copy; over 300 files represent fonts (.tfm and rasters), device-specific translations, earlier versions of files, auxiliary information, and records of correspondence with authors and referees. The Y&Y advertisement was received via anonymous ftp as a PostScript file.
All articles were received as fully tagged for TUGboat, using either plain-based or \LaTeX{} conventions described in the Authors’ Guide (see TUGboat 10, no. 3, pages 378–385). 80% of the articles received were in \LaTeX{}\texttt{2e}. Several authors requested copies of the current version of \LaTeX{}\texttt{2e} macros for TUGboat, and we were happy to provide these.

Font work was required on all of the articles in the “Font Forum” section. The article by Jeffrey (page 79) used metrics for Adobe Times which were generated in 1994. Unfortunately, a major change to the fontinst macros took place in mid-1995, resulting in different stretch and shrink values in all the PostScript font metrics distributed as PSNFSS. Since Alan’s article deals explicitly with \TeX{}’s parameters relating to setting text, using the current Adobe Times PSNFSS metrics caused disastrous results, so we had to maintain a copy of the old metrics for this paper.

The production team has been experimenting with a pre-release of changes to dvips that allow automatic partial-downloading of Type1 fonts. The much smaller PostScript files produced are very convenient when they have to be transferred across a slow transatlantic ftp link. The changes to dvips were made by Sergey Lesenko, and are described in a paper which will appear in the 1995 proceedings issue. We hope that they will appear in standard dvips soon. Type1 versions of the CM fonts are now used as standard to avoid printing complications on different devices.

Output

Though individual articles were worked on by members of the production team on their local computer systems, the final output was prepared at SCRI on an IBM RS6000 running AIX, using the Web2C implementation of \TeX{}. Output was printed on a QMS 680 print system at 600 dpi.

Future Issues

The next issue will be a theme issue and will be guest-edited by Malcolm Clark. 16(3) will be the TUG’95 proceedings issue, and we plan for 16(4) to be a bilingual issue featuring articles in both Russian and English.

Topics for future theme issues will be announced as plans become firm. Suggestions are welcome for prospective topics and guest editors. Send them to the Editor, Barbara Beeton (see address on page 3), or via electronic mail to TUGboat@ams.org.

Coming Next Issue

**Guest-edited issue**

The next issue of TUGboat, guest-edited by Malcolm Clark, focuses on ‘portable’ electronic documents. It contains articles on the Standard Generalized Markup Language, bringing in its relationship to HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) and the World Wide Web. The other strands are Adobe’s Portable Document Format (a hypertext-capable version of PostScript, and more), which can be generated from existing \TeX{} and \LaTeX{} documents, and packages which may be included with \LaTeX{} to produce hypertexts suitable for reading at a screen, rather than paper. The brave new world it heralds is one where the tyranny of paper is broken, and all ‘documents’ are truly virtual. Xanadu looms through the mists!

- **A Practical Introduction to SGML**
  Michel Goossens and Janne Saarela
- **From \LaTeX{} to HTML and Back**
  Michel Goossens and Janne Saarela
- **The Inside Story of Life at Wiley with SGML, \LaTeX{} and Acrobat**
  Geeti Granger
- **\LaTeX{}, HTML and PDF, or the entry of \TeX{} into the world of hypertext**
  Yannis Haralambous and Sebastian Rahtz
- **HTML & \TeX{}: Making them sweat**
  Peter Flynn
- **The Hyperlatex Story**
  Otfried Schwarzkopf
- **The Los Alamos E-print Archives: Hyper\TeX{} in Action**
  Mark D. Doyle
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Information about these services can be obtained from:

**TEX User Group**
1850 Union Street, #1637
San Francisco, CA 94123, U.S.A.
Phone: +1 415 982-8449
Fax: +1 415 982-8559
Email: tug@tug.org

**North America**

**Anagnostopoulos, Paul C.**
Windfall Software,
433 Rutland Street, Carlisle, MA 01741;
(508) 371-2316; greek@windfall.com
We have been typesetting and composing high-quality books and technical publications since 1989. Most of the books are produced with our own public-domain macro package, ZzTEX, but we consult on all aspects of TeX and book production. We can convert almost any electronic manuscript to TeX. We also develop book and electronic publishing software for DOS and Windows. I am a computer analyst with a Computer Science degree.

**Cowan, Dr. Ray F.**
141 Del Medio Ave. #134, Mountain View, CA 94040;
(415) 949-4911; rfc@netcom.com
Twelve Years of TeX and Related Software Consulting:
Books, Documentation, Journals, and Newsletters
TeX & LaTeX macros, graphics; PostScript language applications; device drivers; fonts; systems.

**Hoenig, Alan**
17 Bay Avenue, Huntington, NY 11743; (516) 385-0736
TeX typesetting services including complete book production; macro writing; individual and group TeX instruction.

**NAR Associates**
817 Holly Drive E. Rt. 10, Annapolis, MD 21401;
(410) 757-5724
Extensive long term experience in TeX book publishing with major publishers, working with authors or publishers to turn electronic copy into attractive books. We offer complete freelance production services, including design, copy editing, art sizing and layout, typesetting and repro production. We specialize in engineering, science, computers, computer graphics, aviation and medicine.

**Ogawa, Arthur**
40453 Cherokee Oaks Drive,
Three Rivers, CA 93271-9743;
(209) 561-4585

**Quixote Digital Typography, Don Hosek**
555 Guilford, Claremont, CA 91711;
(909) 621-1291; Fax: (909) 625-1342; dhosek@quixote.com
Complete line of TeX, LATEX, and METAFONT services including custom LaTeX style files, complete book production from manuscript to camera-ready copy; custom font and logo design; installation of customized TeX environments; phone consulting service; database applications and more. Call for a free estimate.

**Richert, Norman**
1614 Loch Lake Drive, El Lago, TX 77586;
(713) 326-2583
TeX macro consulting.

**Type 2000**
16 Madrona Avenue, Mill Valley, CA 94941;
(415) 388-8873; Fax: (415) 388-8865
pti@crl.com
$2.50 per page for 2000 DPI TeX and PostScript camera-ready output! We provide high quality and fast turnaround to dozens of publishers, journals, authors and consultants who use TeX. Computer Modern, PostScript and METAFONT fonts available. We accept DVI and PostScript files only and output on RC paper. $2.25 per page for 100+ pages, $2.00 per page for 500+ pages; add $.50 per page for PostScript.

**Outside North America**

**TypoTeX Ltd.**
Editing and typesetting technical journals and books with TeX from manuscript to camera ready copy. Macro writing, font designing, TeX consulting and teaching.